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TELEPHONE THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE TODAY THAT YOU WILL ATTEND THE BANQUET MARCH 14 AND BE GLAD.
FAIL TO NOTIFY THEM UNTIL AFTER MARCH 9, WHEN IT WILL BE TOO LATE, AND BE SORRY.

ALBUQUERQUE .MOBNIMG JOURNAL.

CITY
EDITION
FOKTV-S-

OMI VKAIl
No. 67.

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Wednesday, March 8, 1922.
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a
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War and Made Peace"
would be authorized to loan
veteran on the certificate any
nv The AsNoi'lntrfl Pit.i.)
Carry Responsibilities for
amount not iiV excess of 50 per
Washington, March 7.
cent of the adusted service credit,
Defeated Nations,
The compromise soldiers' plus Interest at 414 per cent from
would
loan
1922.
The
bonus bill, carrying a bank October 1,
(By The Associated Press.)
have to mature not later than Seploan provision in place of tember
Berlin, March 7 (by the Associat30, 1925, and the rate of
could ed Press.) "The United States,
the cash installment pay- Interest charged by tho bank
exceed by more than 2 per cent which decided the war and shaped
ment plan, originally pro- not
a year, the rate charged at th" the peace of Versailles, alone can
posed and once approved date of the loan for the discount save tho Genoa conference from
commercial paper by becoming a futilo attempt at solvby the house, finally was of
federal reserve bank In the ing the problems of European re
the
to
agreed
today by repub- federal reserve district In which Is lonstruction."
Tuis opinion was expressed today
lican members of the ways located the bank making the ad
by Dr. Walter Rathenau, the mln
veteran.
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and means committee.
ister cf foreign affairs, before the
Case of Default.
He
was introduced later in the If a veteran
defaulted In the reichstag's budget committee. and
was discussing
reparations
house by Chairman Ford- payment of principal and Interest Germany's
foreign
problems.
to the bank for six months after
Dr. Itathenau warned tho depuney, who announced that it maturity
of the loan the bank
undue optimism in exwould not be called up un- would be required to present the ties against
pecting relief from the deliberaveteran's note and certificate to the tions
til next Monday, if then.
at Genoa. He told them the
treasury not earlier than May 30,
Passage of the bill was predicted 1925, nnd not later than October absence of the United States from
severely
His opinion ap- 15, 1025, and the government the conference table would
by Mr, Fordney.
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that Mr. Harding had not studied rectly to veterans on the certifi- man quarters.
and consequently had not formed cates. From that date to October
tho course of his reference to
an opinion as to the bank loan pro- 1, 1928, the r.iaxlmum of such a theIn Genoa
meeting, Dr. liathenau
vision. He was represented, how- loan would be 85 per cent of the told the
budget committee that ma
ever, as maintaining the same po- sum of the adjust d service credit terial relief
from reparations bursition that he did when he wrote of the veteran plus interest from dens would be hardly
forthecming
Mr. Fordney on February 16 that October 1, 1922, at 4 V2 per cent in a
of forty various nathe bonus either should be paid hy compounded annually. If the loan tions, gathering
most of which were directly
a sales tax or the legislation
were made after October 1, 1928, or Indirectly interested in the
the loan value would be 70 per
treaty. He declared that the
Some of the majority members cent of the adjusted service credit supreme
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said that while the roads was arrested in connection withcity,
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Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
wish the
paid to be fair and shooting. His preliminary was el
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday adequate, wages
It was not believed that for Friday morning.
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Meantime
recorded by the university:
the transportation act intended a is at liberty under $5,000 bond.
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Highest temperature .
to
flat rate
The shooting is reported to have
prevail throughout the
17
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country and ir- addition to citing taken place outside the bank Mon8,1
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(By The Ansnclntfd Press.)
Washington, March 7. Possibility of a strike April 1 in the an-

5 ARE KILLED
Tornado
Centers About
Warrenville, N. C, De
molishing 25 Houses;
Rescue Work Under Way
PrcM.)

Augusta, Ga., March 7. Five
deaths appeared tonight to be the
total of fatalities in the tornado
which early today ravaged
near here in Georgia and
South Carolina.
The storm centered, according to reports received here, at Warrenville, S. C.,
where, in addition to the five persons killed, a number were injured.
In Warrenville, where 25 houses
In the southeastern section of the
village were demolished, the homeless
set
uninjured
immediately
about the work of rescue, guided
through the blinding rain and
darkness by cries for help.
Clothing, furniture and wreckage generally were scattered over
the ground and in treo tops by the
wind, which, with whimsical generosity, left a largo mirror without
a crack under the debris of a
house and moved a small corrugated Iron fire houso a hundred
yards without disturbing the leaves
of a huge oak tree which sheltered it.

es

thracite coal regions was deplored
today by Representative Newton,
republican, Minnesota, who declared on tho floor of the house
that a tleup would be a disastrous
blow to industry generally.
Commenting on the Increase in
tho retail price of anthracite coal
during tho past few years, Mr.
Newton held that the operators
and owners of coal mines were "almost together responsible for excessive costs."
"Labor costs have not gone up
anything liko retail prices," asserted the Minnesota member, adding that it was his opinion, however, that retailers were not to
blame.
"At a time when industry
ought not to be required to
face any more trouble," Mr.
Newton asserted, "we find it
confronted with the possibility
of an niilhriK'ite coal strike.
As the operators nnd miners
quarrel the public stands by
almost helpless nt the mercy
of both tildes.''
"If operators and mine owners
are not to blame for the high cos
of coal, why have they been so
active in preventing the government from obtaining accurate da'a
regarding their Industry," he said.
It was the duty of congress. Mr.
to provide
Newton contended,
"some kind of a governmental
agency to get nccurate Information
about the coal industry," which, he
added, is the "worst run basic industry today."
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Lodge Will Deliver an Address Today Challenging
Opponents to Mring Their
Case to theJFIoor.

4

irreconcilaTles

TO
TO TAKE OTHER SIDE

Borah and Some of the
Friends of Wilson Hold a
Long Consultation; Many

Prepare Addresses.
(fly The Af!rtsitMl PrPR.)

Washington, March 7. After a
preliminary lull, the senate fight
1'acifio
tho
over
treaty Is about to break in full
fury.
Under an announced program
of aggressive action to bring the
treaty actively under discussion
and to expedite a vote upon its
Senator Lodge of
ratification.
the
Massachusetts,
republican
leader, will address the senate to
morrow and will challenge op
ponants of the pact to bring their
case openly to the senate floor.
Irreconcilable) Organize.
That un organized group of lr
will runge them
reconcllables
selves on the other side was assured today when it bocnm
known that a definite plan of action had been agreed upon after
.Senator
by
long consultation
Borah, republican, of Idaho, and
some of the friends of former
President Wilson.
How
may ho
the understanding thus ef"irrcconciU
fected
the
by
allies' " leader, or to what extent it limy Involve the personal sentiments of .Mr. Wilton himself, is not revealed.
Senator Itorah and the former president arc Niild not to
have conferred directly, although their friends say they
have been in consultation hy
letter regarding tho
pact.
Senator Lodge's determination
to take the offensive In the treaty
debate followed a complete suspension of the discussion today,
and was coupled
with prlvatt
from administration
suggestions
senators that the treaty opponents were seeking to delay conAt the conclusion of
sideration.
a prepared address by Senator
Kellogg, republican of Minnesota,
urging acceptance of the treaty
without qualification, the subject
disappeared
entirely from the
surface of senate proceedings and
Mr. Lodge announced that unless
senators were ready to speak by
tomorrow he would ask for a vote
on ratlficatloa.
Forcing the Issue.
Many are preparing addresses
both for and against ratification,
however, and no one accepted the
as
party leader's announcement
early action. It was
rather as merely a means
forcing the issue and bringing
an end the unexplained
lull
which the debate has been
from the very beginning.
Jn the main, the treaty oppon
have indicated a desire to
reserve their fire, at least until
they have heard from Senator
Lodge and from Senator Under- Zaer
f ,h0 Amerlca"
deie
four-pow-
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LAWDIS TO WITNESS
AN EXHIBITION GAME
(By The ANMficintpd

4-- PJ

PACIFIC PACT

Possibility of a Walkout in
Fields
the
Anthracite
April 1 Is Deplored By
Minnesota Solon.

STORM;

(By Tim AMocIiiIrd

George Clash
Seen Us Blsw at "Coalil i&nisn."

YcMiiger-Lfey- d

S STRIK

VILLAG

EDITION

Dally by Carrier or Mull Kite a Month
Simile liilc fits

TO INDUSTRY IF

New York, March 7. It's
not worth $5,000 to a woman
to be able to wear sheer silk
stockings, supreme Court Justice Callaghan ruled today.
He denied a motion of Mrs.
Sady E. Klein Klohn for leave
to transfer her $5,000 suit
against the Interborough Rapid
Transit company from municipal court to supreme court so
she could demand the higher
figure. Her counsel told the
justice a scar on her leg, resulting from a subway accident, had proved more serious
than she had expected and
would prevent her from wearing silken hose. "She can
amend her complaint in municipal court to ask tor $1,000,"
Justice Callaghan said. "She
ought to be glad to get that."
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four-pow-
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Tampa, Flu., March 7. Judge Above, Kir Ceorfre Younger, left, whose attacks on Premier David
Lloyd
K. M. Landis, supreme commisGeorge's policies brought about the crisis in England, and David
sioner of baseball, will witness the
Lord
and
Chamberlain
Austen
trainBelow,
of
George.
Lloyd
Birkenhead,
the
first exhibition game
Winston Lhurchill, who are trying to bring the factions together.
ing season hero between the WashThat the recent elafh between Sir Younger recently launched an
ington Americans and the Boston
Nationals on March 18, according George Younger, leader of the Rrit-is- h open revolt
movement
agalnnt
from
to a letter received
Judge
conservative secessionists, and Lloyd George and his policies. The
Landis today by Clark Griffith, Premier David
It
made
prender has
plain that
Lloyd George, lead- either Sir Georgo must recede
from
president of the Washington club. er of the coalition
government, is his position or England will have a
not merely a personal clash but a new premier.
Lord Birkenhead,
symptom of tho struggle on the Austen Chamberlain and Winston
part of the three leading political Churchill, supporting the premier,
HORSE-PLAY- "
parties, conservative, liberal and have made futile efforts to date to
labor, to abandon the coalition sys- iron out the differences and avert
now of Brit- such a crisis ns the resignation of
tem, Is the
A Santa Kc despatch to a loenl pnor yesterday
rend as ish political viewpoint
critics.
Sir Georgo Lloyd George would bring about.
follows:
"Carl Magce, editor of the Journal, Albuquerque, lias
not yet replied to a request to aid In an Investigation of
Ills own charge that records of tho finance board bad been
"GLEAM
IS
destroyed.
"Shortly after Magee8 elinrge apiiearcd In the Journal, Judge llolloniaii, declaring It a serious one, asked
Assistant District Attorney A. M. Edwards to investigate
it. The judge said lie presumed AIngcc would lie willing
to aid in the investigation.
"Edwards wrote him on Feb. 25, 1022, n.sklng lilm
wlui t proof. If niiy, lie lind to support the charge.
So
,
far no reply lins liecn received from Magce."
nn
Is
tmulo
The Journal
nil we said nliout the
charges. Here
under
of
18:
date
matter,
I'Vliruury
"Incidentally, we wish to direct Judge Ifnlloiniin's
attention to the rumor that the records of the Finance
(lly The Asxi. lnlrd Pre.)
Board (luring the administration of Governor Lindscy
"ClCanlineSS IS Health and
Los Angeles, Calif., March 7.
have been destroyed by some one, in order to have It
Police detectives as;.inned to the
With Health the World
a pica r that the board never became operative and that
William Desmond Taylor murder
accordingly Mr. Strong did not violate this law. Governor
May Be Moved," Is the gat
I.lndscy should be invited to apiear before the grand jury
mystery tonight
announced they
In Santa Fe."
Senator Borah't understanding
had
discarded
rethe
"confession"
Slogan for campaign.
On February 25, Mr. A. M. Edwards did write the editor of
regarding the plan of campaign
cently mailed here from Atlantic
the Journal asking him what proof he hud. The editor of this City,
the treaty in said to have
against
AMMiclntfd
N. J., aa the work of an i Pri'M.)
(!. The
followed a series of conferences
paper was then out of the elty. On March 0 we made public anssound mind.
Moscow, March 7. Leon
wer to this request for information by publishing the following
and an exchange of letters beThey said the handwriting of the
the soviet war minister, has tween him
statement :
and several men in
man whoso name was signed to the
to makolnnd out of the senate and close
launched
a
"We received n letter from Governor Ilagcrmun say-lu- g
campaign
"confession," a prominent figure in P.ussia clean.
Ho intends to do to Mr. Wilson,
that Governor Mndsey hud Informed him that there
the motion picture industry. In no
throuch tho red army.
were meetings of tho Finance Hoard during his term and
jn these exchanges Mr. Borah
way corresponded to that In which this
It is his chief and most cher-;i- s
that the minutes of such meetings were dcHislted In the
aid to have received informa-ishe- d
the document was written.
convert
desire
to
100,000,000
Now we are In receipt of a
office of the state auditor.
tion
which convinced him that
of Detectives David L.
Captain
letter from Governor Tjindsey confirming this statement.
people to his slogan: "Cleanliness Mr. Wilson and he, despite their
was quoted as is
Adams,
however,
health
with
health
the
bo
and
to
seem
These records
differences over the league of
missing.
stating his opinion there was a
may bo moved."
"If the grand jury wnnts the facts we suggest that
tions, are In complete sympathy
possibility of important informa
and
banished
has
Ho is the one who knows
'on
Governor Lindscy be called.
grease
Trotzky
many points involved in the
tion resulting from the "confesdirt, beards and long hair, shabby
the facts."
sion."
treaty discussions
It
and
clothes
from
red
the
to
In addition
this
js declared, however, that there
Mndsey wrote Mr. Edwards
Detective
Herman
Sergeant
wants
now
to
and
on
he
on February 20 us follows:
army
no
pass
been
has
to
effort
extend the
Cline, head of the homicide squad, the benefits of cleanliness to th " Porta les. New Mexico, Feb. 20, 1022
exchanges to others of the arms
said he had obtained a statement er.tlre
"Mr. A. M. Edwards, Assistant District Attorney,
Personally, he conference treaties.
population.
from a
girl, living
Borah Consults Democrats.
"Santa Fe, New .Mexico,
near the Taylor bungalow, that gives the Russians a splendid ex
The Idaho senator also has been
"Dear Sir: He your letter of the 18th, instaut.
Edward F. Sands, missing former ample.
own
a
are
ciotnes
constant
in
"There were a number of meetings of the State Board
conference with the
y
irotzKys
to the film directdemocratic senators who are re- of Finance during my term as governor. I personally
In mouei oi simplicity ana neatness,
rtl
tuhnm cVia
nni nmll
no
show
he
railed, a meeting of the Bonrd shortly after my accession
garded as followers of the former
Los Angeles long after he 'was sup-- i " 'vca,'s
"l"'"
to that offk'e. The minutes of gome of these meetings
l"" , ", ' , . 1
president, and they In turn have
posed to have left the city.
iim.v.
were dictated by me to the Secretary of the governor,
inn jaim i in ui Ki.iy hi my ctinsuuen Wlin various nf tlielM
cloth, with a military air given bv democratic colleagues who have
were transcribed by her, signed by me, as president of
a closely buttoned,
collar been Inclined to follow the lead
tho board, nnd personally handed to to the then state
SOCIETY TO COMBAT
and
secreho
military pockets. His trousers of Senator Underwood and sup-ar- e
the
that
with
same
as
auditor
the request
sign
tucked into a pair of lace half- - port all the treaties. The result
CRIME IS ORGANIZED
tary nnd preserve.
A square, medium-size- d
boots.
is a situation largely nebulous so
"If these minutes may not now be found, then they
his largo head and broad iw b any recKoning or relative
man,
must be 'lost or destroyed.'
(By The Auwlnted Vmn.)
forehead
would
7
attract
attention
numerical strength is concerned,
In
this
and
Sacramento, Calif., March
these minutes
"However,
matter,
raising
Articles of incorporation have been of the observing in many places, but nevertheless
are not found, I would expeet to get tho 'dirty end of
including elefiled with the secretary of ttaie but bis clean appearance Is nota- ments conceded generally to foretho slick.' as usual. Suggest you see Miss Olson, If she
In
ble
cast
condia stubborn
lnie by the crime commission of
Russia, where living
can recall taking and transcribing these minutes, and rebefore the
tions have long conduced to neglect senate Is ready tofight
30Jlhern cihlornta. the first
vote finally .on
port to me the results.
in the stale to fi rm for of one's appearance.
ratification.
"It may lie that copy wag filed In tho governor's
the express purpose cf fmbuitlng
Trotzky claims that despite great
office records.
"Yours truly,
strain of work ho has been unde.-fo- INCREASED
"organized crime."
"W. E. litNDSEY."
MOISTURE
as
In
four years his health has imIts
sot
the
forth
purposes
Is
In
Mr.
more
Edwards has been
apparent thnn that
Nothing
articles
follow:
He
has
IMPROVES
proved.
statefor
we
which
improved
facts
CONDITION
based
of
upon
the
certainly
6ur
days,
possession
In control of his nerves.
"To collect and tabulate InformaHe no
ment as to the rumors. His statement that "so far no reply has
OF
tion
crime.
excited.
Also, he ha
concerning
longer gets
been received from Magce," Is mere political Rubterfnge and a
WHEATJN KANSAS
"To combat organized crime by become a first rate public speaker.
plain" effort to make It appear Hint tho Journal innde "charges"
(By The Axaocluled TrcM.)
Bolshevik leaders have to do
applying business methods to law
which It Is unable or unwilling to substantiate.
their work at night, sleep when
Washington, March 7. Increased
Our "rumors" were based upon tho written statement of enforcement,
moisture
"To
aid
has improved the condilaw
assist
and
can
and
enforcing
make stump speeches
they
Governor Undsey to Governor Hngcrmnn that there were meetofficers in a sirict and impartial to a vast number of people who tion of winter wheat in Kansas,
Governor
ings of the Finance Board during his term of office.
while
a lack of it has resulted in a
enforcement of the law.
cannot read and who can be taught
Mndsey (clip Mr. Edwards that tins minutes of these meetings
"To inagurate preventtvn
and only by speeches.
Instead of poor condition of the crop in parU
were turned over to the Rtatc auditor for preservation.
of
measures.
remedial
Colorado and New
Nebraska,
often
breaking
down,
Trotzky
These records nre now missing. Let tho grnnd jury call the
"To inaugurate and put Ir effect sneaks twice n day. He goes Mexico, the department 'of agriculwhnt became of measures
proper state officials If it wishes to
ture
which will insure to the through setting-u- p
reported today in its cron re
exercises twice,
them. Talk about calling on the Journal for proofs about who
people speedy and adequate Justice a day, walks or rides in an open view for the last half of February.
extracted them from the official archives of the state Is mere in
cases.
in
criminal
Indiana and Ohio some
minois,
ho
automobile
when
has tho op"horsc-plny.- "
"To reduce expenses of govern- portunity, gets regular sleep and damage was reported from altei-na- te
If stnto- officials would cense their worn-oof ment by
subterfuge
freezing and thawing; condireducing crime.
never worries.
trying fo make It appear that this Is a controversy between the
"To force a respect for the law.
Is very keen at picking tions were said to be favorable in
Trotzky
editor of the Journal nnd C. V. Strong, tho stnto treasurer, nnd
"To organize
responsibility to up points In conversation, to con- central Iowa, Georgia, North Caro
would regard It ns a ease of the State of New Mexico attempting
and Virginia, while lack oz
trovert arguments advanced, but so lina
to vindicate Its majesty against an official who litis violated the combat organized irresponsibility."
snow cover In southern Iowa and
quick as to be almost quacklsh Wisconsin
law: ir they will call the proper or ruin Is to tell them what has
was reported to be re"He argues like a country lawyer,"
become of the official records of tho state. Instead of trying to
ROB REPRESENTATIVE
was the opinion expressed by some tarding growth. Condition of winmuddy Uie water by fighting back at the Jonrnnl because of Its
ter
was
said to be generally
rye
OF NEW YORK PAPER European Journalists recently, aft- favorable
rumors It has heard, they may
giving tho public tho
In the central states.
er
him,
interviewing
somewhere.
get
The report noted Indication ot a
When we hear "rumors" which seem to come from a reliable
(By The AnKiielntrd Trru.)
general tendency toward increased
WIN'S IHLI.IAIID TITLE.
source we will give them to the nubile. When wo have occasion
New York, March 7.
Two
acreage cf cotton, with land beintf
to do so wo will make "charges." When wo do the latter we will
armed bandits today held up W1UU
7.
Chicago. March
Frank T. prepared for planting in Oklahoma,
be prepared to prove what wo sny.
tho
of
Litchfield, representative
Fleming of Champaign. 111., today and Texas and some planting alNew York Globe, In front of the won the national amateur title In ready done In southern Texaa and
meantime, suppose tno hanta f c county officials rind nut who
took these records and why. Lindscy says they were there. Saf- r.ewspa per f flee in Dey street, and three cushion billiards, defeating Florida.
iora miys they are gone. What has the Journal to do with It?
escaped with 1 1,1 9 3 in cash and Adolph "Spike" Splelmtn of ChiProspects for this season's fruit
Will someone please call Mr. Edwards' attention to the above
He was on his cago, 51 to SO in eighty innings. crop were said to be generally fa$7,985 in checks.
facts? l'crhups he does not read the Journal.
way to deposit the money and Fleming had a high run of three vorable, although some Injury was
checks in a bank,
and Splelman'a high run was six. reported.
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MAY HOT ACCEPT

SKIPPERS WHO SAILED TIIE SEVEN SEAS IN WAR TIME
COMMAND BIGGER AND BETTER SHIPS IN TIME OF PEACE

March 8, 1922
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MUSCLE SHOALS
(

OFFER OF FORD

OF
SCOTLAND
iSOOO TONS
'

Would Require Years to
Thresh Out Existing Lega!
Entanglements, Mayo
Told By Kahn.
(Br The Aaori.--
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March 7. Chair.
Washington.
man Kahn of the house milit
t
committee today told W. B. Mayo,
chief of engineers for Henry Ford,
that it would require years to
to accent the Detroit manufactur
threph out existing legal entangle
1 ments and it was donlafjl even
that the government would be abli
rr's Dronosed contract for pur
chase and lease of the nitrate and
f
I
power projects at JIuscle Shoals,
Alabama.
After the committee adjourned
other committee members said the
legal harriers to acceptance of the
Ford proposal appeared Inescapable because of the contracts held
?
hv the Alabama Power company
and the Air Nitrates corporation
6MPRE33 OF CANADA, 22.500 TONS
which, those concerns claim, give
them exclusive rights to purchase
the Warrior steam plant, and TCOMMANDS CC EVANS, QB E..
itrate plant No. 2, respectively.
EMPRESS OF SCOTLAND
Both units would he delivered to
Mr. Ford with free titles in thfc
G. C. Evans, who ing almost as much of the world's tween Canada and Europe.
Commander
Thre
as accepted,
event his proposal
was decorated by Kinf? George for wet surface as they did in war additional new boats of the popular
and could not bo freed from the his war services
and made nn times when they sailed the seven type, J(i,uuu tons each, will ply be.
without pro
contract conditions
officer of the Order of the British seas with troops and supplies. The tween Montreal and Liverpool.
looped litigation in tile courts.
There will be a fortnightly service
i
mrriciiiiios.
Empire, had four fights with sub- Canadian Pacific fleet is to be inmarines and transported overseas creased this spring by 130,000 tons to the Orient made possible by the
The discussion of the legal difficulties the committee faced In con74,000 Canadian and United States of passenger liners, six in number, addition of two new steamers even
siderine the Muscle Shonls situatroops. Now he is tho comnmndcr of which tour are destined for the larger than the Empress of Russia
and
Mr.
after
Mayo
tion, developed
of the Empress of Scotland, 25,000 Atlantic and two for the Pacific. and Empress of Asia which have
repreWashington
Gray
tons, the largest ship in the Can- The new express service to the been the largest passenger vessels
farm adian
sentative of the American
Pacific fleet. His second in European ports of Cherbourg and on the Pacific Ocean. The proba.
bureau federation, had presented command is .Staff Captain E.
Ham Dure will be started in May bilitv is that the two steamers. Env
said
which
they
three alterations
of the Koyal Naval Reserve, with tho opening of the St. Law- press of Canada and Empress of
Mr. Ford had agreed to make in
his original offer for the Shoals who survived the explosion of five rence, providing closer connection Australia, will call either east or
tons of TNT on a United States via Canada between Chicago and west bound at Honolulu. All the
riroiects.
The first alteration provided for destroyer lying alongside his ship the middle west with Paris and steamers of the Canadian Pacific
a fixed capitalization of not less and, although wounded, navigated Berlin because the St Lawrence Oriental fleet will call as before at
than Jl 0,000,000 for the company his shattered steamer to port 200 route has the advantage over the Yokohama, Hong Kong, Shanghai
Mr. Ford would create to operate
southern route, passengers being and Manila and train connections
nu'les distant.
The
the Alabama
enterprise.
These are the sort of men who only four days out at open sea.
between Chicago and the ports of
amendment was suggested hy SecThe Empress of Scotland will Le Montreal and yuubec will receive
are operating the big ..ew steamers
retary Weeks when he submitted
be
of
Pacific
Canadian
and
the
cover
the
largest steamship plying
spec:al attention.
the bid to congress in order to safeInterests
guard the government's
against failure rif- the operating
such period or thereafter dis
Muscle Shoals devel COMMITTEE
AGREES
company to carr;- out the contract plans for theMr.
charged from the military or naval
Ford had in mind.
In pood faith for the 100 years It opment that
forces on account of his alienage."
ON COMPROMISE BILL
Mr. Kahn said attorneys for the
would he effective.
Oversells Sorviee.
power company and the nitrate
Another Amendment.
BONUS
SOLDIER
FOR
The term overseas service, the
him
had
advised
they
'Another amendment offered hy corporation
hill set forth "means service on
Mr. Mayo was a guarantee to man- would insist that the government
shore in Europe or Asia, exclusive
(Continued from Page One.)
fertilizers" discharge tho obligations it had
ufacture "commercir"
of China, Japan and the Philipcontracts for tho
rather than nitrates and "other assumed when
forfeited.
Had he borrowed an pine islands: and service afloat
compounds," while the third pro- construction of the two units were
with war department of- amount less than the maximum not on receiving ships; including
posed to give authority to the com- executed
case the period from the
pany's directing board to regulate ficials and options given their authorized by the bill, would be In either
of embarkation for such perv
the delivery of the fertilizers direct clients for exclusive purchase for paid 80 per cent of the difference date
ico
to
tho
two
event
in
date of disembarkation
the
he
tho
plants
from factory to consumer, making
between that maximum and the
government ever decided to sell amount actually borrowed. In the on return from such service, both
for
it impossible
intermediary them.
Home service is
Under their separate warn- case of the death of the veteran dates inclusive."
agents to handle the products and
increase the price to the farmers ings that they would refuse to sub hefore the loan was paid, his bene- (li.'incd to mean all servico not
Ol
o
sons
service.
to
mit
of
the
the
propdisposition
above the 8 per cent profit charged
ficiary or his estate would bo paid
erties to Mr. Ford and would bat- the
face value of the certificate in Tho bill also would provide that
by the manufacturing company.
computing
These amendments were accept- tle for their rights from the low- less the amount duo on the loan.
adjusted service
credit no allowance would be made
ed by the committee although some est to the highest conrts, Mr. Kahn
Application for government loans "to
to
see
was
said
he
utiuble
commissioned
how
the
officer
any
members expressed regret that Mr.
might be made at any postoffice
Ford hnd refused tn accent n n0- - government could enter Into the of a first, second or third class, Jnit abovo th-- grade of captain in the
proposed ny Air. oraio loans would have to be approved army or marine corps, lieutenant
year lease and had Insisted upon agreement
in tho navy, first lioutenant or firs
the extent of delivering the plants by the secretary of the treasury.
the
clause.
to
Mm
immediate development
for
Chairman Kahn and RepresentaIt would be provided that no lieutenant of engineers in the
tive Miller, republican, Washing- or for future operation if the certificate Issued or right con- coast guard, or passed .assistant
courts upheld the power company ferred under the adjusted service surgeon In tho public health serv
ton, nsked Mr. Mayo if Mr. Ford
would further
ni idify his offe- -. and the nitrate curporntion in the certificate title could, except for ice, or having tho pay and aliow- decision.
final
the purpose of securing a loan anees. If not the rank, nf unv nffl- eliminating the provisions requirAnxious to Begin Work.
ing the government to give h!m
from an authorized bank or from err superior in rank to any of such
Mr. Mayo revealed that it was the government, be negotiable or grade in each case for the period
clear titles to the Warrior steam
begin work assignable or servo as security for of service as such.
plant and nitrate No. 2 and wheth- Mr. Ford's Intention tosummer.
Muscle Rhoals this
at
er Mr. Ford would agree himself
"Any individual holding a pera loan.
a
he said,
be
would
to adjust the legal
"It
crime,"
over
or manent or provisional commission
ispute.s
assignment
negotiation,
"Any
the rights claimed by the Alabama "not to settle this affair so we can loan made In violation of any pro- or permanent or acting warrant in
Power company and the Air Ti- get Into the river this summer dur- vision of this section shall bo held any branch of the military or nnval
forces, or (whilo holding such
trates corporation, defraying the ing the dry season."
void," says the bill.
Mr. Kahn said he favored quick
If the veteran should die after commission or warrant) serving
litigation expenses as well.
Government's Business.
action by congress ut believed making application for any one of under a temporary commission in
"
Mr. Mayo replied that the lega! that despite whatever action v.?.s the optlcnnl plans or for the cash a higher grade in each case for
situation was the government's taken there could bo no assurance and before the coming Into force of tho period of service under such
business and Mr. Ford would i ot that the legal problems could bo the bill on October 1, 1 922, the commission or warrant or in such
he willing to pay the costs of court solved for years.
government would pav to his estate higher grado after the accrual of
trials.
He also Insisted that the
the amount of the adjusted service tho right to pay thereunder.
This
subdivision shall not apply to any
Warrior plant was essential to the HEAD0N COLLISION
credit.
6
officers."
Voterans electing to take the voIn computing tho adjusted servtraining aid option would
MILES WEST OF BELEN cational
be paid $1.75 for ench day of at- ice, credit allowance would be
1.
made
for timo served from April
on
or
tendance
after January
riCIAl DISPATCH TC MOBNIN
JOUMMALJ
TOBACCO
If 23, on a course of vocational n, 1917. to July 1, 1019, less B0
X.
7.
L.
M., March
Eelen,
Henry
training previously approved by daya, this deduction belns made
tiVo
Abell, a Santa Fe engineer, re- the director of the veterans' bu- on account of the ? 0 bonus paid
reau.
The total payment under this at the timo of discharge from the
ceived wounds about the head this
So Easy to Drop Cigarette, afternoon when a helper engine and plan, however, could not exceed 140 service.
me local had a head-o- n
In the case of members of the
collision at per cent of the amount of the
Cigar, or Chewing Habit
service credit.
national guard or of tho national
Felipe, about six miles west of here
Under the farm end home aid guard resorve, called into service
on the Coast lines. Engineer Abell
has helped thousands was sent to tho hospital at Albu- section, voterans would be paid, in by tho proclamation of the presito break the costly,
querque on a special train which lump sum or installments, nn dent, dated July 3, 1917, th time
tobacco habit. Whenever vou was made up here. Gus Wickam. amount equal to the adjusted serv- of service beins the date of call
have a longing for a smoke or a fireman on the helper engine with ice credit Increased by 40 per cent into service as specified by the
Abell, was cut, but not seriously upon satisfactory assurance that proclamation and August 6, 1917,
chew, Just place a harmles
tablet in your mouth instead. and Tom Keith, fireman on the the money would be used In pur- both dates inclusive, would be
All desire stops. Shortly the habit local, was slightly scalded.
chasing or making payments on a deemed to be active servico in the
home or farm or Improving a homo military or naval forces.
is completely broken, and yon are
or farm.
better off mentally, physically, fiUnder a
Tt has now been established
penalty proviby
This section of the bill is un- sion of tho general
It's so easy, so simple scientists that there is a period of
measure any person
nancially.
for
la
as
that
Get a box of
providing
who knowingly made "any false TO SELL M. AND N. A.
and if it shifting of the latitude of the changed
land settlement. Under the land
doesn't release you from all crav- North Pole. Instead
of movinn settlement title, there would be statement of a material fact In any
RAILROAD ON APRIL 1
ing for tobacco In any form, your around In a complete circle
certificate or docuthe
created
a "national veterans' set- application,
druggist will refund your money pole moves around In a somewhat
ment," made under the various
estabwhich
would
tlement
without question.
board,"
titles of the bill, or of
(By The AMOclatrd PrM.)
regulairregular fashion.
lish veteran settlement projects for tion made under any any
siich
Harrison, Ark., March 7. Re
the reclamation and settlement of would bo liable to a fine of title
not ceiver J. C. Murray of the Mislands by means of irrigation, drain- more than $1,000 or
imprisonment souri and North Arkansas railB
age or other method of developfor not more than five vears, or road today announced that April
Establish- both.
ment or improvement.
had been set as the date for
ment of the projects would bo carthe sale of the road in compli
with the
ried out In
ance
with a recent decree issued
states and veterans would be given
in federal court at little KOCK.
preference in employment on such
Under the decree $3,000,000 is the
work.
minimum price that may be acIn each project the board would
cepted.
establish farm units large enough
for the support of a family and
for
Forged paper money recently
workers'
sufficient
farm
units
discovered In France had been burpart time cultivation by a farm
led tn the ground for several
worker's family. Each veteran em?
weeks to give it a dirty, used look.
ployed on a project would be al'
V at
lowed to select and would be allotted a farm unit upon which he
could construct a dwelling and
From the
other improvements.
price of the land so allotted would
it
''et I
be deducted the amount of the veteran's adjusted service credit. The
1 I
remainder would be paid upon en
amortization
plan with a fixed
number of Installments to cover the
amount due, plus Interest at five
choose for
per cent over a period of twenty-fiv- e
Yet this better Furniture costs but little more than
i f i
its nourishment
years or less.
The settlement board would con"ordinary" Furniture. When you buy here you
sist of the secretary of the Interior
digestibility,
benefit by our years of experience of careful buyand four other members appointed
conto
the
subject
lar-by
We
its
president,
in
lots
ing.
and direct from Amerbuy
uniformity and
firmation by the senate. The four
ica's leading makers. Many new pieces of the most
members would receive salaries of
'safety.
$7,500 each and one would be apbeautiful styles of Over-Stuffe- d
Furniture are now
pointed for two years, on Xr three
on display. Shown in single pieces or suites.
years, one for four years "nd one
for five years. Subsequently appointments would be made for five
vears. In the original bill this pro
vision required that at least three
of the appoitneu Members be vete
rans, but that section was stricken
out.
Those entitled to a bonus would,
under tho terms of the bill, Include Sen. Frank Bosworth Brandaeee.
Frank Bosworth Brandagee la
CONDENSED MILK)
"any individual, a member of the
military or naval forces of the the senior senator from ConnectiUnited Slates at any time after cut. He Is a republican.
He was
April 5. 1317, and before November born In New London, Conn., July
12, 1918: but does not Include (1) 8, 1864. He is a graduate of Yale.
any individual at any time during '85. He was elected to the state
CCOUNTING -such period or thereafter separated legislature in 1888 and became
AUDITING, INCOMt
from such forces under other than speaker of the Connecticut house
TAX
flN ANCIAL
conin 1899.
honorablo conditions, (2) any
He was first elected to
Second and Copper.
scientious objectors who perform- the national legislature in 1902
Strong Block
v
ed no military duty whatever or and served his state In the lower
WuiAMJtAN
refused to wear the uniform, or house until elected senator tn 1905
(3; any alien at any time during His present term expires in 1927.
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in a single evening
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To hear the most famous singers and
instrumentalists in all the glory of their art,
to choose exactly those you wish to perform,
to have them sing and play the compositions
of your own selection such is the opportunity which is yours.
Recorded on Victor Records, reproduced
by the Victrola that combination makes
the interpretations of the greatest artists a
living reality in the homes of all the world.
Victrolas $25 to $1500. New Victor
Records demonstrated at all dealers in Victor
products on the 1st of each month.
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Important:

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF,

Look for these trade-mark- s.

Under the lid. OnthelabeL

Victor Talking Machine Company
Camden, New Jersey

nerve-shatterin- g

JUR NATIONAL
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JDST ARRIVED

OVERSTUFFED

FURNITURE OF DISTINCTION
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Steel Co. Inc.

and Weldrra.
1100 Boutb (Second St.
Tel. 1U47-Boilermaker,

C. H. CARNES
IN OCt'LAR

SPECIALIST
REFRACTION
107 S. Fourth.
Phono

A

f

1057--

Glass-Lumb-

IIAI.IIHIlKilS

C.

42r Sou

111

er

LUMHEH

Flril mnrt.

CO.

I'biine 402.

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL. OFFICE

PAINT
PLASTER

uerque

character and integrity unquestioned;
hustler, full of pep and enthusiasm.
To such we have a first-clas- s
proposition to offer. Must know how to
handle men.
Give References in First Letter.
.

The Bankers Reserve Life Co.
Omaha, flabraska
Assets $12,000,000
Business in Force $80,000,000

J.

GLASS
CEMENT

ALBUQUERQUE AND VICINITY
Man of good personal appearance,

:

Wind Shield

LUMBER

WANTED
for

BRAND

1

'

New Mexico

it

EAGLE

y

ing coughs that "hang on" after
the grippe
or Influenza, take
Foley's Honey and Tar. Mrs. K. D.
Drake, Chllds, Md. writes: "After
an attack of the flu th. t left me
with a severe cough nothing seemed to relieve me till I tried Foley's
Honey and Tar which I can highly
recomme: d." it is also good for
croup, whooping cough and colds.
It puts a soothing, healing coating
over the inflamed surfaces, cuts the
phlegm, eases hoarseness, clears
the air passages. Sold everywhere,

District Manager

and

THE PRICES ARE MUCH LOWER
THAN LAST SEASON

GOOD FOB THAT "FLU" COUGH
For quick relief from the wear-

Careful
Mothers

e

T

vuiuti

423 North First Street

Fancy Egg 10.50
For Furnace, Range
Heater Use.
GALLUP-AMERICA-

or

N

LUMP $11.00
Split Cedar Kindling

Aztec Fuel Co.
Phono 251
L. JOE MILLER, Pres.
..,
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WELL, JACK, HOW ABOUT IT?

GIRLS

Page Three.
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They Are "No Worse and
Often Much Better Than
the Modern"
Damsels,
Miss Richards Says.
(By The Aoclntfd Tress.)
Syracuse, N. V., March 7.

"She
thinks sometimes selfishly, sometimes altruistically
but she generally thinks."
And because she thinks, Ml
Jcuno Marie Richards,
dean ot
women at Syracuse university, finds
the modern college girl "no worse
and often much better than the
modern girl In general."
An article, by Miss Richards appeared in the Daily Orange, Syracuse student publication, tcday entitled "The Modern Girl," having
the above declaration for Its general theme.
In part the article said:
"It Is difficult with a mass of Individual cases before one's eyes, to
generalize. These are, however, a
few things of which I am quite sure.
The college phi, against whom so
many complaints are lodged, is no
worse and often much better than
the mcdern girl In general; second.
I'm quite sure that she is not doing as much as she should to make
and guard standards In a young
society which often Poems to be
unstable as quicksand.
"No one who has really seen the
college girl of today could seriously
assert that she has any outward
resemblance to the Victorian miss.
and
She is generally
whether confident nr not, will try
measure
to
to
the demands of
up
any situation; she has tireless Initiative; she thinks, some times
selfishly, some times altruistically
but the generally thinks."
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VIRTUAL ELOCKADE IS
THROWN AROUND FIUME
By The AftHurintrri PreM.)

;

Hume, March 7 (by the Associated frefs), A virtual blockade
was thrown around Flume today
by Italian Commissioner Castelll
who issued orders forbidding the
entrance into the city of any but
Flume citizens.
Those who participated In the
recent
of President
overthrow
Zanella's
government,
together
with others having no legitimate
business in the city, will be sent
out enmasse, according to Commissioner CaiStelii's
orders, so that
Italy can redeem the pledge given
to the Jugo Slavs in the treaty of
Fiume a free
Kapallo declaring
state.
Slit G, ROB PAYMASTER.
Providence, R. I., March 7. Edward Spencer, paymnster of the
American Screw company, was
slugged and robbed by automobile
bandits today of a payroll amounting to between $5,000 and 6,000.
The bandits escaped.
There have been over one thousand different varieties of
toes, but only a few of these are
worth cultivating.
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CONGRESS
SEEKS MORE MONEY
FOR ROAD BUILDING

BILL

IN

NAMED TO MEET

An extension of four years to
the present two year federal aid
road program has been proposed
in nn amendment to the bill in
congress according to advice received at the local district forest
Aside
service office
yesterday.
from the aid work, the two year
in
now
bill
the
effect
will
Charles Caldwell and Cullen forett service the sum of give
15 milPearco were named for the debatlion dollars for forest roads. Of
ing team of the State university to this sum New Mexico national
forests
will receive about $500,-00- 0
meet the California
university
during the two years.
team hero on March 20. at the deIf the amendment should be
bating tryouts held yesterday aftpassed it would provide about
ernoon in Hodey hall. Nine confor the forest roads
$40,000,000
testants entered the tryouts.
for aid
and r.oy and about $400,000,000
Kenneth Wilkerson
Hickman were placed third and work.
fourth in the list of candidates,
and these two will debate the two ELECTION OF OFFICERS
first named tho latter part of tho
AND INITIATIONS HELD
month to determine tho team
which wlil meet Arizona March 30.
TONIGHT BY THE ELKS
Tho question in both debates,
and in the tryouts yesterday. Is na
At the regular meeting tonight
follows: Jtesolved, tmit industrial
courts for tho judicial settlement of the Elks, election of officers
of industrial disputes should be and initiation of new members
established by the several states." will be held. District
Deputy
New Mexico will uphold the neg- Ornnd Exalted Ruler C. M. Bueler
ative In the debate with California, will be present at the meeting,
and the affirmative in the debates and will officiate in the election.
new
Tho following
members
w'h Arizona and Las Cruces. Tho
date of the debate with Las Cruces will be initiated: L. A. Rowe, Vv'.
has not yet been definitely fixvd, W. Still. C. C. Smith, D. J. Cook.
R. G. Kay and J. R. Gaunt. After
but will probably be April 13.
New Mexico's debating' schedule the business of the meeting, a
this year is the largest it has ever lunch will be served.
had, three contests having be.'n
definitely arranged, while another KIRKW00D AND WET,
with Baylor university of Texas is
The ("chedule ia
G0LFISTS, DEFEATED
being considered.
under the direct supervision of the
Lowell Literary society, to which
Del Honte. Calif.. March 7.
the members of the team belong. Joe Kirkwocd. open golf chamThe society is open to any student, pion of Australia and Arthur Wet,
and has new about 30 members.
Australian professional, were deThe Judges of the tryouts yes- feated five up and four to go by
were
Profs'.
Clark, Haught Jack Neville, former state amaterday
and Hubbell.
teur champion and Mortie Dutra,
Pebblo Beach professional, in a
It Is an old belief that the tail S6 hole match today over the
of a black cat, if rubbed over tho Pebble Reach and Del Monte
9
eye, will effect a s.necdy cure of a courses. Kirkwood shot
153. .
stye.
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Is Jack Dempsey, world's heavyweight champion, about to lose a
decision to Dan Cupid? Damo Rumor says so. Bebe Daniels, famous
movie queen, is che maidan, 'tis said. When asked about the report
Dempsey wouldn't deny it. "She's a charming girl. But you better
ask her if there is any announcement to make," he said blushingly.

"Good

to the

Will
Director
Wellington
Coach 500 People in Two
Groups for the Perform

photo of Jock Dempsey and Bebe Daniels taken when
the two were on movie location.

CITY ATTEND MEETING
LAST WEEK IN CHICAGO
The national meeting of school
held in
superintendents
recently
Chicago was attended by John
Milne,
cf
city
superintendent
schools, County
Superintendent
Ireno Burke and J. II. Crist, all of
Albuquerque.
Mr. Milne stated last night that
around 8,000 superintendents from
all parts of the country attended
the meeting, which was one of the
largest ever held. Tho most discussed topic at the convention centered around tho proposed federal
now before
bureau of education
The meeting's attitude
congress.
toward the question was favorable,
as ever, according to Mr. Milne.
John V. Conway, state superintendent of public Instruction, attended the meeting and addressed
the state superintendents' section.
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With plans well under way for
tho production
of "A Night in
Dreamland," being produced here
for the American Legion by Jay
Wellington, rehearsals are being
held with heavy attendance. Two
hundred and twenty children and
100 adults have enrolled for parts
in the production, which will enlist a cast of 500. Different groups
of actors will be used for each of
tho two performances.
Some of the most talented people
of the community will appear in
tho principal parts of the show,
and at the same time much new
talent will be brought to light in
the various song numbers, pantomimes and dances.
The following children will apDream
pear in "The Children's
land": Jane Iden. Mario Adle, An
drea Semiegelow, Thelma Kearns,
Mabel Downer, Janet Kimball,
Eleanor
Mary Draper,
Diaper,
Eleanor Suggs, Flora Gorttez, Max-In- e
Gardner, Clara G. Uriston, Lu
cille Sauer, Grace Culkinn, Margaret Smith, Iaura Chaves, Mary
Jane Mooney, Marjorie Hatch, Car
oline Gonzales, Helen Garcia, Pearl
Mays. Merl Charlotte Connell, Lere
Lee, Maurine Gregg, lioba Lucero,
a
Kopa Calkins, Mary G. Ityan,
Ellsworth, Hattie Lowitski,
Cesarie Sandoval. Madge Gordon,
Hetty Maloney, Luey Trujillo, Helen
Hutledgo, Hilda Xewlander, Pearl
Moss, Arlene May Ross. Phyllis
Wall, Vera Schmidt, Anita Chaves,
Harwell, Gertrude GuOeorgl
tierrez. Grace Thomas, Florence
Wilma
Flora Garcia,
Ileemers,
Itelnke, Florence Thatcher, Dorothy Suggs, Stella Cimino, Hilda Edmunds, Virginia Leftwlch, Virginia
Mantonya, Jessie Stone, Alice Horn,
Marion Twogood, Alma Alagi, Susanna Anaya, Cormella
Combs,
Clarissa Hezemek, Betty Ann Cox,
Stell Sandoval. Isabel Hernandez,
Crucita
Harwell,
Chaves, Clara
Zona Agnes Walsh, Maurlne Bris-toGrace Strong, Stella Garcia,
Eva Forman. Elizabeth Herriott,
Helen Nelson, Virginia
Johnson,
Ruth irottman, Helen Mead, Mary
Helen McKnight, Beatrice Moutrie.
Grace Robinson, Alorie
Boyle,
Smith, Wmmalee
Kathryn
Frances
Flora Lowitzki,
Beatrice
Coulston.
Falkenburg,
Ruth Mann,
Dorothy Graham,
Maxine Aekerman,
Clara Weisc,
Iteglna Trujillo and Josephine

Gritty, soapless tooth pastes may show quick results.
If you scour away your skin, nature can replace it. But
even Nature will not replace tooth enamel once it has been
worn away by gritty, soapless tooth pastes.
The most effective and trustworthy method of keeping your
teeth bright and smiling is the use of a gentle, washing''
y
dental cream.
4

non-gritt-

COLGATE'S CLEANS TEETH THE RIGHT WAY
"Washes" and Polishes

r
1
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IS A DOUBLE ACTION DENTIFRICE f

(1) Loosens clinging particles.
(2) Washes them away.

Sensible in Theory. You can't beat
common sense when backed by modern
science. Healthy saliva is practically
alkaline. Colgate's
Ribbon Dental Cream is mildly alkaline,
practically neutral, and cleanses without

0

disturbing nature's balance. Avoid

Ie

dentifrices that are strongly alkaline or

appreciably acid. Colgate's helps to

llixWxW

Colgate's chans teeth

PWISk

maintain the right mouth conditions.

Correct in Practice. Today scientific
dentists know that harsh drugs and
chemicals harm mouth tissues. Colgate's
Ribbon Dental Cream does not contain
them. Authorities agree that a dentifrice
should do only one thing clean teeth
thoroughly. Colgate's does this. No
false claims are made that Colgate's
possesses any other virtue, but it does
possess this one in the highest degree,
and in a higher degree than any other
kind of dentifrice.

thor- -

no dentifrice does

oughly

Doesn't Scratch or Scour

)
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Vag-que-

There are seventy-fiv- e
boys in
the "Dance of the Clowne," fifty
ns
"pillow fighters" in the
boys
Slumberland
scene, 100 girls as
Red Cross nurses, and seventy-fiv- e
girls as nurse maids for the
Dreamland Kiddies in the Slumberland scene.
Over 400 children are expected
to enroll before the cast is made
complete, and the children's L part
In the mammoth production
no
small part of the show. Visitors
evenwill find both afternoon and
ing practices Interesting and are
made welcome at all rehearsals,
which are held as follows: Chil
dren in the armory every afternoon
at 4 o'clock; adults, vocation
training school, evenings at 7:30
o'clock.

LAW CLUB PROPOSES
COMMUNITY LIBRARY
OF REFERENCE BOOKS
The concentration of all of the
lawyers' offices in the city on the
top floors of the proposed bank
building and the consolidation of
their reference, books into one
large law library are proposed to
members of the Lawyers' club of
Albuuuerque. Col. D. K. tt. Sellers
has outlined the plan to club members.
It Is proposed to engage the
seventh and eighth floors of the
First National bank building,
which will bo built at Third ami
Central avenue for the exclusive
use of lawyers of the city. The
rent for the community library
will bo included in the rent of each
It is also prolawyer's office.
ofposed to furnish a down-tow- n
fice for the residing Judge of the
district court.

REGULATIONS UPON
TAX ON ADMISSIONS
TO BE DISTRIBUTED

H. y. SCIENTIST

DEATHS

FUNERALS

AND

NOBLE The funeral services
for Almon Everett Noble, who
at his
died Monday morning
IS
home on North Elm street, will
be held this afternoon at 3 o'clock
from French's chapel. Rev. II. S.
Davidson will officiate. Tho following will act as pall bearers:
D. W. Faw, W, H. Allen, R. V.
Wickens, E. Boulton, J. A. Morrison and L. C. Bennett. Burial
will be in Falrview cemetery.
Dr. Pierce Spends Night in
Miss Clara Karnett,
"Haunted" House: Will 25 KARNETT died
at a local hosyears old,
yesterday morning. Miss
Attempt to Solve Antog pital here came
hero a year ago
Karnett
inish Mystery.
from Omaha, Neb., and is survived by a sister who was with
(Bj The AMnelntrd l'rf"iO
her here, and other relatives in
7.
Halifax, March
Antoginlsh Omaha. The body was shipped
county's "ghost" had company to last night on train number 4 to
night and new implements with Omaha for burial,
which to play supernatural pranks by her sister. C., T. accompanied
French was
Dr. Walter Franklin Prince. New in charge of arrangements.
York scientist and director of the
American Institute of Scientific
CULVER Mrs. Katherine LilResearch, spent his 'Irst night in lian Culver, 57 years old, wife of
the Alex MacDonald home.
C.
died yesterday
He slept on a couch surrounded Arthur at Culver,
their homo on West
morning
by a maze of strings to which were Ilazeldine
avenue. Mrs. Culver was
attached little bells. The other ends born in Sharon Iowa, and was
of the rtring were fastened to the educated
at Cornell university,
scientist's fingers. Dr. Prince dil after which she
taught school for
not explain the purpose of this

CAMADIANGI10ST

arrangement.

members of the party.
Other
consisting of newspaper men, a
photographer and an architect,
slept or attempted to woo slumber
in other rooms, for Dr. Prince insisted on solitude on his first night
in the "haunted" hou.e, thus seeking to encourage the "ghost" that
drove the MacDonald family from
l.
its machinations
home, to
The revenue office will remain on him. attempt
open until E:30 o'clock every night
Should
the "spook" refuse to
this week in order to accommodate perform under existing circumt.
persons wishing to make income stances Dr. Prince declared he
tax returns after the regular clos- would ask Mr. MacDonald to reing hour.
turn his furniture to the house and "tevery 1'ic- replace his cattle and stock in his ture tplii "
!'4-j,OTBAPTIST EXECUTIVE
story"
barns, reproduotns the conditions
Is your back
under which the "ghost" showed
out? Are you
BOARD HAS MEETING to its best advantage some months tired, miserable, giving
all run down; torago.
tured with nagging backache, lame-- n
ss and Bidden, stabbing pains? It
At a meeting of the executive
Dally bulletins of the Investiga
of the New Mexico tion's progress will be forwarded so, look to your kidner s. Overwork,
committee
ana
foot
last
by
msssengers,
held
telephone
hurry and worry tend to weaken
night
Baptist convention,
the kidneys. Backache and an all
in the convention headquarters, telegraph.
worn out feeling is often the first
plans for opening of the Baptist
Get back your health
Montezuma college at Lbs Vegas WILL DISCUSS 'PLANS
warning.
while you can. Use Donn's Kidney
were informally discussed with
TO WAGE WAR AGAINST
President Cook of the Institution.
l'llls, the remedy Albuquerque
recommend. Ask your neighNo definite action was taken, it
BLACK RUST IN WHEAT folks
bor. Ilcres nn Albuquerque case.
was stated last night.
Thos. Koslowski, 462 Santa Fe
Six appropriations for mission(By The Annnrlatcd re
Ave., says: "There were times I
ary pastors were approved, the
7.
St.
March
Minn.,
had
str lghten my back.
Paul,
appropriations caring for ten Formation of plans to combat couldn't
severe pains in Us every move I
churches in this state.
de
black stem rust, the wheat
made. My kidneys anted too frestroyer, will be discussed here quently, then again
not often
15 CONTESTANTS IN
Sunday at a conference of repre
I learned of Doan's Kidfrom thirteen wheat enough.
ney Pills and procured a supply at
BIKE RACE BUNCHED sentatives states
In the middle
Drue Store.
Do.m'j
Ruppe's
New York, March 7. Fifteen producing
it was announced today.
s.
strengthened my back and kii
ot the aixteen teams riding in the west,
of
Governors
North
Dakota,
backache
and
left
the
my kidneys
y
spring
bicycle race in South Dakota, Colorado, Wyoming, were regulated."
Madison Square Garden remained Montana,
Wisconsin,
Michigan,
bunched at 10 o'clock tonight, the Iowa and other wheat growing
hour. They states have been asked to send
end of the forty-sixt- h
had covered 857 miles and three representatives to the conference
laps. Oliverrl and Bolzoni had which will seek means to eradicate
one lap. Eaton the rust breeding barberry bush
dropped behind
'
was leading; '
and to
60 ot all Drutf Stores
methods of
The record for the forty-sixt- h
attack.
foster Milbum Co. MiCli.BuHlo.NX
Black stem rust destroyed
hour, 970 miles, five laps, was
made by Lawson and Drobach in
bushels of grain In the
1914.
five years from 1916 to 1920. In
was said.
it
clusive,

Help That Aching
Back!

Regulations concerning the gov
ernment tax on admissions have
been received at the local office of
the internal revenue department,
and may be had upon application to
the collector. Request should be
made for regulations No. 43, pait

tip!
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scores knockovt.

Williamson, W. Va., March 7.
Bob Martin, A. E. V. heavyweight
champion, scored his third knockout in as many days here tonight
when he disposed uf Iticklo Stol- lard of this city in the second
round of what vus to have been a
bout.

khu1y

TUBERCULOSIS

4 DEATHS IX BELFAST,

Belfast, March 7 (by tho Associ
ated Press.) Four deaths resulted
today from a continuation of the
disorders which have been in urog- ress since last week. A number of
persons were Injured during the
day and tonight.

' Dr.

GliRa tint
positive
prouf ha It able to cur
tuberculufli by InbaHtlm
in any climate.
For further Information
addren TUB T F. OI.A
INHALANT CO.. MASON
BUILT) NO, LOS A NOBLES CALIFORNIA.

a number of years. About 18 years
ago she came to Albuquerque
with her husband. She is survived
by her husband, Arthur C. Culver, and five brothers and sisters.
A. L. Martin and May M. Henry
of Albuquerque, two sisters in Mt.
Vernon, la., and Glen Martin of
i't. Pierre, South Dakota.

The pallbearers will be Esteban
ltaca. Carlos B. Ron ero, M. C. Ortiz, Juan Zamora, Federico Barela
Burial will
and Charles Springe.-be in Santa
Barbara cemetery.
Crollott is in charge.
.

ASSOCIATION CHARTERED.
Santa Fe, March 7. The Clovis
Baseball association of Clovis has
for been chartered with a capital stock
SELLS Funeral services
Richard F. Sells were held from of $10,000 of which J2.000 is subBlakemore's chapel yesterday aft- scribed. The Incorporators are
ernoon at 2:30. The Rev. Van der nine residents of Clovla.
Beek officiated. Burial was in
Falrview cemetery.
KELLY The body of John L.
Kelly will be shipped to Columbia, La., this evening. Mr. Kelly
is survived by his wife and four
children who were with him at
the time of death, and three children in the east. Blakemore &
Son are in charge of the

tcinach
Is Acid, Gassy
A

Stuart's Dyvprpsia Table Sweetens und Settles Those Sour Risings. Ilelcliiii" ami Gasslncss
That Follow KatiiiR.

The remains of
SPRINGSTEN
were
E.
Charles
Sprlngsten
No matter how dlsti eased after
shipped last night to his former
home in Detroit, Mich.. Strong eating, Stuart's Dyspepsia Tablets
Brothers were in charge.
The funeral of
SAABEDRA
David Saabcdra, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Eplianio
Saabera, will be
held this morning at 9 o'clock from
the family residence. Burial will be
Crollott is In
in Atriseo cemetery.
charge.
SALAZAR The funeral of Domingo Salazar, who died Tuesday
at his residence in Old Albuquerque,
will be held this morning at 10
o'clock from the family residence.
Burial will be in Santa Barbara
cemetery. Crollott is in charge.
CHAVEZ The funeral of
Chavez, who died Tuesday
evening at his apartments, will be
held this afternoon at 2 o'clock
from Crollott's parlors. The body
will be taken to Casa Salazar, N.
M
for burial. Crollott is in
charge.
GARCIA Procoplo Garcia died
yesterday at his residence on North
Sixteenth street.
Bright's disease
was the cause of death. He U survived by one sister, who was with
him at the end. The body was
taken to Crollott's funeral parlors
pending funeral arrangements.
A. J. Ducas, 64, died
DUCAS
last night at his apartments in the
He
highlands, after a short illness. one
Is survived by his widow and
Crolto
taken
was
son. The body
lott's funeral parlors pending fun-

riB;

make your stomach feel good. It
settles down, sweetens, goes about
lt business of digesting the food
and you feel content and active.
Eat what you like, turkey dressing,'
plum pudding, rich soup, sausage,
baked beans and so on. You may
go the limit provided you always
follow with a Stuart's Dyspepsia
Tablet. Get a 60 cent box at any
drug store today and test your eating abilities.
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The funeral of Mrs.
Pascualita Garcia was held yesterfamily residay morning from the
dence at Pajarito to the Santa
Clara cemetery. Garcia and Sons
were in charge.
GONZALES The funeral of
Gonzales was held yesterfamily resday afterncon from the San
Carlos
idence at Alameda to
cemetery. Garcia and Sons were in
charge.
S4
Barela,
BARELA Alberto
years old, died yesterday morning
at his residence, 1105 South Broadway. Funeral arrangements hvo
Garcia and
not yet been made.
Sons will have charge.

13m
i.

S5.00

eral arrangements.
GARCIA
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Minute

Electric
Washer
In Your Home
The. bahMice of the

$105 price la strung
out on easy payYou'll like
ments.
tho
everybody does. It's
machine
a
wc guarantee It unAsk
conditionally.
ns to demonstrate
'One-Minut- e'

bx'

It.

The funeral of
O'BANNON
i H
TARriilfT-tiPt- .
co
Luis O'Bannon, who died Tuesday H
,
at Old Alhis
residence
at
morning
buquerque, will be held this morning at 9 o'clock from the family
residence to tho San Felipe do Neri MM MIMSBMIMMMMMm
church, where services will be held.
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Alamogordo Heading Southern Section of State
and Backed By Silver City Will Make
Strong Bid for the Title at 1922 Tournament
Which Starts Here March 10.
High school do-- a
Albuquerque
feated Alamcgordo by a score of
22 to 20 In tho finals of tho first
New Mexico basketball tournament
at the armory March 18 last your
and took the 1921 state basketball
championship.
Alamogordo made
a hard fight and led the scoring
during the greater part of the battle, but Coach Addison S. II core's
speedy Duke City boys came tip
from behind in the last few minutes of play and copped tho game
and the title.
Pleasant Hill High school took;
third place In the state ran kins
and the Albuquerque Indian school
romped off with fourth place.
Pitted against the local boys last
year were S''nta Fe, Alamogordo,
Clovis, Fort Sumner, Jlenaul, Paw-so- n
and the Albuquerque Indian
school. The tournament was hotly
contested from tho opening gnme
and Btamped itself as the loading
high school athletic .event in the
history of New Mexico.
The tournament w:ifi managed
similar to the one which starts
here March 10 at the armory. Several business men guaranteed the
expenses, but the tournament met
with such enthusiastic
from Albuquerqueans and especially
the Albuquerque merchants, that it
was & financial success, none of
the guarantors being called, upon
to make up nny shortage.
Ticket finlo On.
Following a high school "pep"
morning, the
meeting yesterday
entire High school enrollment wan
divided into two teams, one com
posed of the girls and the other of
tho boys and the ticket selling cam
Reports were
paign was started.
unavailable la- -t nirht, but it wns
believed that the tournament wan
undoubtedly meeting with the samo
enthusiasm' as it did last year.
The entire tournaniont must he
financed through the ticket salt
nnd it, is estimated that at least 300
reason tickets must he sold to pay
the expenses. In many eases business men, realizing the Importance
of making Albuquerque the annual
tournament city, last year purchased tickets not only for their
families but for many of their
The close of the present season
marked the most enthusiastic, high
school athletic year in the history
was
Competition
of the state.
keen especi; llv In basketball, and
almost every high school turned out
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lij NORMAN E. BROWN.
IT'S UP TO CLEMONS.
Tho recent death of "Pickles"
Dillhoefer, Cardinal catcher and
one of the most popular men in
the game, was a sad blow to fan-doIn Beneral and to the Cardinals as a team.
His absence will throw on the
sturdy shoulders of Vernon demons the bulk of the catching for
the Cards this season. Manager
Rickey has only Clemons and ths
Veteran Eddie Ainsmith. Alnsmith
caught In only 23 games last year.
Me devotes most of his time to
and conditioning
the
coaching
jjltchers.
Clemons caught 107 games last
year, Dillhoefer handling the pitching In 70 contests. Clemons caught
wjJl and had a good year with the
hat. He hit .320. He owes some
of his success last season to the
elimination of excess weight which
had earned him the nicknamo of
"Tubby" while with Louisville in
the A. A. for Beveral seasons.
He gained his fame at Louisville. He was sold with Catcher
Hank Bevereid to the Browns several years ago, but was returned
to the Colonels. He was obtained
hy the Cardinals in exchange for
Bruno Betzel and Dixie Davis. The
now with the Browns.
latter gent
ra

.
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to The Journal.)

View of Brave's training grounds at St. Petersburg-- , Fla.; Owner George
Washington Grant of the team, left, and Manager Fred Mitchell.
Vhen the Boston Braves arsurface on the sandy ground.
rived in St Petersburg, Fla., to
d
as
The diamond is
limber up for tbe 1922 campaign
are the big league infields.
Tho acquisition of Rube
they found a diamond patterned
after the Polo grounJe at New
veteran southpaw, is
York. Several thousands of dol
counted on to be a big help in
lars was spent by St. Petersthe Sravcs' drive this coming
season. Marquard is a vet but
burg to import tons of Georgia
still able to turn in a winning list
clay, phosphate
outcroppings
and black loam to put a perfect
when in shape.

part.
Finally, as the repentant,
modest wife of a striving husband,
I
she seems to be tho ideal housewife
to tho manner born.
"Charge It" is the main attrac"B" Theater Repeating toJay tion at the Pastime theater, beAgnes Ayrcs, with an
caht, ginning a run of a few days this
in "Tho Lane That Had No Turn- afternoon.
ing," from a Btory written by Sir
Gilbert Parker; also repeating the AYRF.S RF.KV IV OPERA AS '
MARGI I HITM I
"Current Events" and the "Holmes
I,.XR
T1LT HA1 NO TIRNIXG'
Travelogue" pictures.
I

Theaters Today

'"'

i

SHIRTS WITH SELF COLLARS
ATTACHED OR SEPARATE
EFORE the season gets very old
d
most
men will be
t
snins
witn seir collars
wearing
they may either be attached or separate, some will be soft, others stiff or

ATTEND

all-st- ar

Agnes Ayres, Paramount star, In
her first Paramount stellar picture,
"The Lane That Had No Turning,"'
being repeated today at tho "F,"
theater, had the chance to fulfill
an ambition at least in part that
of appearing in the role of Marguerite In tho opera "Faust."' as
part of tho story.
In tho picture, Miss Ayrea is an
opera singer and gives a command performance before royally
in a capital of Europe. The opera
is "Faust," and in her costume
of palo blue and lavender velvet,
trimmed with ropes of pearls, she
is an exquisite figure.
She wears
a blonde wig of long tresses intertwined with pearls. The scene 13 a
brilliant one. Theodore Kosioff,
Mahlon Hamilton and Frank
u
have the princlnal mrrnnrf.

Will Rogers is
Lyric Theater
still at the Lyric as the leading star
in "Doubling for Romeo;" also repeating "One Good Turn Deserves
Another," the Goldwyn-Bra- v
com
edy.
Pa.ftimo Theater
The nomilnr
Clara Kimball Young, assisted by
Betty Blythe, Nigel Barrie and
Herbert Rawllnson, is starring in
cnarge it; also presenting a reel
or two of "Fox News"
pictures and
the laughable "Mutt and Jeff"
"DOrBTTVG FOR ROMEO"
IS CJRKAT PICTnSK NOW
UEPEATIXU AT THE LYRIC
"Doubling for Romeo," the new
Goldwyn picture, starring Will
Rogers, which is now playing at
me Lyric theater. Is a delightful
parody of Shakespeare. Thm hern
tries to emulate the
of
nomeo, Dut linds that his cowboy
is
too
handlenn.
a
training
great
Will Rogers, as the bashful cow
boy lover, gives the best performance of his screen career.
The titles, which were written
by Will Rogers himself, are funny
enough to make up an entire
vaudeville act alone. They bring
Shakespeare down to date through
tho eyes of a lovesick cowboy. But
Rogers isn't the only comic spirit
in tho story. William Orlamund as
the "movie" director of the studio
to which the cowboy turns for instruction in
gives a
perfect travesty Lf the' popular
idea of a director. "Lefty" Flynn
has several delightful comic scenes
with Will Rogers; and Sylvia
Breamer, one of the most beautiful girls on the screen, is the heroine with a taste for "movie" lovers.
Others in the cast are Raymond
Hatton, Pydncv Ainsworth, John
Cossar and Cordelia Callahan.
The story was written by Klmer
Rice and directed by Clarence Badger, who has supervised the production of nearly all Will Rogers'
Goldwyn comedies.

The sensation of multiple roles is
doubled in Clara Kimball Young's
latest photodrama, "Charge It." In
this realistic picture from the gifted pen of Sada Cowan remembered for her successful
of
"Hush" and "Straight authorship
From P:irls,"
Miss Young assumes four different
roles. The remarkable point, how
ever, Is not in the number of roles
this versatile actress portravs. hut
In the effectiveness with which she
enacts each part. As the brilliant.
glorious social leader, surrounded
by all the extravagance of wealth,
miss loungs carriage la convincing. As the flippant lover of another man, her gaiety and reckless
demeanor are equally realistic.
Again as the humble restaurant
help In a cheap cabaret. Miss Younir
seems to nave peen horn for the

Moving Picture Funnies

Cam-pea-

ling roks.
I

SANTA FE HOSPITAL AT
VEGAS MAY BE TURNED
INTO A SANITARIUM
(Special Correspondence to The Journal.)
Las Vegas, N. M., March 7. Tho

chamber of commerce has had laid
before it the project of converting
the Santa Fe division hospital,
which will be closed soon, into a
sanatorium.
Tho chamber of commerce likely will endeavor to induce some church or fraternal order to take over the property, which
is located ideally for such a purpose, overlooking tho Galilmis valley and the city, and taking in a
beautiful view of the mountains
and foothills. That the railway-woulbe glad tovhave some such
arrangement made was told the
Kiwanls club at a recent meeting.
A report here, which has not
been confirmed, is that there aro
to he changes in the railway hospital board, including the retaire-meof Committeeman Ha vs. for
merly of Las Vegas, and (ynimit-teema- n
and putting in
Thomas,
their places representatives
of the
engineers and shopmen.
nt

SFClTtTTIES SIlSKIXf!.

Philadelphia. Pa.. March 7
Value of securities missing from the
fund of the Dr. Thomas W. Evans
dental school and museum of the
University of Pennsylvania tndav
was estimated at StlSO.000. Search
for W'alter A. TTnger, asslrtans
treasurer of the fund, who disappeared a week ago, is being

PIRATES EXPECT
MUCH FROM THIS
YOUNG GARDENER
.

NHL

We anticipated this trend with a good
line of these shirts in various materials
and colors.

The

New

Spring Ties
are as Interesting as
the
New Shirts.

All Shirts are costing less this season
at the Guarantee Think of it, we are
able to show heavily corded imported
madras at $4. The
d
madras
shirts will be good, too. So will the
silk shirts. There will be more of the

i

This store is prepared to

3

a mere
"regular"
handful of suits and overcoats to choose from but with

m
fe-

I

j

With tingling nerves and pound
ing hearts approximately 201) New
iMexico .vporuiuen, mostly members
of the Albuquerque Game Protective association, witnessed the six
reels of the Field and Stream Wild
Xjife pictures which wero the feature of the annual rabbit dinner of
the local Ci. I'. A.
Hetiardlcss of what one's sporting
hobby happened to he, it was gratThe fisherified in the pictures.
man who tets the big thrill from
the strike of tlio small mouth black
bass and the resultant battle, was
elevated to tho seventh heaven o
reminiscence anticipation and delight for he saw the king of fishes
fight to the last moment agains;
the skill and brains of a dozen expert fishermen.
Those who have spent hundreds
of dollars trailing the wild turkey
with or without success, saw a flock
of more than a hundred end Baw
one picked out of the air and land
almost at ones' feet. Numerous
sportsmen, however, have seen tho
same sight on the upper Pecos
mountains.
Pig game hunters started In their
seats as they saw the bull moose
turn aijd answer tho call from the
birch bark horn cf the guide, and
stopped breathing as the huntei
slowly leveled his gun and fired
and hit.
Then there was the thrill of the
sword fish battle of more than an
hour, and the thousands of wild
ducks ond geese, all snapped by tlit.
Field and titream camera man at
close range.
Aside from the picture feature,
there were several short speeches.
Dr. Fred Petit, local president, gave
a report of tho accomplishments of
the G. P. A. for the year. Game
Warden Thomas P. Gable reported
that a million and a half trout
would he ready at the Pecos river
hatchery to be put into New Mexi-

v

earring

complete stocks.
Stein-Bloc-

Kuppenheimer

h

and

Other Good Makes
Come in many variations in proportion

a perfect fit h
certain, no matter how unusual your requirements may
be. You'll find E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY'S salesmen qualified to render intelligent, helpful service; you
can rely on their judgment. Best of all there is nothing
added to the price because you require an "irregular"
model.

The new Spring styles now ready make it easy to pick a
suit or overcoat. Our guarantee
becoming, perfect-fittin- g
h
is ample assurance of
quality and
dollar-for-tioll-

top-notc-

$25 to $50
.

L. Washburn Co,
"Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers."
' -- i f Tintt-f-i

streams this spring and thai
there would be two hatchings during the year.
Claiming that western states were
discriminated against and that the
given
secretary of agriculture wasfederal
too much power and the
government

too much

control

ot

state affairs in the proposed pubhri
shooting grounds and game refug--

bill now before congress, Governoi
M. C. Mechem stated that he wa-against the bill.
The annual election of official
will take place at a smoker to be
held later this month.
IXTC

century.
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silk-stripe-

latter worn than for years. The right
kind of people will be wearing them.

LOOK AT THE
LOAF

time.
trouble
money

frolden crusted bread we
sell at this bakery. It makes the
mouth water to look at It. And a
taste of Its light, toothsome
will make it water still
more. Try this bread as a change
from home baking. We believe
you'll like It so well you'll make
Of. fine

218 West Central.

Phone 335.

Carson Bigbee.
Carson Bigbee, who showed last
year that he has the ability to
one of the dame's great outfielders, says he's set for a bigffer
year the coming season. Bijrbee's
work last year pleased the Pirate
owners so much he drew a nice 1
in salary.
And Barney
?92eUS" figUrM he'U ettrn
be-co-

Cut out the picture
sides. Then carefully
line 1 Its entire length.
ted line 2, and so on.
section
underneath
When completed turn
you'll find a surprising
the pictures.

on all four
fold dotted

Then dotFold each
accurately.
over and
result. Save
.

the change permanent.

PIONEER

BAKERY
South First

207

Street,

ar

value.

co

The

Tna-r-

serve you just as satisfactorily as
the man who wears a
size. Not with

DINNER

HAD KNOWN IT
SOONER.
"I only wish I had discovered
Foley's Honey and Tar BO years
ego, as I have been the victim ot
attacks of Influenza and bad colds
until I found this wonderful relief,"
writes W. H. Gray, 854 Nowita PI..
Venice, Cal. Foley's Honey and
Tar helps coughs and colds, bronchial and la grippe coughs, tickling
throat and hoarseness. It la good
for croup and whooping cough.
Mr. Gray adds: "Worth its weight
effective."
in gold. Marvelously
Sold everywhere.
Flogging and hanging were common forms of punishment In the
Pritish navy up till the eighteenth

-
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Field and Stream Wild Life
Films Hold Sportsmen
Spellbound; Gov. Mechem
Against Shooting Ground

WISHES

yc-

G, P. A.

well-dresse-

semi-stif- f.

Are W elcome H

SPORTSMEN

'

e,

jz

Tlia
door and outdoor athletics.
league will Include representatives from the Methodist, Presbyterian, Baptist and Christian
churches, and there is a likelihood that the Episcopal
and
Catholic
churches may have
will
teams. The league
begin
tournament,
with a volleyball
and will run through track athletics and possibly baseball.

I

Mar-quar- d,

WORK OF REPAIRING
When a
motion picture star
NORMAL PROGRESSES appears in great
a dual-rolthe event is
hailed as a sensation in filmdom.

Corraipondnre to The tfonrnnl.)
Las Vegas, JC. M., March 7.
Work of repairing and renovating
the main building of the normal
university has reached the point
where it has been possible to hold
several training school classes on
the ground floor. Workmen have
completed the rough planking
that covers the third floor in the
south wing. In a few weeks the
building will be under roof.

fertilisers.
Fred J. Howarth. agricultural
agent for the First National bank of
Raton, was present at the meeting
and will give special assistance to
farmers Who are to carry out these
Plot tests as It is the bank's policy
to extend every possible aid for the
betterment of agrioulural condition
in Colfax county.
One of the most enjoyable fea

HaraDtDf it Men

turle-backe-

1

larmlngton. N. M., March 7.
Cash for livestock loans, totaling
$125,000, has been received in San
Juan county. Of this amount, $65,- 000 will go to pay obligations of
livestock growers held by the county banks and $60,000 will go to the
growers in cash. It is believed that
money on the rest of the loans ap
proved will be received within the
next few days.
As a result of loans made by the
war finance corporation throughout
tho country, cattle today are worth
$10 to $17 more per head than they
were in November when the movement was inaugurated. The cash
thus brought into the country will
be sufficient to liquidate the stockman's debts, permit him to pay his
taxes ,and allow him sufficient cash
to tide him over the dull period.
The loans run for three years, in
order to allow the industry to
"grow out of" its present condition.
In fact the loans will put the stock- CLARA TCTMBM
u YOFNO"
man on his feet once more.
PORTRAYS KM It CHARACTERS
IX P1C1 I IU;, "C11AUGK IT"

(rlneclAJ

'

I
I

inter-churc-

'I

love-maki-

SAN JUAN STOCKMEN
GET $125,000 FROM
WAR FINANCE BOARD

i

very enthusiastic meeting at the
French school house Saturday all
day. The district was represented
by about one hundred farmers.
Other districts of the county Bent
the
representatives,
especially
Miami district.
Through the generosity of the
W. S. Cattle company of Cimarron,
of which Phillip S. Garrett is manager, it was possible to have Professor Prnlff. tVnm tha irnnnmv
department of the New Mexico ag- severm
nuuiLurai college, Bpena
days last week on the French tract
mAklnc a rhnrnnch Ktnriu nf nnitn.
making water analysis, soil tests
and gathering ail possible informa
tion relative to their crops, with a

IF

IN SAN MIGUEL COUNTY

tract.

..

v

MINING

rt

t.jitW
- I'tC.

PROPERTY DFAL MADE
llpwtni Correimirne to IBe Jonrnnl.)
Las Vegas, N. M March 7.
The largest transfer recorded In
Pan Miguel county for many
months is that of mining property
near i'ecos nnd Cowles from the
Ooodrich-T.ockhncompany to the
Pecos corporation.
Tho amount
Involved Is f 1.500,000.
Tho docu
ment, filed with County Clerk Per
Tceto
revenue
bore
jallrgos,
stamps to the amount of $1,500, a
Jl.ono ptamp and a $500 stamp.
The Pecos corporation assumed
full liability
under a mortgage
given by the Pecos Mines company
in April, 1918, to the
Goodrich
All the firms
T.ockhart company.
have their main offices In New
York city.
The Pecos mines were operated
with profit during the war and employed a good sized force of men.
About a year and a half ago. however, they were closed down. The
ore produced there is said to ho of
a high grade. It is expected that
somo time the Pecos mines will be
large producers.
Mining properties included in the transfer are
the Alexander lode claim, Ohio
Cleveland
claim,
placer
placer
claim, Farraday lode, Katy Didn't,
Krlo placer claim, Lockport placer
claim, Evangeline, Daniel Deronda.
Maudo Muller, Victor Hugo, Katy
Did, Kvenlng Star, New Gertrude,
Brown & Gifford, Priest plact

-
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MEET

ALL-DA- Y

tures of the day was the serving of
better crops on certain areas ot the a big basket dinner by tho lddlr;s,
of the French tract With its enddistrict.
less quantities of chicken, cakes
Professor Craig gave the findings and
pies this dinner was great. y
of his investigations in the form of
a lecture to the assembled farm- appreciated by every one present.
ers on Saturday.
Ha spoke at
length on the possibilities of propet ATHLETIC LEAGUE IS
drainage systems and also of comBEING ORGANIZED BY
mercial fertilizers.
In this connection four or five farmers of the
LAS VEGAS Y. M. C. A.
French district will carry out plot
tests this coming season with dif
Las Vegas, N. M., March 7.
ferent fertilizers and different crops
to determine whether it will be pos- - The Y. M. C. A. is organizing an
h
athletic league,
siDie to grow crops more successfully by the addition of comm?rcial which will conduct contests in inview of making it possible to raise

OF FRENCH
NEAR
RATON

(Special Correspondence to The Journal.)
Raton, N, M., March 7. The
farmers of the French tract held a

XL'

tenm which pave promise of de
voinping mm cnampicmsuip umum.
In the northern section of tho
state, the I,ns Vegas and Las Vegas
Normal emerged at the head of the
sectional teams by a wide enough
fraction that a sectional tournament wns not needed. These two
teams aro figured as having a
more than fighting chance to wrest
the title frcm Puke City, which
came through the central section
with flying colors and with Har- wond will represent the section.
The Tecos river sectional tourni
ment ended with Clovis in second
Place and Roswell first. Indica
tions are that the Clovis team is
much more finished product this
year tnan last and it is expected
that it will give a good account of
ItsHf in the meet. Alamogordo will
head the southern representatives,
having oomo out first and Silver
City second in tho tournament com
pleted at I.ns Cruces Saturday,

$1.500 000

FARMERS
TRACT
HOLD

BASEBALL "GROUND" IMPORTED FOR BRAVES' CAMP

mt immn
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tULUlX.

OF "Y. W." BOARD

The American Association of
University Women (in other words,
the national organization of col
lege women in the United States)
plans to devote a large part of its
program for the coming year to a
crusade against illiteracy all over
the United States.
CLAIMS PLAYING OLD
Its membership of over 13,000
LADY PART AGES HER university women it is, Dy me
way, the largest organization o(
university women in the world is
divided among college women's
clubs in almost every communuy
of importance throughout the
country. These clubs, each work
ing in its own field, can accomplish enormous results for any
cause they undertake. Their united
stand against Illiteracy Is therefore of real portent.
Placing and supporting foreign
women students in our colleges and
universities is a valuablo work thnt
is being carried on by the A. A. U.
W. a work peculiarly appropriate
to it, not only from the university
viewpoint, but also because the A.
A. U. W. Is the American branch
of the International Federation of
University Women, a world organ
ization in which 16 countries parIts headquarters aro in
ticipate.
London.
According to Mrs. Edgerton Par
sons, one of the workers, "ine
surest way to create a fundamen
tal understanding and friendship
kf,!A.Ay...
between nations is by making It
possiblo for the people of oiu:
country to really know the people
of another.
Nothing can do thi.;
more quickly than tho foreign
scholarships, which make It possible, for instance, for a French girl
to live and study at an American
college, absorbing along with hor
academic work tho wholo spirit of
American life and msking lasting
friendships which will color her
attitude and that of her family nnd
neighbors toward America when
sho returns to her French home."

at Country club.
Miercoles club will meet with
to do It, Mar- Mrs. Gleasner at 2:30 p. m.
having such a
Woman's Missionary society of
St. Paul's English Lutheran church
1 never was will meet in the church
parlors at
life. My wed 3 p. m.
on
the
you is

i

20,000,000
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LITTLE

BENNY'S

rOTE,

HO W TWO WOMEN

ESCAPED OPERATION!

DoctorAdvisedUseof LydiaE.
Vegetable Compound
Happy Results in Both Cases

the vegetable uompounaandLyai

E. Pinkham's Blood Medicine, also

k
npon "Ailments
Lydia E. Pinkham's Private
Peculiar to Women" will be sent yon free upon request.
Write to the Lydia E. Pinklsam Medicine Co., Lynn, Musatv
Text-Boo-

chusetts. This book contains valuable information
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KAHN9

North First St.

Opposite Y. M. C. A.

We will continue to offer Merchandise at the lowest market prices.
They are lower than ever. All are priced at the low cost for quick
disposal. Below are a few of the many bargains that await you
at KAHN'S WEDNESDAY 93c DAY. Few Steps Further, Ex-tr- a
Dollars in Your Pocket After Your Want List is Filled.

PI

?,4

Men's Madras and Percale Shirts, good
patterns, in all sizes. While they QQ
VoL
last

Men's Spring Caps in Norfolk Plaids,
in all the new colors.
fiO C
Each
470

WEDNESDAY IS fl.tc DAY.

WEDNESDAY IS 03c DAY.

CHILDREN

Prri)
Chicago, March 7. Twenty mil
lion children in the United States
will study temperance and the ben
efits of prohibition Kundiy, March
12, according to an announcement
made today by Mrs. Stella B. Irvine, superintendent of the Sunday
school department of the National
Woman s Christian Temperance
Union.
Py observing Temperance Sun
day, the church will furnish a na
e
reply to the recent light
wine ind beer decision of the Amer
ican Federation of Labor, Mrs. Irv
Inn said In the annoncement.
Taking as a golden text "Wine
Is a mocker; strong drink a brawler; and whosoever crreth thereby
is not wise." many of the Sunday
school teachers will sketch the
tory of the prohibition movement.
pointing out the nenonts already
being realized and widely recog-of
nized as proved by statements
bankers, business men, health officials, cltv authorities and other
she added.

(Spprlnl

Cnrrenpondi-no-

e

Jinks Jlnkens always kept his
his
useful
words
throughout
years, and when his funeral occurred the town was wet with
We'd planted bards at
tears.
sundry times, and famous statesmen, too, and plutocrats whose
stock of dimes was something
fierce to view; and while we
grieved to note their doom, and
see their projects bust, we only
wept around each tomb enough to
For gifted gents
lay thi dust.
and famous gents and gents with
gorgeous rolls are commoner than
twenty cents, and oft have tawdry
souls, But when you meet that
'

Mrs. John D. Kockefcller
Jr.,
wife of the oil king's son, is one of
the members of tho national board
...
A
i, v
hi,i
X. h; . rJt V., WilJll ...ill
Ul .UV
Will tlUlk4
its annual meeting in Washington
soon.

FIRST SCREEN

"VAMP"

TO REAPPEAR IN NEW
SERIES OF PICTURES
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WEDNESDAY.

Ladies' Waists.
Our
Waists to close out
for quick sale
WEDNESDAY IS

of

lot

ladies'

QQ

JOl

WEDNESDAY IS

i

JuL

WEDNESDAY IS 03c DAY.

AQ
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Boys' Play Suits. Extra good quality,
in blue and khaki; sizes
AO 4 to 8
VOK

Ex- -

WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.

WEDNESDAY IS 93o DAY.

Q9,
Jul

Bleached Sheeting, Gold Medal
brand; 81 in. wide. 2't yds...
WEDNESI)Y

j

to The .Jimrnil.)

te

Look erround you, for goodnlss sakes, sed ma. Wich pop
started to do, looking everyware
even on the ceeling without noticing enything, ma saying, Well
are
I never herd of sutch a thing,
you sure you dont seo eny releics
of Noa's ark floating erround the
room, for goodnlss sakes?
Do you think I've got the blind
pop,
staggers, wat the dooce, sed
and ma sod, I refuse to eat another bite or morssle in this
room,' of all the unappreeclative I
men, I declare the more trubble
taka for you the more you ack
like a wooden Indian. And she
got up to go out and pop sed.
Hay. wait, wat did I do to you?
Wich jest then he saw me pointing to the new china closit and
he quick sed, O herray, grate,
wonderflll, herray. And ma sat
down agen and pop kepp on
of suppir
tawklng all the rest new
china
about how grate the
closlt was as if he thawt ma mite
out
if he
wawk
and
get up agen
stopped.
Wich she mite of.

human bird with sunshine on his
brow, who never goes back on
his word, take off your hat and
bow. He says he'll pay you what

he owes when clocks are striking eight, and though through
storm and fire he goes, he'll
No
promptly keep the hisdate. but
lips,
promise lightly leaves
never
when his pledge is made, he
falls, he never slips, his word
must never fade. He's an example to the town, a atlandmark
last we
good to see; and when
lay him down beneath a church-In
tears
yard tree, the briny
streamlets roll like waters in a
rill, and In the town these is a
hole it will be hard to fill.

QQ

Jut

IS 93c DAY.

j

Las Vegas, N. M.. March 7.
W. A. Davis, a deputy sheriff.
arrived here Monday night withthe touring car formerly belonging to II. Meyers of the MeyersIs;
rnnutruriion company. Meyers to
said to have turned in the car
obligations.
apply on his financial
asF. J. Wesner, who was named anhas
company,
the
for
signee
unnounced that all the houses
including four,
der construction,
will be completed.
store room, the little man helping
than the big
the big one moro
man helped the Uttlo one, and
ma and my
and
at supplr me
for pop
sister Oladdis all waited the
new
to say something about
china closit on accounttheof it bedining
ing so big it made
room look like somebody eltses
kepp on
dining room, ony pop jest as
eating with an ixpression Vichif he
dident notice enything.wile ma he
sed,
dident, and after a
For goodnlss sakes, Willyum, for
goodnlss sakes.
Wat, wy, wat? sed pop, and
ma sed, If a brick wall fell In on
you would you notice it? and pop
sed. Well if it fell in suddinly
enuff I gess I wouldent, but wy,

DAY.

Curtain Scrim, in white and ecru ; fancy
patterns; good quality.
QQ- 7 yards

WEDNESDAY IS 03c DAY.

,

.1c

93c

3o DAY.

New Haven Watches. Values up
to $1.75. On sale

t

Boys' Knicker Pants. A wide selection of patterns and colors.

IS 03c DAY.

tra quality Work Shirts, all sizes

By WALT MASON.
1113 WORD.

Jr.

Kockefcller

Ladies Silk Camisoles. Just received a
large shipment. Never before have we
been able to show
QQr
such values

Men's Black Sateen Shirts.

MEYERS TURNS AUTO
OVER TO APPLY ON
DEBTS AT LAS VEGAS

BIPPLIHG RHYMES
KEEPING

A recent study of Mrs. Jolin D.

tion-wid-

'

Pink-ham-

.

y

L,-..-

(Br Tho Agfloclntfd

BEAUTY CHATS

When disturbing ailments first
appear, take Lydia E. Pinkham'c
vegetable Compound to relieve the
present distress and prevent more
serious troubles. Many letters have
been received from women who
have been restored to health by
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound after operations have
been advised by attending

,

Day at

ft

TO STUDY TEMPERANCE

I

Some female troublesmny through
neglectreach a stage when an operation is necessary. But most of
the commoner ailments are not the
surgical ones; they are not caused
by serious displacements, tumors,
or growths, although the symptoms may appear the same

v

t. '

WSm
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Mary Allien.
"I shall never play an old lady
again.
These are the words of Mary
Alden, famous as Mrs. Anthon in
"The Old Nest." When asked why.
Miss Alden, who has raven locks
and a smooth, clean white skin
said: "I shall not play an old wo.
man again until the wrinkles come
of themselves and I no longer have
to pencil them in. Thirteen weeks
of playing Mother Anthon made me
feol ten years older and ever since
I have been taking baths, exercises and swimming to regain thos
lost years."
Here is what Miss Alden says of
her start ns the interpreter .of
By Edna Kent Forbes.
mother rolao which she has done
''
on an avenge of one a year for
several
more
ANSWERED LETTERS.
years:
quickly than that which is
"I have never been (saliaflod with
oily.
H. T.: When the hands get in- the old lady as played by nn old
Blossoms: If your Bkin Is so
to the condition where the skin may. in tno parlance of the theater.
dry that it will not retain the cracks
ne never 'got across."
Sho was
and
it will
powder, massage into it a very the greatest bleeds,
care to overcome it ,very sweet, sheBhoundoubtedly lookede
small amount of cream, using tho Even after this is effected
lac!ei1 the dyna-thunless 'tne part' m,t
hands are protected the
,mic force, the personality, necessary
finger tips until all of the cream
has been taken into the pores. condition will return until the end to every sta.e or screen character
I puzzled over It for a while.
At
Wipe off the surplus with a soft of the cold season.
As you are doing the house- first, I promptly dismissed the ldei
rag and apply the powder.
a
woman
of
S.:
containThe mixtures
E.
young
work, nrntppt tha hana
attempting it
.i.u
K,It ,lft problem resolved itself into
ing honey and almonds should gloves during all of the work
If
"d "9 d"y 1 asltPl1
relieve
this dryness of your it is working in water, wear rub-l"- n
woman
hands. Any good oil or a cream her gloves, as tho water will
young
myseir why a
keep
it.
She would have the
do
couldn't
will keep the cuticle around the the pores open and make the skin
nails from becoming too dry. Oil ary, wnich causes the cracking. requisite personality. It wan a ques
or cream should be rubbed on Sweedne. diistln and nil
)' Hon. then, of make-u- p and acting,
the lips before going out into the 'caring for fires will roughen the If she could cope with those two
factors, she could get the role
wind. If this does not Btop tho 'skin and drv out tho a,v.itn
to cracking,
consult so protect the hands when doing ti cross. It ended with mv determ
tendency
your doctor as the skin may not such work by using the canvas ination to thy it. Since then I have
be functioning normally.
gloves that can be laundered eas- played on the average one old lady
Old: This
shriveled ily and renewed from any of the a year. Hut I feel now that I havo
Getting
condition of your neck is not bo five and ten cent stores. If the done enoiifrh. The strain is tremu
serious that you need to feel that cracks do not heal quickly, rub our. I feel ':at I am hastening mj'
you are ageing. Nourish the tis- mutton tallow into them
sue again by massaging the throat retiring and protect them before
overregularly with a skin food. Close night by wearing large old kid V
0
R
the pores by dashing cold water gloves.
over the throat and follow up
Scrub the hands after work and
with friction from a coarse towel. If this will not remove all the
The astringent lotion which you soil from the skin use a
pumice
3
have can be used once each week stone as you would a cake
of
at the end of the treatment.
soap.
the
skin
Dry
thoroughly
Favorite:
The caloric system and rub into it a little
healing loof reduction Is that of computing tion such as those made
from
the number of calories required honey and almonds.
A nail brush
to nourish the body while the ex- is better for
the nails
cess weight is being sloughed off. clean than a keeping instrument
A calorie la a measure of food when the skin Issharp
as dry as yours
'
values.
is.
Kay: Curling the hair with a
heated iron dries out the natural
Miss Frances B. Johnston
nt
secretions, making it brittle. Hair
is probably the only
that Is inclined to be dry will eKntucky
wumun ariisuo gardener in the
We was eating brekfist this
show the effect of this much United States.
morning and all of a suddln pop
looked at the china closlt saying.
By the way, wen are we going to
get rid of that 'Old relic of Noa's
Ark? As a china closlt thats wat
I call a peece of Junk.
Willyum, how can you tawk In
sultch a hartless way about your
own ferniture? sed ma, and pop
sed, It wouldent be mine If I
could find somebody low enuff to
accept it as a gift. Its an eye
sore and I never come into the
dining room without being insultin my own house, he sed.
Pink-hamed
's Andbyasit soon
as he went down to
the office ma started to look all
over the house for yestidday's
paper, saying, I know I saw an
add about an auction sale of
household ferniture, I think 111
go rite down there and see If I
can pick up a china closit and
St Joseph, Missouri. "Both of Lydia E. Pinkham's Liver Pills and serprize
your father.
used Lydia E. Pinkham's Sanative
my sides swelled and hurt me so
Wich she did, and this aftlr-noo- n
Wash and the capsules and prethat I could not move or do any of
a waggln came up with a
my work. There was heavy pres-ju'- d
scription recommended. I am doing big china closit about twice as
and pains through my lower
all my work and have gained twenty big as ours and a big man and a
organs ana the doctor told me to try
pounds. lam taking the medicines little man helped each other to
Cometill.but I feel fine. You have my carry it in our dining room and
LydiaE.Pinkham's Vegetable
permission to use this letterfor the then they helped each other carry
pound for these troubles. He said I
had this one chance, and if the
Mrs. Mary the old china closlt up to the
good of others."
Mark, 87 Hamilton Ave.. White
Vegetable Compound did not help
Plains, N. Y.
helmnir
able to do my own work. If my
testimonial will help others I shall
be clad for them to read it and hope
your Vegetable Compound will do
them as much good as it did me."
Mrs. Wm. Lockman, 513 N. 4th St,
St Joseph, Mo.
White Plains, N. Y. "I had such
a pain that I could hardly walk and
the doctor said that I needed an operation. I was sick for a year before I started taking your medicine
and I could not work. I saw your advertisement in a little book and that
's
is how I came to take Lydia E.
medicines. I have been taking

JOHN D. JR.
ATTEND MEET

Toadies' day

i

I

"I am delighted
tha, and Jn;ui is
good time "
"You bet I am!
CHAPTER 110.
Martha Hardy was to marry so excited in my
present to
the young Columbia Professor. ding
bed."
Joan was all excitement, and no
Martha had intended to be mar
wonder.
Margaret had offered ried in a simple going away gown,
to let Martha be married in her all she could afford. But deep
apartment, and to give her a down in her girlish heart she
had bemoaned the fact that she
wedding breakfast.
"Anyone would think it was could not have a white dress and
Miss
not
end
married
a veil, the young girl's natural
you gettin'
Martha," grumbled Hannah. "You wish to have what other brides
act like a chicken with its head had.
Joan had made a mysterious
chopped off, fussing around like
this! I can tend to this cookin' visit to her lawyer a couple of
without you, I guess."
weeks before Martha was to be
"Now you're crosB, old thing," married.
she and hor
Then
Joan ran behind Hannah, and mother had shopped industriously.
arms
the
1
her
around
guess if you give her the
putting
ample waist, pushed her, protest- wedding breakfast. 1 can do some
ing, about the kitchen until Mar- thing, too. It isn t like drawing
garet, nearly theni, came to see money for my own use. 1 do not
consider I have broken my vow
what was going on.
"She'll be the death of me, she by drawing for such a purpose."
will!" Hannah panted, wiping her And Margaret, delighted at her
face on her aprun, then Kinking Interest in Marthas wedding, had
Into a chair to recover hor breath agreed with Joan.
had been
which she declared
Martha had gone but a few sec"clean knocked out of me."
onds when the three waiting in
out
me
to
of
send
"She tried
tho nearby living room heard a
the kitchen, Mumsie! Pretended little gasp of delight, then the
she thought I was in the way. call:
And all the time .she knew she
come
Mrs.
"Joan!
Hayden!
was Just dying to have me stay. here please! oh, Joan, dear, I
You play fair, Hannah, or I'll Just can't help crying!" and betreat you rough next time!"
fore they could go to her, Mar"What do you cull what you tha had rushed to them, a lovely
to
If
know?
Just done, I'd like
soft white crepo drons over her
that ain't rough enough for any arm, a veil with a tiny wreath of
body!" her voice aggrieved.
orange blossom atop of it and. In
It was a very happy and very her other hand, white shoes and
mar
was
stockings.
grateful Martha who
ried in Margaret'B living room to
Just see
"Look, John, dear!
a very grateful and proud pro. what they have done for me!"
fessor.
and crumpling up on the floor
"For myself, where I was mar Martha sobbed a moment so hys- r. d made little difference so long itcrically that Mrs. Hayden was
s I was married to Martha, But almoBt
13ut
Joan
frightened.
it is wonderful in you to do this dumped herself down beside her
lor Martha, Mrs. Hayden she and laughingly
pulled off her
cried when she told mo of your common sense black oxfords and
kindness I feel it more than 1 tried to pull on the dainty white
can tell you."
Then after the sobs
slipper.
"Why shouldn't I cry?" Martha ceased, she pulled Martha up and
ever
in.
"Didn't you
hear declared there should be no more
Joined
of anyone crying for Joy? Just "weeps," that nothing but smiles
think, dear, I am to be married would be allowed.
Just as if this darling apartment
"You've only an hour before
was my own home!
The crowd the minister will be here," Mar.
are coming and oh, I can't talk! caret told her. "Run along. Mar
about it, or I shall cry again! tha, and commence to dress, I
d
But I shall feel so much more will come in and help you
than if we had gone offlently."
so
ourselves."
a
was
never
"There
by
happy
Martha's people were in very girl as I am never In the
moderate circumstances and livcu world!" Martha declared as smiles
in the Northwest, the distance and tears chased each other over
and expense Involved making It her face and she did as Margaret
bade her.
Impossible for her to go home.

MARTHA HARDY DECIDES

MRS.
TO

ORGANIZED COLLEGE
TO CRUSAUE
WOMEN
AGAINST ILLITERACY

rage WEDNESDAY

Kahn's Leader Corsets. You have a
chance to get a Corset at one- - QO
fourth reduction
WEDNESDAY IS

3o DAY.

Ladies' Hose, in black, brown
and white. Six pair for
Thcda Bar&, t.ie original Dim
vampire.
"Vamps" are coming back In
style. Thcda
Eara, tho original
screen vampire, is to return to tho
films in a scries of independent
produclions directed by her husband. Charles J. Brabin.
Brabin has severed his association with the Fox company, having
formerly been- one of its directors,
nnd he will now devote his time t'
directing Miss Hara. The word is
also given out that Thcda will nol
step out in lngi nuo roles, but will
remain true to her first love. In
other words, sho will duplicate the
"vamp' type of picture that first
made her famous when eho started
work for Fox,
Close-Vp-

Feather Pillows, good heavy weight.
The quality you must see to
QQ
appreciate same
WEDNESDAY IS 03c DAY.

QOf
Ol

Bed Ticking, in all colors and
stripes; extra heavy. 312 yds..

WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.

Men's Canvas Gloves, extra

heavy quality.

10

pair

AQ

Jut

WEDNESDAY IS 03c DAY.

QQ

iOL

Ladies' Petticoats,. in all popular
colors. Regular $1.50 value...

93c

QQ

JOL

WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.

WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.

Arrow Brand Laundered
Collars. 6 for

tut

Ladies' Silk Hose, in all colors;
values up to $1.48
WEDNESDAY IS 03c DAY.

WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.

QQ

iut

s.

Lillian Walker his received an
offer so flattering that It may cause
her to forsako her voluntary retirement and play before the camera again. It Is sometme now
since the screen has shadowed her

Genuine Gillette Razor.

93c

While they last

Turkish Towels, sizes 23x42,
extra heavy. Three for

WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.

QQn
t)C

WEDNESDAY IS 03c DAY.

famous dlmple3.

Cocoanut Oil Fine
For Washing

Hair

If you want to keep your hair
in good condition, be careful what
you wash it with.
Most soaps and prepared shampoos contain too much alkali. This
dries tho scalp, makes the hair
brittle, and is very harmful.
cocoanut oil shampoo (which
is pure and entirely greaseless), is
much better than anything else
you can use for shampooing, as
this can't possibly injure the hair.
Simply put two or three
of Mulslfied in a cup
or glass with a little warm water,
moisten
then
the hair with water
and rub it in. It will make an
abundance of rich, creamy lather,
and cleanse the hair and scaip
thoroughly. The lather rinses out
easily, and removes every particle
of dust, dirt, dandruff and excess
oil. The hair dries quickly and
evenly, and it leaves it fine and
silky, bright, fluffy and easy to
manage.
Tou can get Mulslfied cocoanut
oil Bhampoo at any drug storo. It
Is very cheap, and a few ounces
is enough to last everyone in the
family for months. Be sure your
druggist gives you Mulslfied.
Mul-Jlfi-

Uf HOOPING butCOUGHto
V

e

re-No "cure"
helps
duce paroxysms of coughing.

nm

s2m

1
1
1
1
1

2'

Marshalltown Pumpkin.
can No.
can No. 212 Libby's Sauerkraut.
can Pinnacle brand Sifted Peas.
can No. 2,y Tomatoes.
large bottle Catsup.

This Assortment 93c
1

only.

b.

LOOK AT THIS!
stone jar of Logan- -

berry or Blackberry Preserves

1
1
1

1

3

This Assortment 93o

packages Skinner's Macaroni.

can Del Monte Salmon.
can J. S. B. Tuna Fish.
small jar Pickles.
2 cans Tall Milk.

1
1
1

This Assortment 93c

7t)l

can No. 2 Sunkist Sliced Pineapple.
can No. 2Va Banquet Blackberries.
large jar Household Pickles.

good Broom.

jar Fort Apple Sauce.

This Assortment 93c

QQp

R5 c

Ova 17 Million Jan

1

package Cream of Wheat.
pkg. Aunt Jemima's Pancake Flour.
2 packages Jello.
1
1

1

only.

bottle

Van Duzen's

Vanilla or Lemon Extract.

lis Assortment 93c

V

0
SI
W Vapo
ruq
fc

YOU'LL ALWAYS DO BETTER AT KAHN'S GROCETERIA

IW Ytatlu

No Approvals.

No Charges.

No Phone Orders. No C. O. D.
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at
00,

SALE

RAriO

We are changing our line

(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
of Ranges and offer our
CLUB
Washington, March 7 (by the , tificate at any time shall, for the
rise in farm products during time, and when they turned bad it writes to the "Nation's Business" as
line of Orbon Ranges
entire
la
the
the
be
of
Here
this
Associated Press).
section,
purpose
THE
is of greater signifi- - was just as positive that they were follows:
at WHOLESALE PRICES.
text of the bank loan provision of amount of the adjusted service
cance than any other develop- - going t0 stay bad for a very long
"In my factory' at Molirr a
the compromise soldiers' bonus credit, plus interest thereon from
Ideal Steel Range,
that has occurred since these time unless, something was done chine operator
gets from 35 cents to "He Is One of the Greatest
October 1, 1822. to such time, at prices broke in the fail of 1920 1 he forthwith
bill:
an umrj accadimr to his
s8
as cut,
cents
4
ancentum
of
the
rate
of
',i per
dead-locper
the World's
It would be a mistake to think efficiency and his length of service
which has existed as a
Figures
"(A) That a loan may be made num compounded
annually.
result of farm
falling prices ate going back to war figures. His next-doto any veteran prior to September
neighbor, maybe is
History," Says; No New
"(G) No payment on any note faster and farther products
than other prod- - Jn turope, outside of Russia, agri- - classed as a machine operator
80, 1925, upon his adjusted service shall he made
in the
section
this
under
the
accordance
with
will
and
culture
be back in 1922 almost railroad shops at Moline, and he
has been broken
certificate only in
Light Thrown on Crisis.
hy the secretary of the treasury to ucts,
has brightened the business to normal productivity, and it will ccives for work of the same
the provisions of this section.
With Water Front
when
unless
the
note,
hank,
any
grade
OSy The Affloctntrd Trcea.)
"(B) Any national bank, or any
to him, is accompanied situation. As is usually the case buy no more outside of Europe than or lower, whatever his term of
n
7 (by the Assobank or trust company incorpora- presented
March
occurs
of
London,
fall
A
a
to.
is
of
it
return
officer
an
to
comobliged
ice and without regard to special
great
liy affidavit made hy
prices
ted under the laws of any state, the
ciated Press.)
"Ho is ohe of the
bank before a notary public or under conditions which unsettle con- - plctcly normal conditions is not to
77 cents an hour- 3
size, Trimmed White
territory, possession, or District sec-of other officer designated for the tidence, iarm products tell below tne be expected until the finances of efficiency
"The poorest workman of that greatest figures of the world's hisColumhla (hereinafter in this
secthe
Enamel
of
in
normal
instances
arc
in
and
level
some
regulation
by
better
purpose
In
is
Europe
uso
the
the
what
railro.-Htory
of
shape.
class
from
receives
the
abusing
42
tion called 'bank'), is authorized to retary, and stating that the bank below the pre-wlevel.
long run the farmer has one per- - cents an hour more than my inex- - him," said Sir Arthur J. Balfour.
loan to any veteran upon his prom- has not charged or collected or at
mancnt influence on his side. The pcricnccd workman, and 19 cents an alluding to the
Survey of Agricultural Staples
issory nolo secured by his adjusted tempted to chance or collect, ill
prime minister,
Wheat has had a rise of 40 cents population is constantly increasing hour more than my best. You
service certificate (with or without rectlv or indirectly, nnv fee or
David Lloyd George, in a speech at
ami
low
bushel
a
from the
and the area of land in farms in- - imagine the consequence of this mav
the consent of the beneficiary other compensation
point,
indisthe
Carlton
club today. This
(except
With Water Front
any amount not in excess terest as provided in this section) shotild bring a good price as long creases now only by a considerable parity on labor generally
thereof)
speech, which Was expected to give
of CO per centum of its loan basis wilh respect
or because of any as Russia is not an exporter. Hogs- expenditure of capital, for irrigation,
"A common day laborer in the clarity to the situation,
no
threw
of this loan made under this section by at $10 per hundred weight in Chi- drainage or the improvement of cut railroad
(as defined in
Orbon Gem Steel Range,
shop gets 43 cents an hour new light on the crisis, however,
section), such loan to mature on the hank to a eteran. Any bank cago are on a profitable basis, ami over lands
and
Sir
best
whereas
unskilled
like
his
unionist
Arthur,
my
workmen
1
This
925.
or before September 30,
The Wage Question
officer or employe helped corn. Stock cattle are doing
whose
get but 30 cents. The common dav colleagues, Austen Chamberlain and
rate of Interest charged upon th? thereof, director,
his rn v nf farm nrnrlnr-twho does so charge, col- miirn better,
Ilnrirur the boom
iiu laooicr ior mc ranroan gets more Sr Laming Worthington Evans, fai
.
,
loan by the bank shall not exceed lect or attempt to charge or col- ,
u i
J.., ........
..
........
Sir George
,...
uciwL-ci- i
reproaching
man my
machinist s help- - from
by more than 2 per centum per lect any such feo or compensation many id uiciiien oceanic uvci-ca- Younger, who was the real projuiui piumais anu me goocis and er, a
and ambitious voker
annum, the rate charged at tho shall be liable to tho veteran for
of
the
not even
did
crisis,
Orbon De Luxe Armco Steel Range,
date of the loan for the discount a penalty of J 1 00 to be recovered tended, and in many instances banks services which the farmer must buy. operator."
vary heavy
mention his name.
Decame
in granting it ncips, but the latter must come
of commercial paper under section in a civil suit
be
It
answered
vetDeere
that
may
the
Balfour
a
by
made
brought
powerful
plea
down
A
them
before
accommodations.
13 of the Federal Reserve net by eran.
great
employment can be full & Company should raise watres to for continuance of the coalitlor,
paper was put for the wage earners or business conform to the pay of railroad
the Federal Reserve hank for the
"(II) The secretary of the treas- amount of cattle
system as opposed to a return to
federal reserve district in which ury shall make regulations for tho
Inexorable ployecs, but Deere & Company lost the two party
through cattle-loa- n
companies, norm:.l for anybody.
system, which he de
the bank Is located.
enforcement cf tho provisions of and bought by investors who were Economic Law is exerting steady about $9,409,733 in their business clared was only a fair weather By?
If tho veteran does not this section."
under no obligations to renew it, pressure upon this side of the equa- - last
"(C)
to
unsuited
We deliver the ranges at the these prices and
tern,
the present abnor- year, of which $6,317,059 rcjre-an- d
This safeguarding provision as to
pay the principal and Interest of
who counted upon having their tion as well as upon the other. The sented
a writing down of inventories mal times when the nation was stiii
the pipe free, but charge for the pipe.
put
up
the loan within six months after loans and certificates is contained money when the paper fell due. tcxtJc strike against
lower wages to correspond to the decline in
laboring under the aftermath of
pr ce war.
lis maturity, or in any event by in the bill:
r xld,
a
The
he
m
turn
of
the
New
was
Never,
times
continues
there
ON SALE FOR 10 DAYS ONLY.
came,
the
of
prices
England,
opmaterials
and
stock
on hand and
"No certificate Issued on right fell bank
September 30, 1 925. the bank shall
of the R
declined, the orators having declined to arbitrate $2,752,901 represented loss on (mods timo when the
present the certificate and the note conferred under the provisions of rattle lnnna deposits
,
desli,
unionists
more
and
hanl-1.
liberals
foil
ihln
...t.:
.pried
fnr
th
n,
.
r,.,
room..
.....
iMtKl'nn
...
,
t ivuuu vhiilii soici.
.,...,....,
was due to '.
to the secretary of the treasury not this title sh-l- l be negotiable or asthe Kenera
able than now. and declaring that
Every range guaranteed in writing to give
meet the calls ot there is every reason to believe is decline inis
of nrices and to thn i,.ni.;i;. he had spent many
earlier than May 30, 1925. and not signable or serve as security for a their moneyandtocattle
years politically
sold.
be
had
to
if
sc
Mail Orders filled.
satisfaction.
and
depositors,
unanswer- of farmers to buy implements
welMo.iniicd,
lis
later than October 15, 1925. The loan other than one made under
anil
Mr.
fighting
Lloyd George,
and 604 (the It was a mistake to create so much able. J hey spy that if they entered Other manufacturers of implements therefore
secretary shall thereupon cancel the provisions of
to know something
ought
the note and tho certificato and provisions authorizing loans hy indebtedness. The cattle business
arbitration they would feel fared likeivi-.Thi. .1,.,. .....i.:... about him. Balfour paid a more
would have had more real prosperity bound to operate the mills at the but a
pay lo the bank the amount of the banks or tho federal government).
healthy slate of industry The glowing tribute to the premier than
1
he v.a; e fixed by the arbitrators, but
without borrowing so much.
unpaid principal due it, and the Any loan made in violation of any
class will not prosper had ever been heard from the primen.r
e
unpaid interest accrued, at the provision it this section shall be borrowing resulted in a
that any
minister's most enthusiastic adabove the one when the farmers cannot buy
Si Ski
im- rata fixed by the note, up to tho held void. Whenever the secre .m a iuLit ( tt ii ie U1..1 muvccompetition
mirers.
nave onercu would place their
up
for
pi.ces
nicy
that
means
plements,
date of the check issued to the tary of the treasury finds that any to a level that was dangerous for co. ts above
No announcement
in
was
made
RUSSELL F. MEAD, Manager
values, will buy very little of any maiJ the
bank. The difference between SO such certificate or right has been those who did the finishing and ulti- - and make it present selling
speech of the premier's future
impossible for them to factured goods.
or has
In this wnv the speech
per centum of the loan basis of the negotiated or assigned
and
Phone
76.
plans
disaster
307 West Central
all
around.
remuar
cmo ovmrnt.
brought
give
The Deere report to stockholders was disappointing.
They
certificate at the time of its receipt served as securtlty in violation of a matcly
Balfour only
j.
of this section, the rights
lAitsjuc atujjfin.9 ui nuiuii ui i.;e i rial a rciiuciion or manutactur. states that sales in 1921 were only repeated
in
the
by the secretary and tho amount provision
terms
heightened
so paid to the hank shall be Imme- of the veteran under this title shall are being steadily reduced, and the mg costs ts necessary to enable the 37 per cent of what they were in eulogy of the coalition and the asprice has advanced two cents from goods to be marketed.
and
it was necessary to surance of support already conthat
1920,
diately paid by the secretary to be forfeited."
After September "0, 1925, the the low point of lanuarv.
l.ic situation
13 the same as to make radical
the veteran if living. In case of
reductions throughout veyed to the premier by Mr. Cham,
i.:.7.
.
to veterans
Tt,.
i,
...v R0;-- . n.;n-the veteran's death after the ex- government would loan amount
u;u uai.
,uun.
jwie
the
The factories berlain and the secretary for war
organization.
ad
on
the
certificates,
It will be seen from the foregoing mines have reduced
s
piration of the six months after vanced if the loan were made before
and with one exception were closed in and other ministerial colleagues. It
of
the
the maturity of the loan, or In the October 1,
leaves the situation unchanged.
agricultural staples are underselling tiie union mines, the late Winter and SmW nf
survey
192S, being 8; per cent that a
case of his Oeath after September
While the crisis has subdued, the
pronounced improvement has with t.ie result that the former are and remained closed
the sum of (1) the adjusted serv
the
throughout
.10, 1925, such difference
in
rrohlem has not been solved. TVe
shall be nf
taken
the
of
the
full time and the remainder of the
place
position
on
practically
running
of
veteran
the
ice
credit
figures
Tint tells
year
has acceded to
paid to the beneficiary under the the basis of $1 a
prime minister
.
.
i:.tanning population, which is prc- - miners in them are ma It ma hirrb,
J tile
day for domestic riselv
uiiumons atlCCt
.......
certificate, except thHt if such ben service
,.,..,
Ftrong representations, and will
where (he hQine
.It,,, In.,
for overseas serv
than
and
the
$1.2fi
of
union
&
Deere
employees
see
to
dies
the
before
l
.
veteran and
through the governCompany
eficiary
nxea ai has been weak. It probably is saf ,1 IH'r
in,,
ion miners who
The continuation of this situa'tic
no new beneficiary is named, or. ice with the maximum
ment's Irish nnd Genoa policies.
overto
that
the
served
been
who
has
worst
for
thnse
say
$C2f)
have
have
to
do
nothing
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WRITER OF BOOK ON
VANCOUVER VISITORS MAY STUDY ANTHROPOLOGY
"THE HEREAFTER" IS
IN LOVELY STANLEY PARK
WHILE SIGHT-SEEIN-

SOVIET DOESN'T

G

VICTIM OF POISONING

(By Tho Aooliiti Presi.)
New York, March 7. Soek-In-

SUPPLY GARS TO

IB
m

e

data for his liook, "The
Thomas V.
of Rrooklyn. a
chemist, swallowed what
ho thoiiKlit was just enough
anaesthetic to tako him to
death's portnl.i.
The book will never he fin.
Wejr-irli'li- is

TRANSPORT FOOD
Takes Two Months for
Shipments to Reach Con- From Ports, D;. sumers
Relief States.
of
irector
(By The Anomxtea rreaa.)
London, March 7 (by the Associated Preps). Tho Russian soviet
authorities so far have failed to
provide even half the number of
cars promised for the transportation of American relief administration food supplies from the Black
f.a ports of Novorossisk, and from
"Windau on the Bnltio Sea, to the
famino districts of the center of
the Interior, according to reports
received here by "Walter Lyman
Brown, European director of the
American organization.
"Experience has shown that it
takes two months for food to reach
tho ultimate consumers from the
ports," Dr. Brown said hertoday.
own
"Russia will be harvesting
crops In August; go In order to be
of the greatest pood American
supplies must reach the Russian
ports by tho end of May.
"Our representatives In Moscow
are in close touch with the soviet
transportation authorities and we
are" uuing r11 the routes from the
ports which they deem practicable.
"During the month ended March
t. 7S.000 tons of corn, wheat and
general supplies were delivered at
Baltic sea ports, and the same
amount was delivered at Black sea

ports."
"There are now aboard ships on
the way to Russia, where they are
due within the next few weeks.
02.M0 tons for northern ports and
77,000 tons for Black sea ports.
There aro due between March 15
and April in. another 150,000 tons,
0
and In May at least another
tons a grand total of more
than 00.000 tons for the period
running from February 4 to May
1

100,-00-

15.

"This will he sufficient to feed
from now until tho Russian harvest two and a half million children and five million dults."

26 ILLINOIS COAL
MINES ARE CLOSED
(Br Tha Associated Frees.)
Torre Haute, Ind March 7.
coal mines, employing
Twenty-si- x
sevoral thousand men south of
here, were closed today because of
the refusal of the employes to
work on account of their train be
Ing delayed 25 minutes in reaching
this city Monday evening.
Ten mines north of here were
Idle yesterday for a similar cause.
The mlnoa are served by the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul
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(By Tha Aooflnted

IM

Would be ridiculous. You would expect him to make every
dollar off you that he could by giving you inferior garments
at an exorbitant price. He has but one chance to deal with
you.

BUYING CLOTHES FROM A RESPONSIBLE

Titm.)

MERCHANT
Is a different matter. In order to do well he must have you
repeat as a customer. Therefore you must be satisfied with
what you buy and with the price paid.

WE WANT AND MUST HAVE REPEATERS
Therefore the quality, style, price and service you receive
are such as will win your approval and bring you back.

Washington advices Monday an
nounced that Senator Rtcct would
continue to act as Italian ambassa
the recent
dor, notwithstanding
change In the government at Rome.
It. was said he had received a Joint
message from Premier Facta and
Foreign Minister Schanzer cordially
urging him in the name of the entire cabinet to remain at his post.

WE ARE BUILDING FOR TOMORROW
And realize that the foundation of your confidence and good
will are necessary to success.

AS DIRECTOR
(B.t The Amnolntrd

Eubank'"

eu&ankbsofhi;r&.
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Washington, March 7. Nomination of F. E. Scobey of Texas to
One Bit of a 14 Mile Picture. Ihat circles Stanley Parh
roisM POLE . zMOMG THE CjlANT CE PARS
bo director of tho mint was conthe senate today. Mr.
water and mountain that are un- firmed by
Stanley PaTk's venerable cedars lodge. It is planned to put Indians
Scnbev succeeds Raymond T. Bil
excellent
of
the
will
mile
rolled
each
exhibit
in
that
of
the
charge
will soon shadow an Indian Villaga
March 19.
pen- ker, whose term expires
If the plans of the Art, Historical contain dancing masks, talking motor road that circles the
beache3
fine
the
carved
k
insula.
bowls,
enjoy
Vancouver
of
They
A
sticks,
dailv airnlnne nasseneer ser
and Scientific Society
the centuriea-ol- d vice has been Inaugurated In Caliare carried out This beautiful door jambs and lintels, war canoes and wander among
giant cedars, all within walking fornia between Los Angeles and
natural park is enfolded in Indian and medicine men's costly fur
distance of the center of Vancouver, Bakersfield. a distance ot a mue
legends and in its innermost rece3S robes.
The Indian arts of weaving, spin- that fascinating western Canadian more than 100 miles.
are buried the ashes of the Indian
basket-makinwho
Pauline
carving and metropolis and gateway to the
ning,
Johnston,
poetess,
industries Orient
well
their
as
as
thc?e
legends
painting
together
gathered
Civilization has robbed the Redand made them into a little book. of hunting, fishing, curing of skins
and
and
and
fish
the
preparation of man of his primitive charmcalled
The Indians of British Columbia
squaws
are vanishing and it is hoped to foods, will be represented. Careful glory. Today,ontho
the Pacific coast-w- ork
way to obtain a "klootchmen"
perpetuate for future generations, research is under of
in fish canning plant3. This
their secret
their customs, houses and wares in minute history
existence is a far
the proposed village which will bs writings which contain accounts of
and
cry from the days of the tepee held
really an exhibition. A crmmunal ancestral worship and tribal
a life that
was
that
attrue,
centre
of
trail;
be
the
will
at
lodge
Tens of thousands of tourists many hardships, but it was a life of
tractions; four totem poles-sple-ndid
examples of that art will visit Stanley Park every year and romance too, as Stanley Park's
stand aa entrance posts before the enjoy the magnificent views of Indian Village will reveal.

We serve you accordingly.

"When You Think Clothes, Think

SC0BEY IS CONFIRMED

MEN'S WEARING APPAREL

muck-a-muc-

THE JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK:, SURE RESULTS
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clock-punchi-
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MAN WHO ENDED OWN

PERSONAL NOTES
BEXNT CORDOVA WIN'S.
San Antonio, Texas, Sfarcli
OF THE STATE
1. Benny Oordova, of Albuqucrque, Jf. M., won the decis- - 8
Ion Iroin Young fjoldlc hero
STATE COLLEGE.
n
tonight, taking every round of 3v
The two days'
has
d
lKiut, scoring knock
caused a loss of coal production
The funeral for Scott P. Stewart,
S
downs
round.
in
tho
fifth
estimated at 50,000 tons, and the
who died at his home In Mefiilla
loss In wages is estimated at J54,
Parle early Saturday morning, was
'
000. according to mine officials.
held at his home on Monday afternoon at 3 o'clock, the Kev. Ira H.
Th famous Crystal Ralace In BANDITS FRUSTRATED
McC'lvmonds presiding.
His sons,
London Is ten inches shorter in
and Hcrber Stewart, nr
winter than In summer, owing to
IN ATTEMPTED HOLDUP Rupert
rived Sunday
evenia? from Po
fhe contraction of the huge metal
mona, Calif., and Dallas, Tex.
framework from the cold.
After tlie big basketball tourna-- i
(By The .Vsanchitort Priwa.)
ment was completed
San Francisco, Calif., March 7.
Saturday
An attempt of five bandits to hold evening a dance was given for the
orteams.
Tho
up a pay car of the Ford Motor visiting furnished the Fountain
music.
company in which $10,000 was be- chestra
The visiting basketball teams of
ing carried from tho Wells KarRO, tho various
high schools of the
to the Ford
National
bank
Nevada,
rePi
lea,
tc.
southe. l part of tho state left for
pjmplea,
quickly
BiJj,
plant here, was frustrated Into to- their respective
lieved by
schools in cars on
day when the car was suddenly
Sunday. Many of tho seniors of
speeded up, throwing one of the tho
various high schools expressed
or 70Ur money back. 60o at druggists or bandits from the sunning board". their desire to
come here to school
by mail postpaid.
for
their college course.
THE EOILENE CO., Albqiirqiie, N. M.
Journal Want Ads bring results.
William Jeffries of tho Alamo-gord- o
basketball
team had tho
misfortuno to cut his right arm
when
he
missed the
very badly
board over the windows in the
HOW WOULD YOU LIKE to run
gymnasium during the game with
Silver City and smashed the glass
ill
your car TEN THOUSAND MILES
out of the window, fie was treated
without a BLOWOUT?
Dr. Robert Middlebrook
and
by
I
HOW WOULD YOU LIKE to get a
continued with the game.
At the nomination for the May
FEW THOUSAND MILES out of
contest held last
1 day popularity
casings you have thrown away?
week the following were nominatCass-KatliYou can do it with
ed: For May queen, Ruth Kogcr,
Helen Weaver and Gretchen Van
Punctureless Inside
Vleck; foj- - most popular girl, Helen
Tiret.
Weaver, Ruth Koger and Bessie
Let us show you.
French; for most popular boy, Paul
Foss, Kelly Mason and Jack Eifoit:
Mail Orders Promptfor the fellow with the best line,
Richard Ullman. Dick Watkine
ly Filled.
and Tomllnson Fort: for the greatest asgie, Frank Brookshier, W.
& Co.
D.
Boone and LeRoy Graham; for the
most popular faculty member,
Professor Kanmann,. Dr. Middle-brooDistributors
E. C. White and A. J, Berg220 West Gold Ave.
man. The election will be held
some time In the near future.
Albuquerque, N. M.
The senior play, "Under Cover,"
that was given In Hadley hall at
the college on Friday evening and
in the i.rmory In Las Crucee on
Monday evening proved to bo a
great success and Is the "best play
Dr.
given here In three years.
Herman L. Morton as Stephen
Denby played the part well and In
the end showed himself aa the
mysterious R. J. All seats In the
immortalwhich
Eodin's
statue
bronze
August
house were made reserved seats
izes "The Thinker" suggests the thought that it is
and they were all filled.
The high school basketball teams
the thinker who solves the knotty problems of the
that were here taking part in the
to
eliminate them.
tournament
southern basketball
day and then proceeds
were entertained Friday night by
senior
the
players, giving their
Mere thinking barren unproductive thought
play, "Under Cover," and allowing
the visitors to occupy the balcony.
with no plan for subsequent action, could never
have inspired this great sculptor to create this masshut-dow-

ten-roun-
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Aren't you about tired
of battery troubles.'

IDENTIFIED

IS

M

MM

'

'

-

'

It is literally true that the least expensive
battery is the best one you can buy. If there
is any doubt in your mind about this, ask
people who have Exides in their cars how long
their batteries last, and if they get in trouble,

vYou

"

plenty of people to ask; fof,
more cars leave the manufacturers' hands,
equipped with Exides than with any other
battery. Exide was the original starting and
lighting battery for automobiles, Just aa it has
been the pioneer in other industries since there
was such a thing as a storage battery. You will
find Exide Batteries in service for many years
still doing active duty.

TURNS DOWN

PIRATES' CONTRACT
(By The Ansorlntcd TreM.)

Modesto, Calif., March 7. Walter Schmidt, star catcher of tha
National league, today announced
that ho again hnd turned down a
contract from Barney Drcyfuss,
president of the Pittsburgh team.
Schmidt said ho was not particular
whether ho played ball again and
if Pittsburgh wanted his services
the salary would have to be over
$10,000 ft season for three seasons
at the least. Schmidt has purchased
considerable real estato here and
near here, including a large ranch.

will find

near-b- y

GOWN ACCESSORIES

:

Exide Service Station.

The Electric Storage Battery Co. .

"
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In your car, you
b.
confident of .kllful repair
and
fair
prieea,
work,
advice at the near
at Elide Service Station.
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Cold Coming On?

'
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A,

vis 4jff!

tickling sensation in tha
headache, feverish, eyes
ache. . Don't play with that
cold. Get Drt King's New Discovery
at once. You will :lifce the way it
takes hold and eases the cough, loosens
the congestion
the phlegm and
in the eyesrand bead, and coon, breaks
most cbstinatejatiacJc.of .cold
aid grippe
;
f
Children and' t'!UwmiH oftke vm h.
No harmful drugs, but just good
medicine for colds, coughs find grippe.
Sold by your druggist lor 60c

-

DRY,

During life men strive, struggle, and save to
protect their families, but they just think about
writing the will that is to protect their heirs after
death.

.

op-th- e

Now is the time to think and act. Have your
lawyer write your will today, and name this bank
your executor and trustee.

Dr..Elng,s
Discovery
State National Bank New
For Colds
and Carughs
1st lialf a Day?
You
wouldn't be if your bowels were actTry Dr. King's Pills
ing regularly.
for sluggish bowels. You'll keep fit
for work. ' At all druggists 25c
T PROMPT! WOKT GRIPE

Tired Out

.

lf

A

i

Feeling Grippy?

In America today we have the spectacle of millions of successful men who are thinking about
making a will. The fact that they are merely
thinking is evidenced by the proof at hand only
five in a hundred die leaving wills.

'Affiliated With
iTtie State Trust & Savings Bank".
'
Combined Resources
.
One-HaMillion Dollars
Four and

;,'

its

I

JJr. Kins Pills
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-
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LONG-LIF-

E

BATTERY

VISIT THE NEAREST

completely

clad

in

them

from

head to foot Here are shown a
hair ornament, armlet,- collarette,
vanity bag, anklet, fan, slippers
and even a party mask of ostrich
-

FOR

YOUR

CAR

"

Fntn and feathers will X particularly true as applied to milady's evening toilet this season.
Feathers are the height of fashion
just now, and one may Le almost

.

Don't put up with battery troubles when
there is an Exide made for every car, at a'

OF MANY FEATIIERS
ARE NEW EVENING
'

Why lessen your pleasure In motoring bjrj
putting up with battery troubles, when they
are not necessary? Particularly, when a trouble
some battery costs more than a good one,
"
!

who committed suicido at a local
hotel last week was today identified as Charles D. Murdock, formerly of Miami, Fla., where hla wife
is said to live.
Murdock, who Is said to have
been a mechanical engineer and
to have made and lost a fortune,
left a note in which he said:
"I have cno body G3 years old,
false teeth, bad eyea, bum feet, bad
shoes, no Job, no trienus nearer
than 1.500 roilos away. I can't
beg, I can't steal, and I will not
become a bum."

SCHMIDT

4

,

(Hy The Associated FreM.)
Philadelphia. March 7. A man

ff

J.

wm

S. HAS RESIGNED

Rome, March 7 (by the Associat
ed Press.) It was announced to
day that Vlttorlo Rolando RIccl,
had resigned the ambassadorship
at Washington, but that Foreign
Minister Schanzer had begged him
to remain at his post, meanwhile
directing Guido Kabetta, counsellor
of the embassy in 'Washington, to
return there Immediately.
Senor Sabetta left Rome today
en route to America, planning to
sail from England on the

O

'

"

.

AMBASSADOR

TO U.

i

mm

BUYING

EXIDE SERVICE STATION

NEW. MEXICO
Arno Hunlng Electrlo
Company.
AI.AMOCORDO Hutching Motor Co.
ARTESIA Artesia Auto Co.
BE1KN C. N. Cunningham.
CARLSBAD Carlsbad Auto Co.
CLOV1S
Clovls Eide SUtlon.
ALDtTQl'EnQUE

DEMIXG Joe' Beckert.
EAST IiAS VEGAS F. C. Orth.
FAUM1NGTOX Green B. Lasater.
VT. SUMNER Ft, Sumner Motor Co,
GAIiIiCP Watson-Paig- e
Garage.
GREXVU-tL. G. Gusler. .
i ..
PORTAIjES Portales Garage.

ROSWELL Roawell Auto Co.
SANTA FE Cloason & Closson.
rEXlC'O Texlco Garage,

ARIZONA

.

..

.

WIN SLOW

Wlnslow Supply Co.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
thought
Albuquerque Morning Journal igrants."
To

that "anything

Is good enough

for

lmmi- -

LOOKS AS THOUGH

WE MIGHT HAVE

March 8, 1922

TO WALK

THE FLOOR AGAIN.

day on all the new boats the third class Is
IF THEY SHOULD HAPPEN
AN INDEPENDENT
NEWSPAPER
more
comfortable
and sanitary than was the first
ToVlAKE UP JU1T QIVE THEM
Published By
class of half a century ago. When Charles Dickens
JOtTRVAIi PUBLISHING COMPANY
ANOTHER D0S6 OF THE JWOE
made his first visit to this country a voyage across
CARL C. MAG EE,
D. A. MACPHERSON,
MEDICINE
President.
Secretary. the Atlantlo was an ordeal full of genuine hardD. A. MACPHERSON
Business Manager ships. Passengers expected to have a tough time,
Edl'or-ln-Chl.
CARL C. MAQEE
to "rough It." They were looked upon as bold adREPRESENTATIVES
venturers.
There was no thought of surrounding
C. J. ANDERSON
Marquette Bids., Chicago, 111 them with common comforts, to
say nothing of luxRALPH R. MULLIGAN... 48 E. 42d St., New York
matter at the postofflce uries. Gradually refinements were Introduced, but
Entered as second-clas- s
of Albuquerque, N. M., under act ot Congress of only within recent years has any attempt been made
to Improve the lot of steerage passengers.
March 17, 1879.
Former
conditions were a disgrace. It is to be hoped they
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month, 85c; are gone forever.
yearly, In advance, $9.00.
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
GERMANY'S CHANCE.
rating than Is accorded to any other paper In New
Mexico." The American
Directory.
Newspaper
The only paper In New Moxlco Issued every day
The first general expression of the political tenIn the year. ,
dency of the new Germany will be given the world
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
In the elections which will be held in May.
The Associated Press la exclusively entitled to
When Ebert was chosen president, Germany was
of all news credited to
the use, for
It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also still a country divided against itself, uneasy, susthe local news published herein.
picious, and gravely uncertain for the future. The
of war still preyed on the minds of all
March 8, 1922 nightmare
WEDNESDAY
Europe; the treaty was a matter of dally speculation; Germany sought feverishly for leaders, and
NO TRIUMVIRATE,
as feverishly for a sign by which they might choose
the road of the future.
The law provides for five city commissioners.
The passing of time has brought perspective.
but
be
should
If it had been Intended that there
The broken old man in Holland is remembered no
three It is a fair presumption that the charter would longer in fear. "Radical revolt has broken itself
so state.
Industrialists like
against orderly government.
The reason for having five commissioners Instead Stinnes have revitalized the business machinery.
betto
be
are
Is
five
one
heads
because
of
presumed
Germany, If still broken and depressed, at least has
ter than one and five points of view more nearly completed her
has surveyed the sitrepresentative of all the people than one viewpoint uation in which she finds herself, and has had bitwould be.
ter opportunity for second thought.
The charter contemplates, no doubt, that each
All of this focuses In the coming election, when
vote
commissioner shall act independently and the
the first president is to be chosen. Ebert became.
represent the crystallized opinion of the five.
provisional president until such time as every GerFor three commissioners to enter Into a hard man citizen could cast a vote, unafraid. That time
and fast agreement to settle, outside of the com- has come, and the political parties are intensively
mission meetings, the policy which Is to be pursued at work to win the honor of choosing the course
and then to vote as a unit Is to decide Issues by a and steering the ship through the dangerous waters
two to one vote and to Ignore the remaining two ot reconstruction.
representatives of the people.
It would be strange indeed If a Ludendorff does
The understanding between Messrs. Connell, Mc- not appear as a candidate.
That is to be expected,
Laughlin and Raynolds, whereby this course is pur- not only does royallsm die hard, but there is much
sued, Is unwholesome and unfair. If they are re- in a nation like Germany which clings to the traditained on the commission such a practice should bo tion of a strong-fiste- d
ruler, even under the form
abandoned.
of democracy. It is equally sure, nonetheless, that
'
In
the announced the liberal groups, including labor, are
Their policy Is shown clearly
prepared to
or
statement that all three will run for
crystallize all their efforts of the past several years
none will run. Thereby they loan each other moral in a patriotic endeavor to Identify the n?w Germany
support. They take the position that all three must emphatically with a pure, democratic leadership.
be returned to office If any are to give their services.
Certainly, with the German genius for industry,
There can be but one purpose In all this: If the and all the world acknowledges that, and with the
control by the triumvirate Is to be broken, none will lessening tendency of the world to abandon In isolareturn to office.
tion any people on the ground of past embitter- If the public wishes the services of Mr. Connel! ments, the new president, of whatever party he may
but doesn't desire those of Mr. McLaughlin; or, 1' be, has before him not only a difficult task, but
It desires those of Mr. McLaughlin but does not wish an opportunity for noble leadership and constructhose of Mr. Raynolds, it should be privileged to tive performance such as comes to only a few fig"We take the bad chap with a howl.
alone beside him.
have one without the other.
ures in an era.
"Tickets!
Tickets! That's for
a lot of chairs and put them
to
the
a
event
return
should
be
there
In any
in a row. Then Jole and Kittie tickets!" mewed Tommle. "If you
sit in the chairs, and I'm tho con- have no ticket to punch I must
policy of an open commission, where decisions an?
Tickets!"
Tickets!
ductor to take up the tickets. Only. punch you!
arguments and deopenly arrived at. Closed-doo- r
Uncle Wigglly, we haven't any- And he snapped the punch so close
cisions should become a thing of the past. Their
By Howard B. Uttrls
thing to punch the tickets with. to the Rob cat's ears that the bad
Do you s'pose you could find us a animal gave another howl and out
tendency Is unwholesome. Such a government soon
SXOW FANTASY.
of the window he Jumped, not
becomes mreprescntative of the people.
ticket puncher?"
Copyright. 1921. by McClure
"Oh, I guess maybe," laughed stopping to take even a single nibThe wraiths of buds that formed to fade:
Newspaper Syndicate.
the bunny. "I used to play train ble from Uncle Wigglly.
Viburnum's and hydrangea's ghosts,
THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE DINNER.
"It's a good thing we played
when I was a little boy rabbit, and
UXC1.E WIGUII.Y AND THE
Spirea's fantom. lily's shade,
I had an old ticket punch a trolley train, isn't it?" said Kittle, when
PLAY TRAIN.
and dogwood's spectral hosts,
Lilac's
fun started again.
the
8.
Is
me.
I'll
the
car
conductor
Tomorrow
last day Return to barren lawns and walks:
dog gavo
Today Is March
"Yes, I think it is." spoke the
There sounded a little scratch-i- n get it!"
for notifying the Chamber of Commerce of you'
Their bloom across the garden storms;
Pack to the bungalow hopped bunny. And then it was Joie's turn
noise on the front door of the Uncle
intention to attend the dinner on March 14. Send And now the wistful boughs and stalks
Wigglly, and coon he had to be conductor, but the Bob Cat
Are clupter1 with their lovely forms.
morn-In'one
hollow
tomorrow.
It
bungalow
notice
slump
you
might forget
found the old ticket punch he used didn't come back. He didn't dare
your
today
Daniel
Henderson
the
Bookman
in
to without a ticket. And If th?
just as 1'ncle W'ifjgily was eatwhen he was a boy.
The Journal hopes that many women will be
j ins the lust of his carrot pancakes
"Oh, this'll be great!" laughed molasses doesn't run so slowly that
present. The future of the city concerns them
wan jnnpie suir sauce sprniKlcu Tommle,
as he saw It. "Now I can It can't keep up to the sugar spoon
around the edges.
vitally,
They should show their Interest by their
when they race around thj panbe a real conductor!"
"My Roodness!" exclaimed Nurse
Jole and Kittie Kat were not cake plate, I'll tell you next about
presence.
Jane Fuzzy Wtizzy, the muskrnt very ill, and when Uncle Wiggily Uncle Wigglly and the
Every business man, professional man and workRESTING. WHILE M.ARGOT TRAVELS.
Indv
''Did you hear and Tommie came in they all
er should be at the tables. It is insurance against
We wonder how Mr. Asquith is enjoying his va- that 7"housekeeper.
played train with the chairs placed
cation.
Ohio
State
Journal.
a dull business year.
"Yes. What of it?" asked the In
a row.
bunny, trying not to let his pink
The purpose of the dinner is to inspire confi"And I can make real holes in
too
nose
twinkle
SEMI
CERTAIN
TO
COLLAPSE.
fast.
tho tickets now!" said Tommie,
dence in the future of the city; arouse the
The semi-rigi- d
"Why. it must be the Woozlo
type of airship doesn't seem to
spirit and develop the spirit of teamwork )o even semi-safWolf or the Fuzzy Fox," said
Indianapolis Star.
in getting results.
Nurse Jane.
"They're trying to
AND DO IIIM GOOD.
scratch their way in Instead of
You owe it to yourself to come.
(By The AuMrntHl Press.)
Never let off till tomorrow some one you can do rlmrtntf the bell. Oh, Wlcgy!"
New York. March 7. Trading
"Don't get nervous now!" laughoday. Syracuse Herald.
on the stock exchange today lapsed
GAME PROTECTION.
& a 4
$
ed Mr. T.ongears.
"It may be only
into its recent uncertain trend.
MORE POWER TO YOV, RCBE.
tho wind blowing a branch of the
Most of the previous
session's
The local Game Protective association held its Uncle Reuben Hicks Is urging his old gray mule lilnr, bush against the door. I'll
spirited rebound on the supreme
:o step lively In the furrow.
the
sort
of
That's
before
look
tho
side
window
from
cancourt's
rate
was
decision
annual dinner last night. This organization is of lilve we are interested in. Houston Post.
gas
we telephone for the Police Doe."
celled.
far greater importance to New Mexico than most
T'ncle Wipglly peered from the
were
Dealings
comparatively
citizens realize. The public should stand ready to
sido window nnd then h laughed.
light and the listless movements of
"Wait a minute and I'll let you
various
support the endeavors of this group of men.
and
other specspecialties
In!" he called.
ulative Issues indicated temporary
Time was when New Mexico was the great
"Who Is it?" asked Nurse Jane.
abandonment
of
aggressive operaATJTOMOBILITY.
hunting ground of America. This condition is pass"Tommy Kat, the pussy boy,"
tions by bullish professional in"I guess he
replied the hunny.
ing rapidly and will be gone, never to return, If
terests.
(From the New York Times.)
eouldn t reach up to the hell and
Similar conditions were applicsomething intelligent is not done to prevent it.
seems not to have that's why he scratched with his
The word
able to the more important comOf course, predatory animals must go. Civiliza- 'ound Its way "automobillty"
into our dictionaries, but motor sta claws. I'll let you In, Tommie!"
modity markets, money rates and
tion cannot tolerate their presence, with the conse- rtles suggest the need of such a noun. Accord- - said the rabbit uncle.
where
International exchanges,
83
to
cent
these
is,
10,505,ng
came
Tommle
In
his
tail
with
figures,
per
(that
quent depredations.
dullness and price reactions were
of the 12,588,949 motor vehicles in use in up in the air like a fish pole.
the
But the deer and the wild turkey; the fish and 560)
prevailing characteristics.
he world are to be found in the United States,
"Please, Uncle Wigglly!" mewed
Sugars, coppers, local tractions
the lesser wild birds, should be here for a century rruly we are an automotive or an autoroobilic Tommle,
"could you come over to
and
several of the cheaper rails,
In the agricultural area of America there our house with me right away?"
Tommy
or more to come. It is folly to kill them off to the people.
with Studebaker, Ameria a motor for every 7.76 persons.
"Is anything the matter?" asked "for Uncle Wigglly let us take his together
can
point where there is no "seed" left to reproduce.
Ice, American Can and Corn
would be conceited to argue that the clvillza-lo- n Nurse Jane. "Don't you want Dr. real punch."
It
Is
featured the market's
of
a
destruction
Products,
Supervision
game
of a people is directly as its ability to move Possum?"
"Oh, let me be conductor!"
side, while oils and the
One
department of the state. It costs the tax- ibout in vehicles that are
mewed Kittle. "It's more fun with stronger
"Oh, we've had him!" said TomJunior motors, steels and equipa real punch."
payer nothing. Were there no economlo or humani- night compare, for example, the United States mle quickly.
ments were
or heavy.
me! Who's sick?" the
Malay states or with Liberia, whose capi-:"I want to bs conductor, too!" Sales amountedIrregular
"Mercy
tarian reasons for controlling these things the peo- with isthe
to 685,000 shares.
ac- - munkrat lady wanted to know.
credited with three motors.
Moreover,
cried
Joie.
Tfle one definite
significant
ple should be friendly to the efforts of the more ordlng to some scientists, the development of life
"We'll take turns!" said Tommle, development of the and
"Well, Jole and Kittle have
day was conintelligent sportsmen to so control the killing of !rom its lower into its higher ranges Is the result colds," explained Tommle, "and and this they did. Uncle Wigglly tained
in
Pittsburgh dispatches
chair-trai- n
)f its struggle to 'escape a static slavery to roots my mother thought I'd better stay sat in the make-beliegame as to prevent its extinction.
announced price advances in
a freedom of feet, and then from a freedom home from school, too. So we're with Jole and Kittle, holding out which
But there are excellent economlo reasons for nto
oars,
and
by the
shapes
f feet to a mlblllty of wheels and of wings.
all three home and It's so lonebits of pasteboard for tickets, largest independent plates
producers of
such a course. It adds to the desirability of New
As a rule "automobillty" implies higher indlvld-ja- l some we haven't anything to do! which Tommle punched.
that
district.
T said
Mexico as a place ot residence.
It brings many
power, better economic distribution and a
All of a sudden the door opened,
I'd come over and get Uncle
Mills in theTJhlcago district re
higher social state. If Russia, which has Wigglly to come and play with us. and in bounced the bad old Bob ported a pronounced
people into the state each year. It produces food
Increase of
35,000 motors for her one hundred and fifty I can go out 'cause I haven't any Cat. He howled and looked at Unnly
values.
production, but Chairman Gary of
millions, and China with but 8,150 for her four cold yet. But maybe I'll get one. cle Wlggily'a ears.
the
Steel
United
States
corporation
By enacting laws creating closed seasons; by lundred millions, were more highly "motorized," so I won't have to go to school all
"I want some nibbles!" howled was quoted as saying that
he "had
providing refuges for game, and by fixing a bag mch intensive famine conditions as have prevailed next week," mewed Tommle, hope- the Bob Cat
seen
not
evidence
substantial
any
Cer-al- n
n
those
could
countries
have
like.
ful
hardly
persisted.
ticket?"
asked
"Where's
to
is
the
game
your
of general and rapid recovery to
protect
limit, the way
provided
political conditions would also not have been
"Mercy sakesl I hope not!" ex- Tommle sharply.
normalcy."
against annihilation.
loncetvable in a highly "automotive" state.
One claimed Nurse Jane. "But, Wlggy,
Bob
What
ticket?"
the
"Ticket?
Brokers representing leading
Public sentiment is needed to lend support to )f the serious problems seems now to be to find suppose you go over and amuse Cat wanted to know.
banks were free lenders of call
the enforcement of these laws and to keep politics :ne means or conunuea automobillty after our the children for a while. It will be
"You can't come In here, or ride money in the open market at 4
mown stores of power have been exhausted.
A Just as good as if you hopped on this train, without a ticket!"
out of their administration. '
cent, but in private offerings
lay of the Mining and Metallurgical Engineers' through the woods looking for an said Tommle firmly, "Here, hold per
the
direct
of
plenty of money was available at
The present game law is the result
held here last week was devoted to the adventure. Go along with
neetlng
out your paw!"
iXi. per cent.
Commercial paper
efforts of the New Mexico Game Protection associa- liscussion of this hemisphere's regional supplies
Before he knew what he was do- was sold at 4
per cent, but all
"I will." said the rabbit uncle, ing the Bob Cat held out his paw, maturities
tion. It is not all that the association wished, but it oil. No one appears to doubt, however, that,
the three
beyond
somewhere, new sources of power will and he did.
Tommie gave it a hard pinch months period were held at 5 per
and
It is far in advance of the law in most states. Un- somehow,
found to make possible man's continuing and
jo
"We're
playing train." Tommle in the ticket punch.
cent.
der it 18 big game refuges; eight fish refuges, and heightened mobility.
"Here! What's that for?" asked
explained, as Uncle Wigglly hopped
bills,
Excepting Scandinavian
10 migratory bird refuges have been provided.
The association should have the support of pub"REG'LAR FELLERS"
(Copyright 1921 by Oeorge ICttthew Adam
Trad Mark Registered TJ. 0. Patent Office)
lic sentiment.
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which were strong, the entire for- Denmark
Swiss
demand, 21.25.
Spain demand,
eign exchange market showed fur- demand, 19.47.
ther unsettlement. Sterling react- 15.83. Greece demand, 4.58. Poed almost 2 cents and Italian bills land demand, .02.
Czecho-Slo-vak-

15 points on political

fell

disturbances in that country. The Dutch
16
rate yielded
points; French and
Belgian quotations losing 5 and 12
points, respectively.
'
Closing prices:
American Beet Sugar
89
American Can
44
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 4 8
American Humatra Tobacco.. 29
American Tel. & Tel
119W,
Anaconda Copper
49
96 !4
Atchison
Baltimore & Ohio . . . .,
37
4
6
Bethlehem Steel "B"
Butte & Superior
25.
52
California Petroleum
135
Canadian Pacific
a 5 a,
Central Leather
5 916
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul.... 22 "s
26
Chlno Copner
26 V4
Colorado Fuel & Iron
57
Crucible Steel
12
Cuba Cane Sugar
Erie
104
75 s
Great Northern pfd
40
,
Inspiration Copper
70
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
2 S
Kennecott Copper
125
Mexican Petroleum
27
Miami Copper
22
Missouri Pacific
78
New York Central
79'4
Northern Pacific
35Vi
Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper.... 14
7414
Reading .
49
Republlo Iron ft Steel
Sinclair Oil ft Refining...... 22
34 H
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway
20i
99 H
Studebaker Corporation
45
Texas Company
60
Tobacco Products
131'!
Union Pacific
94
United States Steel
Utah Copper
63H

....

demand,
14.25.

demand,

1.63.

Montreal,

96

CHICAGO PRODUCE,
7.
Butter-Ma- rket
March
Chicago,
lower. Commercial extras,
36c; firsts, 323oc; seconds. 29
31c; standards, 35e.
Eggs Market higher. Receipts
cases. Firsts,
17.S52
miscelordinary firsts, 19(g) 20c;
laneous,
Alive
unchanged
Poultry
Potatoes Market
weak.
Rbj
ceipts T04 cars. Total U. S. ship,
ments, 629 cars. Wisconsin sacked
round whites, $1.70 1.80 cwt.;
Wisconsin bulk round whites $1.80
(5)1.90 cwt.; Michigan sacked round
whites, $1.90 cwt.; Minnesota sacked round whites, $1.6 j(3) 1.75 cwt.;
Minnesota sacked mixed red and
white, $1.601.70 cwt.; Minnesota
sacked Red livers mostl..' $ 2.0ft
cwt.; Idaho sacked Rurals, $1.85"
1.90 cwt; Colorado sacked Brown
Beauties, $2.10 cwt.

2222n;

2121c.

KANSAS

CITY PRODUCE,

Kansas City, March 7. Fggs
Market lc lower. Firsts,
uri ianged.
Butter
Market
Creamery, 40c; packing, 16c.
lc
Poultry Market
higher,
Hens, 25c; springs, 30c.
LIVESTOCK MAR ETS.
Chicago, March 7. Cattle Re.
ceipts 11,000. Market fairly active,
generally steady on all classes. Top
beef steers, $9.3 5; five yearling
steers, $9.50; bulk beef steers, $7.75
8.60.

Hogs Receipts 26,000.
Market
slow, mostly 10c higher than yesCHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE. terday's average, big packers holding back. Top, $11.30; bulk, $10.
11.20; pigs strong to 25c highir;
Chicago, March 7. Wheat pursued an irregular downward course bulk desirable 100 to
some up to
$10.00
10.25;
here today, chiefly owing to an unexpected decline in quotations at $10.50.
The close in Chicago
Liverpool.
Kansas City, March 7. Cattle-Rec- eipts
was unsettled,
to 2c net lower
11,0(10. Beef steers steady,
to fl.4174 and
with May $1.41
top
heavies, $8.90, highest of year;
Corn
lost
to
$1.20.
July $1.19
choice lots, $8.50(fD8.75;
c to
e to lc, oats finished un- other
changed to J4c off and provisions heavy Colorado pulpers for export,
varying from a setback of 7c to $8.25; she stock mostlv eteadv to
weak, spots lower, nlaln to pood
a 10c advance.
better grades,
Selling of wheat at Liverpool was kind, $4.50 6.35;
most heifers, 6.50O
reported to have assumed large $5.50f()6.00;
calves
dull, mostly BOo to $1
proportions, and this fact, together 6.50;
with favorable field advices from lower, best vealers, $9.00010.00;
the domestic winter rop territory, better grades stockers and feeders
had a disconcerting
Influence on stronger; all other classes steady;
would-b- e
purchasers here. Another fleshy feeders, $8.00(8)8.25; other
element of uncertainty was the good and choice kind. $7.25(3 7.90;
government report tomorrow re medium to good stockers $8.50
stocks of 7.50.
gardlng farm reserve
wheat.
Hogs Receipts 9,000. Few early
One estimate
current,
which was construed as tending to sales shippers Bo to lOo higher
than
the
average.
lower
yesterday's
Bulk,
about
prices, put
bring
$11.15
total at 125,000,000 bushel, with 175 to
aa much more In the visible supply 11.20; later packers bought very
Occa few, steady, paid $11.10; bulk clos
and in interior elevators.
sional rallies failed to prove of a Ing sales slow. 15o to 25o lower,
lasting character, and were based mostly 20e lower; 190 to
250
t
$10,90(8)11.00;
for the most part on gossip that
bulle
$10.00(3)10.85;
exporters were after wheat at
Omaha and Dnluth and that good of sales, $10.50 011.00; throwout
sized sales of flour had been made sows early steady, closing 25o low
On the
at Minneapolis.
whole, er; stock pigs lOo to 15o lowerj
however, trade lacked volume, and bulk good kind around $10.50.
Sheetf
8,000.
commission house dealings we e
Sheep Receipts
50c to 75c higher. Best ewes, $9.26:'
the smallest in some time.
sales
Corn followed the leadership of lambs slow, early
barely
wheat. Oats on the contrary dis- steady, best $15.50; bulk, $15.00;
,
15.35.
relaThe
played Independence.
tive strength of oats was ascribed
T.
Cattle Jtmt
to liberal export dealings in oats at
Denver, March
Market steady, 2Btf
the seaboard.
ceipts 1,800.
Beef
lower.
$6.60jT.7B
steers,
firmer
Provisions.
although
early in line' with the hog market, cows and heifers. $5.00 7.40?
were weakened later by selling of calves, $8.0011.00; bulls, $2.B0j
lard on the part of smaller packers 3.50; stockers and feeders, $6,009
7.00.
with foreign connections.
I.T00. Market
Hogs Receipts
Closing prices:
Wheat
May,
$1.41:' July, steady, lOo higher. Top, $11,251
$10.80011.05.
bulk,
$1.19.
Corn May, 63c; Ji.ly, 66c.
Sheep Receipts 17,000. Market
strong, 25c higher. Lambs, $14. 7S
Oats May, 41 e; July. 43c.
(S) 15.25;
ewes, $8.00 8.25; feedei
Pork May, 20.70.
Wd May, $11.72; July, $11.90. lambs, $14.0014.50.
Ribs May. $11.15; July, $10.80.
Tins MAN WAS HELPED
John Grab, 2539 Jackson Ave..
NEW YORK COTTON.
New Orleans, La., writes: "My kldi
New York, March 7. Cotton fu- neys were weak and had a soreness
tures closed barely steady, March, and dull nain across m; back. I
$18.16; May, $17.90; July, $17.21; felt dull and languid and my kid
neys didn't act right. I began takOct., $16.63; Dec, $16.44.
ing Foley Kidney Pills and they
soon put my kidneys in a sound
LIBERTY BONDS.
healthy condition." 7oley Kidney
New York, March 7. Liberty Pills help the kidneys rid the sysbonds closed:
$96.94: first 4s, tem of c ids and waste that causa
second 4s, $97.06;
$97.20;
first lameness, backache, sore muscles,
4'As, $97.40; second
$97.36; swollen inJoints and rheumatic palne.
24?"
effect, quick in action.
4tlfl.
$98
fnnrrh IU u Tonlo
third
$97.54; Victory
$100.02; yic- - P" everywhere
tory
$100.36.
)

lio

)

3s,

4s,

3s,

4s,

NEW YORK MONEY.
New York, March 7 Call money
Easier. High, low, ruling rate
FOR SALE
and last loan, 4 per cent; closing
SALE Two
bid, 4 to 4
per cent; call loans FOR
cows. Phone 207.
against acceptances, 4 per cent.
Time loans Firm. Sixty and 90 FOR SALE Milk
to 5 per Phone
days and six months, 4
FOR SALE One extra
cent; prime mercantile paper, 4
cow.

Livestock
young mlllt

1,

and

to

5

per cent.

FOR BALE

raholn.

NEW YORK METALS.

good

Phone 2421-HBucks and
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Iron Steady. Prices unchanged.
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.70 4.80.
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis delivery, spot $4.654.70.
Antimony Spot, $4.25.
Foreign bar silver, 64 o.
Mexican dollars,, 49 c.

g

FOREIGN EXCHANGE.

FOR SALE At Bella Livery, 115 North,
Pecond. three spans of mules and two
at a hnr&ain. Phone 45.
spans of horsf-sFOR SALE Or trade for hogs, Ko'id
n be
work horse, weight about 1100;
seen at C. VV. Hunter ranch, north end
lllo Orande hlvd. Phone 240S-R-Foil SALE Horees and mules; we have
twelve head of horses and mules for
sale, cheap. 110 North Broadway, Albuquerque; this is all broke to work and
sound stock. Phone fif8-FOR SALE Very gentle driving mare,
1.000 pounds; good set of single harness, Jersey cow, freph February
27;
highest record butter fut test In coun-t- v:
Kino cnlf. .Phone 1R:'-.-

New York, March 7. Foreign
exchange easy. Great Brltnln demand. $4.38; cables, $4.38;
bills on banks, $4.35. France
demand, 9.01; cables, 9.01. Italy
demand, 5.07 ; cables, 5.08. Belgium demand, 8.44: cables, 8.45.
MANUFACTURER wants
cables, LARUE SHIRT
Germany demand
agents to sell complete line of shirts
Holland
87.95; direct
demand,
to wearer.
Exclusive patterns.
demand. Big values.
cables, 87.98,
Norway
Free
Madison
17.65.
26.35. Mills, (03 Broadway, samples.
Sweden
New York,
demand,
60-d-

.38;

.38.

By Gene Byrne

SNTk JO

SMAL3

bOVS ARE.
MADE OUT OF

fry-In-

1313e

$29.00.

Pcx3

LIL

alio

Hol-ntc- ln

FOR BALE Huliblta. all colors, ago and
pHcm. Rainbow Ribbltry, 1203 North
New York, March 7. Copp
phone 1638-Sixth,
spot and FOR SALE One extra good
Steady.
Electrolytic,
pair of
nearby. 13c; later,
mare mules; raised here. J
Tin Weak.
Spot and futures, B. Nlpp, phone 2421 HI.

1

AMD PUPPV
TM L S , TAfXrS WHAT

young

d"t,
Lead.

PASSING OF THE "STEERAGE."

tMtal

btlfert.

2409-H-

J

The rcent arrival at New Tork of the newest
ocean liner is accompanied by the usual announcements concerning Innovations in the natter of luxurious accommodations. It has beds Instead of the
narrow shelves known as berths. Most of the state
rooms have private baths adjoining. Ceilings in the
publio rooms are 20 feet high. There are a swimming pool and gymnasium, of course, and sun parlors and shops and open fires. No mention is made
of the golf course or automobile boulevard on the
topmost deck. Perhaps they are considered too
.,
commonplace.
This Is all Interesting enough, but the most significant discovery made by Invited visitors, evident-J- y
not regarded as worthy of much publicity, relates to the greatly Improved accomodations for the
humbler passengers In what was once known as the
"steerage," but Is now the "third class." Here there
are berths, but no tipper ones. All are "lowers."
There art actually parlors as well as spacious dining and smoking rooms and a library. Nowhere is
there any suggestion of the old, dark, disreputable,
uncomfortable steerage of the days when it was

ia

Argentine
Brazil demand,

37.62.
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KINGSBURY'S

why hesitate
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whenal-euqu- e
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or
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t
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BRINGING UP FATHER.

LOTS
LOTS
LOTS
have some very desirable
lots in all parts of the city and
will be glad to enow you any
time.
We have two corner lots In
University Heights that are a
bargain.
D, T, KINGSBURY
We

Realtor.
Loans and Insurance.

the International News Service.
U. S. Patent Ofic.
II
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CONE!

Located on east front corner
lot. five rooms, electric lights
and a dandy for the money.
the
Price only $1,400. with ana
small cash payment or ?300
the balance like rent.
CLOSE IS. IN THE
HIGHLANDS.
rooms,
flood adobe house, five screensleeping porch, modern,
ed front and back porch, comfor
pletely furnished, arranged
two families ana is in ei.
full
pood condition, east front, and
size lot. good
a
at
bargain
tin be bought
with good terms.
A KEKN HOME.
Located In a very fine restricted district on East Silver avenue, which will soon be the
finest street in Albuquerque.
' one of the most comTr
the city and
plete flomes In well
five
arranged
contains
two wonderful sleeping
room
rooms,
porches, two fine bath
basement
an Ideal kitchen,
a
with good heating plant, large
attic for storaRe, good fireplace, extra large front porch,
screened back porch, garage
This house
and
is one of the best constructed
homes In the city and a look
will convince you. If you are
Interested In a good home call
us nt once for an appointment

1921 by

'Registered
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MOR.NIN

HOUSE

NT VAT OVER TO
TOUR. WIFE -
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)

TAKC

ZAPF & CO,
Realtors,
AOTni:u phi .ss(.i)

CHAS,

I

tifi

e

'

G.

ALMOST Ni:V, FOH SALE.
This home will be Just an pood
In 20 years from now. It's genuine throughout. Remember we
pride ourselves on satisfied customers. This home has four
In
rooms,
glassed
sleeping
porch, front and back porches
screened, bath, plenty closets,
maple floors all through, nice
kitchen, cupboards, pas, linoleum, ranse, etc, included. It's
a real t;ood home on a nicely
south
located
lot,
lowlands,
front, sidewalks, lawn, garase.
OwnTerms.
$5,500.
price only
er leaves city.

SHE HONE?
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wLove.
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By Georjje McManu.

THE OFFIfT. THAT

1

IS DOIXG

IH'SINESS
Needs money to Loan.
loan yours?

Let's

KENT DESTHABLB
HOMES DAILY
Wanted: A furnished house
near the University today.
WE

-

V

To Buy

1

WANTED
house In the

Fourth ward near Catholic school,
brick house preferred. Price must
be reasonable.
For Rent 1 5 or
house,
unfurnished, close In.
furnishFor Rent 1 3 or
ed apartment, close in.
ACKERSOX & GRIFFITH,
120 8.

Realtors.
Fourth.

MR,

BARGAIN

HUNTER

Large brick, with porches, suitable for four apartments, on a
lot worth $3,000. Paving paid.
Can be had at a bargain on good
terms. Don't wait. Come on.
SHELLEY JtEALTY CO.
Realtors.
115 S. Second.
Phone 727-A-

Phone 414.

FRUIT TREES
SHADE TREES AND ORNA-

MENTALS
FROM ALBUQUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order In Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOtTJVU & CO.
Albuquerque, N. M.

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE
New Pressed Brick Bungalow
In lowlands.

Six large rooms, bath, two
porches, one belngr glassed-ilarge basement, hot air furnace, garage, sidewalks, sewer,
alley, corner lot 50x142. This
place Is built for a home and
la not a ctnaply constructed
house. The price Is right. See
us for appointment.

WANTED
Western Union.
Boys.
EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE Man for dairy

ranch and handy with carpenter toolj.
Ill) South Third, phone 354-Phono 907-210 W. Gold.
GKT illustrated
Learn how.
catalog.
Men's Christian
Young
Association
Auto Schon) teaches.
Lot Angeles.
FOR SALIS
Fcmule.
Reliable ghl
3 000
fur general
One of the finest homes on East WANTED
exhousework.
6
rooms
and
bath,
Apply mornings. 42;J Luna.
Silver avenue,
tra largo glassed Bleeping porch, hot WANTED
.or
Girl
general housework;
water heat, large basement, fine elecgnfd pay. Apply at R0A West Ood.
trical equipment; Karate, with servant's WANTED
Woman for housework, one
Terms.
room attached.
with nurse experience.
1418
South
new white stucco bun- Edith.
$4,200 Five-roofeat-ure- a,
n
galow, hardwood floors, built-iKngllsh-BpnakinWANTED
maid. Ap
garaire. Fourth ward; easy terms.
ply liousekeenrr. Albuaueroue Sanato
Furniture also for sale.
rium; do not phone.

A REAL HOME,
can
Why pay rent when you bunmodern
buy this
galow, nicely furnished, garage,
full rize lot on paved street.
Owner la leaving town and
must sell within a few days.
Terms.
A. li. MARTIN CO.,
Realtors.
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
Phone 156.
223 W. Gold

LAND AT HALF PRICE,
Four

rooms, glassed
sleeping
porch, hardwood floors, Areola
heating system. Owner leaving
town. Triced to sell. Highlands.
FRAXKUX

A CO.,

Third

Phone 657.

and Gold.

building Lots

on North Twelfth street, a
dandy. Four beauties in Terraco
addition. A beauty on East Silver.
Two In Luna district. All mese
are priced to sell.
K. McCLl'GITAN, Realtor,
Phono 412-20 1 W. Gold.
One

J.

FOR SALE

FOR. SALE (loose eggs for hatching.
Phone 2402-JFOR HALE Huff Orplngtun eggs, $1 per
setting. 1120 South High, phone 2151-FOR SALE
S. C. R. I. Red setting eggs,
one dollar per setting. Phone 1X70-FOR SALE Rhode Island eggs for hatching, fi cents each. 1017 Kouth Walter.
S. C. ANC'ONA and It. 1. Red hatching
eggs, at 1 60 per 16. 1636 East Central.
FOR SALE Black Minorca eitgs, U.Ta
setting; 16 a 100. Fred Bakes, phone
:0!-Jl- .
FOR SALE Eggs for hatching, from fine
stock H. 1, Heds. Jl per setting. Call
mornings, phone 1616-"NAVAJO STRAIN" "k, C. IV. 1. Reds,
eggs for hatching.
Highland Poultrv
0
.Verde.
South Proadwiiy.
FOU S.VI.K H, 1. Hod hei.8. bred t luy
at Fisher's Ranch, one and uiie-l.a- lf
mipw unuthwfst of Barolag bridge.
In
FOU PAI.E-Se- tt
cSg s?iomBarid

you

HERE

Poultry-Egg- i

Ire

modern brick homo,
back
sleep, npr porch, front and
porch, lawn, trees, lare lot. West
Coal avenue, Immediate possession cash payment, balance like
rent. Office space for rent, see
Five-roo-

A.

310

C.

STARES,

Real Estate, and Insurance.
t
Phono 108.
ioUl.
Wt-H-

AUTOMOBILES,
FOK
first-clau-

SALIC
s

5

condition

I3u!ck touring car;
Bond-Dillo- n
Co.,

Closing up an estate, we have
been authorized to (tell about
five acres of land north of
town for practically
the price at land adjoining.
Prlca only $110.00 per acre.
This la your crianee, grasp It.
J, D, Keleher, Realtor,
211 West Gold.
riione 410.
ono-ha-

Realtors.

n,

DIECKMAN'N REALTY CO.
Kcaltors.

Male.

la'lt

-

lf

INT--

FtATURI

SERVICE,

FURNISHED

"

NC

3jB2.

BRAND NEW APOBE ITOfE
IN UNIVERSITY
HEIGHTS.
Nicely located, facing east, five
rooms, hath, Areola heat, sar- ape and priced reaFonable It
sold very soon. Owner has other
avenues for his money and will
sell right. Immediate

COTTAGE

Three rooms, bath, porch,
nearly now; 50 foot lot,,
near car line, $2,100, with $500
down and $30 month.
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Sliver.
IHone 1522-gtir-ap-

o,

FOLKS DO ROAST
About the flu. If you want to
boast about the real trouble in
Albuquerque just drive to University Heights and Bee the ac
tivities tn home buildintt, then
you will say: "Yes. I've got
Helghtitls." Soil my home so
can gret to the city's Heights,
or I believe I've made a good
Investment In a Heights lot.
Sure your investment is (rood.
Ask those who have Invested
there. Watch the investments
of today one year hence.
The easy payment plan makes
that new
It easy to secure
home.
We Are At Tour Service.
Let's drive you over the addi
tion today.
General Aernts find Main Office
nt Second Street and Gold Ave,
Phonos 610 or 800.

FOR SALE

OPPORTUNITIES,

CHEAP

New frame In Heights, two rooms
A
pressed brick
garage
and sleeping
porch,
two
with
bath
house,
$1,250 cash.
rooms
and
large sleeping
New stucco adobe In Heights, five
All
in
and
modern
porch.
rooms, hot water heat, hardwood
good condition.
floors, garage, close to car line
$1,250 will handle, balance like
rent.
Splendid cement home, best loca-- I
70S West Copper, City
tion In Fourth ward, five rooms,
Or any real estate agent.
furnace, garage, hardwood floors
$5,250; $1,000 down, balance to
suit.
home tn Second ward,
convenient to shops, lot soxl fn. For
s
with Board
shade
$2,000.
garage,
Large
011 Bouth ISnmd- KOOM AND BOARD,
terms.
vrty.
Plastered adobe, six rooms In Sec-- j
PROFESSIOPiAL CARDS
ond ward, convenient to shops. VOH KENT Kooins with board. 218
Fnuth : oatlway.
Lot 50x142, garage,
frame on back of lot, UOAlil) AND 1IOOM. private family, J45 JOHN W. WOHON,
now rented; 12 fruit trees. Trice
a menth. S'tH Snuth Arnn.
AttcirDfy.
Ro ra. IS, 17 and l'J, Cromwell Building.
$2,500. terms,
All ni'W Uedl,
ROOM AMI HOARD
1U1-J- .
.
Phon.
P'unh
Uri'fttlwny. phnno
MeMILMON ft WOOD,
HUK41KUN8.
ANO
PIH8IC1ASN
Willi
ireh.
I
CANVAS
hoard,
sleeping
Realtors.
'l 7 E:ist Central.
week.
$10
UK. S. - III IUON,
Phono 318.
20ft W. Gold.
.

D.WEINMAN

As Long As

It Lasts

Five-roo-

$10.00 Per Load
A

Better

Grade

$15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.
Albuquerque,

Rent-Room-

two-roo-

l!t?l-W-

&

New Mexico.

p.--

IluuM

FOR SALE

hom
ItnOM
p.ir'-h-

WIT..

HOARD-K:irnq-

--

Steam heated

S21 N. Fourth.
no nick.
outh Blased-i- n
AM) BOARD,
Dd.folninff hath; also garage.

Dlwusea of tni Stomach.

Bulle, i, Barnett B'llldlnc.
UK. H. C. O AltliE,
Kye, Kar, Nosa and Throat.

Phon 831.
Barnett Building.
Office Hours- -It
near IFult UK NT Nk-eifurnUhed rooms with
girl for general housework.
Highly Improved ranch
id tuurlnjf body in
3 to II p. tn.
m
a.
tn
and
U
flrnt-flaArno.
r08 Fouth Fourth.
110
tulilo
South
board.
sold In thirty
roadster body.
city; must he2412-.TI tit.
AK A K K f C Alt T R l"( i FIT,
phone 1327-ir.L'3-J- .
A cook In a family of four;
WANTED
Phone
FOR
RENT
day.
East Central. Phout J71.
Accident, Aulnmoblle Insurance,
Dwelling
r.KNT
FOR
good wagca for a good cook.
Apply
furnijihed front room, Hesldenca 112S Phone
Nicely
,T.
A.
lined
tiliKASNEH, Clly
cars,
CASn'pnicEs .i
671.
Mrs. Weinman. 70S West Cooper.
Surety liond. Lonns.
618
one
or
two.
Fruit.
for
Welt
nullnlilr
tlnn. Mclntonh Auto Co.,
FuU liKNT
furnlalird.
ti.iuse,
phono 1472-r inufl South Wfllt:r.
Cnpiipf.
Jio. Ill 8. Fourth Bt.
relepllone 671. w an 'ra- n- Woman to take charge of
VV.
M. D.
M.
SHERIDAN,
house;
FL'R KKNT Room and ilrcplng porch.
family of four; middle aged
FOR HALK Ford touring car, has l!C2 l'OK h K. T I'urriishfd hoi,np, two rooms
woman preferred.
71
East Silver.
hoard for pentlomen convalei- Prnetlee Limited to
SALE Miitcflancoua cent-.-with Phono
find nhi pltiff purcfr, ll'iht and garage. FOR
cash. UU7 West M untuin
license,
lfi"9-W- .
American girl or woman for
WANTED
OKNITO - IKINAUY DISEASE?
aB
KncUs find H. I. Itrtl.t, ir-.thorouKti- - road.
FOR RENT Roomi
mT(S itioku-hFOR HAT.E Rhubarb roots, ph. 2tl"-Umuvi-lu a09 8ouih AND DISEASKS OF TI1K 8KI1S
general housework and eooklmr: stay hrd chickens. 623 North Second, phone b'OU SALK Si'ine extra goud used cars, FOU
Three-room- ,
liKNT
furnished
rooms
703
1338-and
has
and
We.itSI.ite.
1U
lovely
nights.
Hlxtll
KAI.F.--I.HIn Connection.
Broadway
North
8
414 Wit Gold.
phone
ViiSHnnaa Lnltortitnry
INT Room.
FOB
rangw.
McIiitustT Auto Co.. 31
huu bp, alreptni
easy terms.
porches; keys at 704 Foil
with board for
Knst Santa Fe.
Citizens Hank Rid. Phono H8B.
Experienced truck gnrclner. FOH ISAt.K R. C. Itliude lcland Heds Wf.'t f fipppi.
FOR KENT Room.
Fort HALF." Wire rabbit cat!".. 818 East sleeping porches
Hit Went Copper. WANTED
620.
Phone
i shares, on Irrlgnted
furnish
Coal.
and Wack Minorca hatching psks, tt i FOU hALK Ford tuunng. Ford truck, FOJt LENT Furnished house, two rooms
FOH RENT Two bed room. 211) North good house, teams and allranch,
FOR UF.NT Double pleepint? porch and
CHIROPRACTORS
Implements.
710
in good running order.
North
709
North Becond, phnne
and porch, newly painted and decorat- - FOH SALE- - Haled "r..Tgurn.'
lJhone larcre
Fnurlh.
hf t nom. adlolnlnc bath: excellent
Addrers P, E. Farley. Estancla, New Mex- per setting.
111
s
1
'
Thirteenth.
non-i."
V
rJ
I'I'H RENT Room, with Bleeping porch. ico, or phono 50 1R1". Estancla.
suitable for couple or family of i:. 1'. tAlt.MFN,
meals,
FOR BALK Hatching egss, S. C. Black WANTED YOUR USED CAR; will pay FOK RENT Three-rooChlroprnctor
rumished
203 North Edith.
TBV BOUDT'S MllK., BEST IN 10WN. three. Call 1420 East Kllver.
Male pufl I'VtmitP.
1
IB ami 80 Armljo BnlWjnr
best cash price.
Viaduct Oarage, M)0
See J. A. Hammond, ft 24 East
Mlnoieas, R C. Blue Andulaslans,
Phono 241
ood
FOR RENT
ROOM and .leenlng porch, with
LlKlit housekeeping rooms.
1 522-- per Betting
South Fecond.
1J
WANTJSD
Phone
Arm25
'Te.i
women
600,
Stiver,
and
fur
egps.
phoiia
if.7fli r canarlel.
21S South
321 'J, West Central.
.
KOrOXTE
board, In modern private
WANTED Position
cc"iid-Uan- l
strong's dnnrinc clansos; nlsn private tsnrtti Fourth.
am
Ford FO" it ENT Three-roohoueti, convenheat best location In hlghlanos
Wnlter. phone 1167-.iron SALE--Ne- radiators.
FURNISHED rooms, bath and telephone,
207 u, TVeFt flotd.
Tiwtrttrtinn.
O.
K.
FCtR SALK Hatuhlng eggs and hi rds; ' honeycciinb
Sheet
123
ient to :;hupM. in the highlands, only rill! SAtK A buiKHln, lnily'tf diamond riites reasonable.
North WANTED
Housuwork
the day.
by
Apply
no sick. 417 West Silver.
North Thlrr).
?l"i a month.
White Japanese Hilkler, the cutoHt Mf'tal Works,
Phone 0.
CT.KHKS, yoiuif? men, wnnifm. fur givern- Phone 1C4B.
Maple, phone I.VI2-Call 117 South Ftrt.
rlnp.
'.'J6
FOR KENT
Fu.nlshcd
ment departments. $12& monthly. Write ehick tn chickendom. 1'hone COO. 225 bH. HALK Mn:-- t
ro'jmn.
VMO Ft li li ENT
inv
or
A MOM
us
furnished
chaffeur
WANTEJJ
Throe
rooms,
MIR
Job
porter.
BB7-.1
South Wnlfr, phone
SAXAt'HONK.S ami Horn., niw .lid used
for free list of positions now open. North Fourth.
with" hire porches; no chll- liuklc, all cord tlrs. in AA SANATORIUM-HOTEcondition;
house,
for tubercular
Phono 14'0-J- .
Fret! R. Kills.- - phone SH2-FOR RENT Three furnished
Raymond Terry, (former Civil Service FOU SALK S. C. While Leghorn hatch7 1 fi
avlntf t'nvn this Wfclt. 712 West 'rn'
H a 7M.1 n.
In atnurse
dtn.
ra!t
graduate
convalescents;
a
WANTED Position, by
capable man.
modern. gas. !)07 Sou"i Third.
KAI.Ii
examiner), 26 Contl ental Bldg., WashLlahy buutty, in Rood condifrom France Colorado strain FUR HALJi 1U1j Ford ruad.su-ring
R KNT
tendance; rotea by tha week or month,
j4'd;n FOR
Small" house, rurnished; FOR
Phone 2371-1'hnne 2.17H-tion.
of
?4oa-.Thens. 7c each. Geo.
mornings,
FOR RENT Furnished room, with fur ington, p. C.
to trade for Ford
Urothers'
fill
Rood barns, yard and pens; very reaand clerical
nace heat. 307 South Walter.
(irrphnm, Hox 295, city.
FOR SALE Oliver typewriter with caae, RESERVATIONS may now be had at at. WANTED Call itenographlo
touring car, with starter. 407 West 'p- - sonable. Apply 71'. West Lead.
I6B8-W- .
work.
FOR SALE Houses
FOU SALTS
4. Po.tofrice boi 213, city.
Kitks f'T hatching; B. C
FOR KENT Large unfurnished
John'a Sanatorium tttplacopal): rates,
FOR RENT Two
steam
heated
nice
Phune
Work
hour.
th.
WANTED
by
R.
C.
S.
C.
I. Heds.
W.
P. Hay Btratn.
like new. la
South Edith.
FOH tsAl.fi
$17.60 to f'Jj per week; Includes private
brink house, on
REAL FOHJ) j;AUtJAlN
rooms mid sleeping iorch-- modern; for FOR SALE Wonderful waldl'obe,
1343-.M- ,
after 8 p. m.
LcKhorna, Mrs. Oentry ntrain, J per
room with sleeping porch, connected to
Rotlth Brnailway.
led.
M2M;
TODRrxa CAR. five tires, plenty tools; Indies only.
NorthEdlth. Phone 24il-RPhone 23119-FOR KENT Two rooms for Hunt house
1122 South Broadway.
medical care, medicines, WANTED Housework or chamberwork,
have another car; mutd sell. Coffman, FOR It ENT Three-rooFOR SALK New house in new part of
FOU SALE Fine canaries. l.enet anil bath and
keeping. 423 West Iron; no sick.
modern
hult days. 1306 Bouth Walter.
FOR SALE Buff Orplngtun egK for Sl'4 North second, phone 1727-general nur!ng; excellent meals. tra:
town: termn. KOO North Third.
Roller, cheap. 318 North Fifteenth.
Two furnished rooms for
FOR RENT
hone, lartre screened sleeping
no extras. All rooms have steam WANTED Work by toy with wheel.
service:
Buff
winner
also
One-tocockerels,
hatching;
FOR
SALK
1101
Ford
no
South Walter.
trurk, $00. porch;
llfrht housekeeping. 1727 West Central
$5.
FOR BALB Brick, nine larse rooms. of first and
FOR
machine.
SALI:
Rev.
water.
cold
sewing
hot
Singer
and
In
heat,
running
AlbuquerAdd resa J. E. H care Journal.
special prizes
tvur.n drive;
light Buick. - o'J0; FOR RENT Five room firnlh
The Exchange. 10 West Gold, phone W. H. Zlet'Ier,
hoi'-- .
cash. 124 South que poultry show.
Phone
$8,000;
KOOM and steeping
Superintendent.
porch, adjoining Edith.
Phnnp 1710-Ford touring. 125; Studtbak.r.
CLEAN l.NO.
waxing,
1111.
FORHOUSE
Tn
407 South Seventh, unci 1.17.
at
hath. 301 South Edith, phone 1S40-.4ai.
FOK BALK Pur" bred S. C. White Legsenprr. $250. 11 fi west Gold.
la.vn work, call J. W. L'we. :43i)-22) North Ninth, ph ne 1 274 W.
and
all
quire
fin
up;
modern home.
makes,
TYPEWRITERS,
FOR KENT Neatly furnished sleeping FOR SAL3 Five-roo19
horn
cents
eggs,
j0
each;
hatching
or Ford speed- FOR
FOR SALE
Ford
and
by the
In
WANTED
close
touring
13
Ironing
420
Washing
and
month.
to
room
317
convenient
Miscellaneous
shops.
Typewriter
WANTED
Thre
per
steam
close
Albuquerque
KENT
South
room,
heat.
In,
partly
per hundred; fnr.ey table eggs at market
strr, both in AWest Cor,
shape; or will trade
ilny Call after 6:3 p. .a. Phone 1703-Third.
cottage,
porch, Exchange, 122 South Fourth
sl.eplni
T, S. Wiley, box 135. city, phone
price.
Ford light truck.
Call at 207 East at 1301 North
South
Tent.
2078-WANTED
Broadway.
6124
well
Second.
2411-Rfour-rooPhone
Position
by
experienced
FOR
WANTED
PALE
and
FOR SALE Used
tract'ori,
brick
By owner,
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms and
Central at noons, or after 5 p. m.
Phone 221-driller, ataihnary fireman or engineer.
Hardware FOR TREE TRIMMING.
with gang plows.
FOR BENT Three, four and
sleeping porch for two; no children. 80 home; two large porches; easy terms. FOR SALENS. C. White Leghorn hatchmile.
1239-RENT
FOR
ORDS
Rates;
lie
PT
A
Co.
Phone
Ed. Roberts.
Pouth Edith.
110 South Walnut.
houses and apartments, some furnished. Department. J. Korber
ing eggs and baby chicks, $20 per
hour minimum. Sueonl rates M.,Mllllon
A WonJ, 211(1 West Gold.
To buy beds,
WANTED
FOR SALE Grape cuttings. Black
springs and WANTED Stenographlo or office work;
modern 106; alno few cocks and cockerels. Gen- week per
Poll RENT Nice large furnished front FOR SALE By owner,
days. Ask for them. Drlverleas LIST
three years'
experience; reasonable;
Phone 231.
mattresses.
house, two large porches: terms if de
White Verdels, Zlnsandel, Catawroom In quiet home, ,12 per month.
vacant houses with the Cl'.y
try Poultry Ranch, postofflce box 212, Ford Co.. 151 North Third, phono Isa.
your
Call 1K15-Concords.
ba
7H6 South Edith.
83,
sired. 1117 West Kent, block west Rob- phone 17fift-Phone
and
I'-- '
YOU WANT some one to haul dirt or best of reference.
Beatty Co., for prompt and efficient
in . oilcrn buiiKU- - service.
HAVE
inson park.
equity
207 West Gold, phone 887.
115S-CHECK,
WE
OPEN, CLOSE and
13
N
Y
AUDIT,
enameled
N
T
I
W
N
on
FOR
old
white
E
Hoosler
same
SALE
T
room
the
years
FOR RENT Furnace heated front
gravel, phone
law. partly furnished; Fou:th ward;
ZANG,
WILLIAMS
booka.
S. C
kitchen cabinet, A- -l condition,
keep
ranch
White Leghorn chicks. will trade for practically now touihiK car FOR RENT Five-roobrick houee.
ground floor, adjoining bath. 609 West FOR SALE By ownr, suburban home.
EXPERT radiator repairing. O. K. Shout room
Phone 701-Melinl
o
8,
building.
exK.
7o
rooms
four
care
2042-Twenty-fivrnal.
$20
and
J.
r
hundred.
L.,
unfur
217
Third.
garage,per
sleer'
North
sleeping porch, city
Fruit, phono
years'
porch,
Metal Works.
bath,
box 3115, city.
Postofflce
and
little
cash.
ft
Yott Poultry
water, fruit trees, grape arbor.
free. 120 :;nrth High. FLR SALE Cheap, combination gas and ACORN-SI- GN
po.ttlon,
perience with incubators,
FOR RENT
WORKS.
Signs, banners, WANTED Permanentwill nursing
Sleeping rooms; also light
FOU SALE Buick Six, Acondition. nished, 148, tater
box 213, city.
go out of town;
Ranch, Postofflce box 107, phnne 1760-in private family;
coal Majestlo range, perfect condition.
show cards. 819 Ji North Third, phone
housekeeping rooms.
Imperial Annex,
new
sacrifice at $ro)0; owner FOR RENT Furnished four rooma and
M. W, care Jour
I.
Address
718
West
$100 DOWN and $20 a month are the FOR SALE
BUFF ORPINGTON eggs for leaving, rubber,
experienced.
screened
7
Copper.
1
back
First and Central.
and
8
front
bath;
porches Inquire mornings,
must sell; terms to rlcht party.
terms on a brand new shlnele bunga
10 FOR
hatching; blue ribbon winners, first, 2fl7 West Gold. City Kealty Co., phone and sleeping porch; for well people.
SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot WE WANT your second-han- d
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms and low;
furniture, nal.
two large rooms and sleeping porch, second and third pullet, first cock and
west Lead.
By young lady graduate of
Ml.
and
tage cheese; also fresh milk in gallon
papered
dishes and household goods. Brown's, WANTEDCommercial
sleeping porch, newly
fftRO.
Phone 410.
second cockerel, special on best female
price
1H15-.
college, position as
lots.
1804-JSwavne's
four
s
first-clasTyler
modern
Phone
Furnished
RENT
FOR
phone
Dairy,
215
painted.
South First.
FOK SALE 1U21 Ford roadster, in
725 South
in
cockerels
Mediterranean
or stenographer.
the
n
class,
DOWN
and $25 a month will buy
two screened-ibookkeeper
with
rooms,
waxbath,
Car
has
starter,
FOR
SALE
red
order.
ano
FOR RENT Two furnished roums for $200
raspberry
Everbearing
running
kalsomlne
paper,
CLEANING,
Arno.
pullets for sale. Phone 1472-you a well-buiEaal Copper,
plastered white, and
fi cents each, $5 per hundred.
two new casings, one porches: bouse at 1201
demountable
work
rims,
plants,
guarinteed.
and
light housekeeping, reasonable; adults shingle roof, good adobe,
floors;
51S
avenue.
oiling
ing
Fruit
new.
2378-floors and brand
VOL'NU man wants to learn a clean
C, Ftf:gerald,
no stoic. 513 South Arno.
extra: will trade for good touring. Phone phone
Sandoval, Now Mexico.
John Goodson. phone 634-nave nan
Price ftr0,
Phone 410.
Tallora
FOR SALE Hatching eggs; four popular 1623-.trade.
urnnlled bunga FOR SALE Two-horAn Ideal
FOR
RENT
conor
FOR RENT Comfortable sleeping room, FOR SALE Four
Retired
power
gasoline
PHYSICIAN
WANTED
Addiesa Box 13. care
8. C. R. I. Reds, Mayhood
some experience.
varieties:
In highlands,
roorns, two scretjned- low for convalescents,
of myseven wl. It ws, outside entrance; very
with pump and forty feet twoFOR SALE l'J21 Ford touring, starter
student
engine
Instruct
to
Cam-pine- s.
valescent,
Silver
Famous
15,
$1.50;
ournal.
two
in
strain,
car.
Phore Inch pipe. 1028 North SUth, phone ology. Address F. R-- care Journal.
nr sanntorlums and street
porches, furnisher!, modern;
and demountable rims; car run less 1273-reasonable. Phone 1454-IB, M.00; S. C. Light Brown Legblocks from poitofflce; bargain. Address
South Walter.
or call a
Position ' J young American
1880-l
than 2.000 miles;
condition; going
and WANTED
rurntturo
FOR RENT Nice sunny corner room Box IS, care of Journal.
Secondhand
WANTED
horns, IB, $1.60; S. C. Bark Brown Leg- east,
s truck driver, private cnauueur
118 Stancot FOR
k.
old
small
must
this
ba
FOR
furnished
wi
HENT
Nicely
WHOLE MILK
Old
SALE PURE
furnished for light housekeeping;
horns If. $2.00. Koblnson,
We buy everything In house- In garnge; eight years expenrnce.
Town,
trunks.
un
Three-rooFOR
SALE
and
nice
one
cottage
ford, University Height.
room;
tage of
sleeping porcn
with all the cream, delivered to you ae hold goods.
138?
sick. BOS North Fourth.
flax's Bargain Blore, 816 Red. phone lif.S-.New Albany notei.
porch, small payment down, balance phnne
It cornea from the cows. HICK'S DAIRY. South First.
arta, and front porch: all screened In; southPhone 868.
Blue ribbon SAVE 60 to 75 per cenv on used
FOR RENT Front bed room, bath ad like rent; also two fifty-fo801
lots, on RED POULTRY YARDS
modem.
east
Inquire
exposure; not
bearln.rs,
phone 250.
tlrea,
magnitos.
"LOST
Joining, furnace heat, private entrance
winners, eggs for hatching, from
Call 314 South Fifth.
MAX BARGAIN
STORE, at 815 South
North SiTth.
South Edith.
tc Our stork grows larger
FOR SALE Good team of young mules.
in new home. 7. West Lead.
pens; best winter layers; S. C. springs,
First, will pay the highest prices for LOH- T- Collie yellow and white, very
FOR SALE
In sto'' for Overlands, SO, FOP. BENT New four-roohouses at
By owner, 718 West Coil, R. I. grand
second-hanParts
d
dally.
also
15
all
kinds
of
and
second-ban$2.
$3,
Barred
Reds.
wagons
ihnes
$1.50.
for
$5;
clothing,
rooms for house,
FOR RENT Nice .
nn . Pleasure
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, t
Phone 144S-southwest corner of Coal avenue ana and plowa, price right Simon Garcia, your
long nose; reward.
15 for $2, $3, $5; only ten fine 80: Chain. era. Maxwell truck
Phone 858.
furniture.
keeping and sleeping; tinder new man, large porches, newly decorated, vacant Rocks, cockerels
490, Paige 4, Reo 4, Stude- - Ninth etreet; frame, modern, with bath,
120S North Arno.
left. Wm. Bletx, 418- - cai.., Chevrolet,
breeding
reasonagrment. 1L'1',3 North Thlrd
Terms if derlred. Phone 180S-will
or
,o
.
4
i
pay
V.
WANTED
126
H.
auio
Furniture;
Mclntosn
baker
and
month.
strong
14S3-per
423 West Atlantic, phone
LONE STAR AUTO LINE
FOR SALE Very cheap. If taken at
311 West Copper.
able cash price for four or five room,
FOR RENT Nice large room, well ven A BARGAIN, five-roole
Bennett, phone 75 or 145.
Trome in Fourth
The oranire colored care. Engte,
BABY CHICKS
once, lady's perfect blue white diaconsidered
odd
of
furniture:
pieces
tilated, furnace heat; also small room.
fire
ward: two glassed-i- n
OV
WHEN IN NEED
porches,
mond engagement ring. Address Post- - Also
HATCHING EOtiB; Mountain View Reds
pbant Butte Dam and Hot Springs, N,
Phone 2133 W.
next tn bath. 108 South Arno.
range.
magnme,
place, gas, $3,300; twelve hundred will
carburetors,
at
TIRES,
an
tratna
springs,
M.
rime,
office
Meet
SALE
Furniture
FOR
ieins
El
2,
hox
pens headed by prize winners at
city.
Phone nit. Paso,
FOR RENT Front furnished room,
handle; balance like rent.
netos, generators, wheels, gears, axles,
repaired, upholstered and Hot Springe at 11:30 a. m. and !:30 p. m.
Denver; won high
FURNITURE REPAIRING and upholster FOR SALE Ten shares Bryan Harvester
Furniture and dishes packbath, private entrance, $16 FOR SALE OR RENT Six brand new tronora Albuquerque,
horns, accessories.
Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam cars on
at Denver, largest Kea snow beartnga,
to meet ed.reflnlshed.
for
will
sacrifice
$100
stock;
471.
Benin
ng
io.
Ervln
Phone
1007
COMB
Becond.
ART
$3.
SHOP. R. L. Hanks, the Dam line. We drive our own cars.
HEADQUARTER&
North
TO
CRAFT
four-rooing.
PARTS
garage,
houses, comer Ninth and held In west. A few breeding birds to
obligations. Address postofflce box 82" North Third, phone 952-J- j
We have ealvaged to date tl-- follow- FOR SALE New
gas plate, other
C. P. Hay, 236
IMPERIAL ROOMS I'lc clean rooms Coal; will sell one or all on reasonable spare.
North High,
Write for reservations at our expense.
91, Enst Laa Vegae. New Mexico.
Chandler,
Bening care: Buick, Maxwell,
terms. See F. H. Strong, or L.
Old Town, now
with hose, 5; new 6x8 grass rug, 3.oo.
rates by day or week. Over
OLD GOLD STAR
IIEFirERNAN PROS.. Props.
phone 8230-- J.
400 and F. B.i OverSOFT SPOTSHeel and arch cushions THE
Chevrolet
first-clas- s
75
Mitchell,
312
or
211
nett.
chicken
145.
West
Phones
West
Central.
Roma.
U
for
Hot Springs, N. M.
open
business;
Theater,
land, averv model: Hun. Olds. Crow. F.lk- - FOR SALE
home-mad- e
prevent fatten Insteps; cures all foot dinners: good
bread and
two
dressers,
brick
house;
HOTEL Sleeping rooms and FOR SALE Five-rooDavenport,
EI.Q1N
both
11. Plantar Arch Supports. Thus.
hart.
FQRRENTj
Btudebaker,
Saxon,
Reo,
troubles,
Dort,
mualc
Wrllllam.
Edna
In
proprietor.
on
Urn)
car
bookcaae, six chairs,
piano.
modern; well situated
housekeeping apartments, by the dBy
V. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central. pies.
FO BRENT Two furnish d hnusekeep' . ana e.
TIME CARDS
West Central.
so?1
cabinet. 618 West Roma.
wai-or month
RUG CLEANERS
highlands; house has hot air heat,
VIADUCT OARAOB,
rooms, ultablc for two adults, 620
FOTV SALE
n
Young
pet coyote, about
xU Ruga Cleaned. 81.25.
sleeping porch, and Is com- P lng
BOO BOUTH
FOU SALE Slightly used furniture, BOO
SECOND.
th
Third.
iron RENT Two unfurnished rooms, glassed-iaa
months old; have raised thla
furnished. Price la very reasonMATTRESSES
renovated. $8 .60 and up
factory a fifteen
per cent less than
Largest
parts house In the state.
bath, sleeping porch, steam heat. pletely
FOR BENT Apartment, three rooms.
pet alnce two weeks old. and Is very
able; good terms. Phon 1S21-furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
prlcea; come and see for yourself. 826 tame. Apply at 1428 South '.econd. or
4 L0
range; reasonable. 1023 North Fifth
modern. $30.
471.
sleeping
porch.
new
Co.,
Beddln'
SALE
phone
FOR
First.
South
University Heights,
WOODWOHTH
phone 1886-furnished, nlca,
Newly
FOR SALE Ranches
modern house with sun parlor, glassed-i- n North Sixth.
WANTCD
Careful Kodak finishing
FOR SALE Furniture at factory prlcea FCR SALE One
clean roumi and housekeeping apart
twokitchen
cabinet.
FOP.
furnished
RENT
range,
two
oleenlnc
Completely
screened
second
porches.
porch,
s
Twice dally service. Remember, satis- which makes It cost lesa than
menta. hy day, week or month. 11 hot water heat,
bed springs, rugs, dining tables; also
room apartment, with sleeping porch. FOR SALK A small ranch,
Send your finishing
fireplace, and electric 1213
mile west of bridge; modern house. A, hand goods. Come and aee for yourself. sauer kraut
South Third.
of the faction guaranteed.
out
and
cucumbers
East Central.
117
furnished or unfurnished.
Bec
range;
a reliable, established firm. Hanna
American Furniture Co., MS South
J. .Tames.
WEBTBUfJO
Dally.
brine for pickles. 1000 South John, to
FOU RENT Three well furniBhod house. Princeton avenue. Phone 152.1-FOR RENT Two furnisnoo rooms, for FOR
A
ond.
Master
Photographers.
Hanna,
Arrive.
Depart.
1958-Tratn.
ranch and team,
SALE
keening rooms, clean and comfortable, FOR SALE '
RENT Completely fur
light housekeeping: adults; no lc
one phone
1:80
room
1
M.
pm I'.Sl) pm
bed
109
set,
SALE
two
FOR
Beautiful
The
no
No.
West
sick.
gcout....
N,
close
miles
from
Springs,
In;
Sulphur
ground floor,
ASBESTOS
PAINT
ROOF
in University 724 South Second,
new
stucco
house
nlshed
am
11:00
am
gaa
extra chiffonier, fine Wilton rug,
Calif. Llmltd.H:30
No.
Irr.n.
Phono 1817-city.
GOOD for all kinds of roofs. $1 per ral
DRES5iyi AK1NG
Heights; four rooms, bath, two porches, FOR RENT Furnished apartment, newand Rudd water heater; ail good
No. tFargo
Fast, .in .titi am 1 :jo
Ion. The Manr.ano
Co.. 110
of farm and stock lands stove
South
MAN EMPLOYED,
BIG
OPENING
will share room an and oak floor; part cash and lalance on
18l!5-Mr.
!08
close
In,
no
KXl'KftT
new.
Phne
as
am
decorated;
ehean:
sickness.
dressmaking.
ly
Apply
Inquire
Tha NavsJo..l2HS
Nil
j:uen- n the beautiful Chama Valley tins
Walnut, phone 1834 J. Try a built up
porch with congenial partner; no ob liberal terms. Inquire or K. B, patten, NorthSlith.
C. Penney Co , or call 61
80UT11B0UND.
DRESSMAKING
By the day or at home.
lection to healthseeker If not bed pa care First Fa Tgs Bank and rust Co.
K. Heron, Chama, N. M Townsend. J.
roof, will laat as long aa the building.
Wrlto
spring.
.
1.120-JP
North
Fifth.
30! We.t Iron, phone
WANTED Congenial young woman to
No. J
El Paso Esp
tlent, I13.S0 per month. 21J North High. FOR SALE One f the nicest homes
FOR HALE Everbearing and Black Cap
11: J am
ahare apartment with lady. Call llltt FOR SALE 126 acres unimproved valley
Mrs. Foster
(03 No. 27 El Paso Exp
WANTED
Sewing.
oars
rhufive-roofor
and
FOR RENT Strictly high class room
rood
miles
rRHptierry,
irooseberry,
out;
land,
S.
eight
1,
Spanish
ftrape
room
North Thl
EASTBOUND.
University Heights;
CARPENTERING
North Fourth. pho"e 1239-W- .
barb plant; Hay ntrain R. I. Red, Tom
north, east and south exposure, south type adobe, new and modern throughout;
ponds, on main ditch. Address Owner,
No. I The Nnvalo.. J:10 pm 1:40 pm
east sleeping porch, private home, best iarsre norches. hot water heat, basoment, FOR RENT Furnished modern apart- care Journal.
PETTIFORD THE ODD JOB MAN. Barrow 'White Leghorn ejrirs. 15 for $1. HEMSTITCHING,
pleating. Williams'777--Mi- No. 4 Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm S:40 pm
steam
heat
and
.
ment,
furnished,
l,
light
U73-JTrum-bn2l)C
HloBunm
209
e
All
well
of
South
work.
East
residential district; gentleman preferred garage, hardwood floors; house Is
kinds
Ranch
Phone
llinery.
Broadway, ph.
Cherry
FOR SALE OR RENT Fifteen-acr103 Korth Cedar.
No. 8 B. F. Klfht.. 7:!S pm 1:10 pm
Call 1170.
Tin sick.
furnished. Sea owner. 117 South Olrard. 186.
pbnna 1Q82-ranch, nlanterl In alfalfa, under dltcll, WANTED Odd Joba carpinteiing. house
WANTED Pew lng. suits, dresses.
No. 10 The BcoUt.... 7:20 am I:S0 1
i
reasonable TUB BANK hae given ua notice to
miles out. In
North
four
reasonable
double FOR RENT Furnished or unfurnished
and
at
and
lined
made
Fourth,
over;
prices.
BALE
The
painting
repairing,
FOR
getting
FP.CM SO w T it
grafters
a,nd
two
rooma
modern
BUSINESS CHANCES
apartment,
1456-1021
710
out
of
need
Forrester.
Phone
West
everyirolrir
Lead.
move;
Don't
your
fcuilnew;
quire
prlcea
prices for property.
2128-From El Peso :J5 pi
No, !
monev I do. Here 1s your choice of sleeping porch. Phone
on Old PAINTING, paper banging and cairom- - thing must be told; photographlo equipam
brick bulldln
FOR SALE Thlrteen-acr- e
FOR SALE Two-stor- y
TI NO. accordion, side and box
ranch,
PLEA
No. SO
From El Psso
ment, furnltvre,
house
rugs, stove, tablea,
twelve new houses for $1,500 to $1,800; FOR RENT Steam heated apartment,
Town hnlttevnrd:
215 South First; location good for an
u
mall ordera. N. Crane, 815 North
Inlng; all wo.-quaranteed.
No. 0 connects at relen with No. II
03 East Silver,
In Park View court,
machine show caee, etc Seventh
of Owena,
rhalra,
' City and
kinds
adding
S14.
all nicely furnished; now come, Investi8fi8 South Edith, phone 1344-all
Kind of business.
Dhone
out
and
alfalfa:
Crane
Kana:
buildings:
Apartment
for Clnvta. Feces Valier.
and fidlck. Room 7, First National Call ,T. A. Hammond, phone 1522-fruit and berriea; owner leaving account I WANT jou to Investigate my low prices The Bnrnum rtufllo, 2 J 1 'ft Went Oivra!
O
FOR SALE Second-han- d
Coast.
clothing and gate
,
A Reason Why.'
two
owner.
Bank
health-.nice
front
RENT
or
No.
seat
of
in
FOR
AUTO
building.
USB
348,
EFFttCTO
and
Phone
TOP
with
Apartment,
tow
In
TitUn
at
location
on any kind of a building proposition
furniture store; best
MATTRESS RENOVATING frr--No. 13 connect
rooms with hot and cold water, on car FOR RALU Ranoh. two miles from post you have
drafttime.
Effecto Auto Enamel, Vola-pa- r,
and sojtn
In view. A. E. Palmer, uunga-loAddress M. 8., care Journal.
rtovt. and polnre
841-- J.
LOAN
19 60 and up
TO
rath Third
MONEY
fTltlWH
0I
on
Phone
UA
line.
Enamels
Vals
automobiles.
1768-KtNOVATlMl,
double
pap
41.
on
main ditch,
Builder, boy
office, four acres,
pltv, phone
FOR SALE Indian trading store and
Homestead
llug cleaning, furniture repairing, furFOR RENT Two nicely furnished bright bouse, garage, milk bouse, good chicken BUILDING, alterations, repairing, large Plymouth Cottage Paint,
plenty fine MONEY TO LOAN On watches,
ranch, atone building,
Floor Paint. Roof Paint and Cement. Satniture packing. Phon 471. Ervln Bed
housekeeping: gas houses, hlooded chickens and turkcya;
or
etinny rooma for
by
contract
or
guns and everything valuable.
Joba
work
water; a bargain; fine place for alck
by
email;
LeathF.
Thoa.
assured.
Keleher
ding Company.
range; close In. $ 25 a month. 802 Kent. also furniture and tools; terms. Ph ne the day; reasonable prlcea; worn guar isfaction 408 Went
person. Mitchell Trading Co., Manueli- Mr. B. Marcus. SIS South First.
Cenrat, oh one lo7-.24U-J'
K er Pn..
to. New Mexico
anteed: eatlmnles free. Call 1765-MONET TO LOAN on dlamnnde. watches FOR RENT Small furnished and large
In
IT
FruU
HAT.
steam
and
818
FOT
tract
heat
unfurnished
E.
etreet.
Hoven.acre
Johnson.
conJohn
apartment;
FOR SA I. E Restaurant, opposite Santa
FOR SALE Real Entate
and go'd Jewelry; liberal reliable,
490-- J.
vale, four miles out, near paved road;
F depot, or will sell fixtures and rent 'Identlal Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 108 N. 'at hot water. 1211 West Roma, phone
finest arena vlnevard Innd In valley;
furnishFOK SALE Fine corner lot.
PERSONAL
storeroom for other business purposes. CONFIDENTIAL loana on Jewelry, dla- FOR RENT Three or four-rooto
right
too block snap, 1100 an acre, easy terms
ed apartments,
Phone 18S2-J- .
modern,
Fixtures include swell aoda fountain,
mnnde watchee. Liberty bonds, plan
Phone 288.
room 15.
irst national DETECTIVE AGENCY.
party. Ann
which can be bougnt aeparate.
One or two lota In Univerautomobllea. Lowest rates. Rothman'a South Sixth. Inquire Savoy Hotel office. Bank building.
307 FOR SALE
1ST.
PIIHE.VOI.Of
II.
comAnalysis,
state.
furnished
tn
th
SALE
Bonded
FOR RENT Apartment,
Candy atore, fully equipped 117 (tooth First.
FOR
sity Heights. Phone 1454-trrm bath
t cask: 22.000-acr- e
Stanford. University Height! addition.
past'
with all modern machinery for makplete; light, water, beat and cooking
acres irood lsnd. under'
JVin
KAt.RNlna
tire and farm land, fenced, with good CHILDREN'S HAIR CUT at their homes.
foun"TYPEWRITERS
gas furnished. Crane Apartmeita, 116
ing candy; good ahow cases, sodareason-nhlditch, half In alfalfa, half mile from
Improvements, grass and water, three
Korth Seventh
3Sc; ladlee' shampoo, mena hair cut street
tain and ice cream parlor. Price
13:5
car,
see
per acre. Phone Owner,
EWRt'f ERS All makes overhaul von
from railroad. For particulars
and abavea at their borne, by Perkins Z4I7-RThree-rooA. H. Harris. East Las Vegas, N.
furnished mllea
e,
or 348,
Ribbons for every ma
nit ranaired.
Watts, 707 West Elate. Albuquer-quBrothera, phone 19f-- R
M.
modern R. M.New
decorated,
apartment,
newly
FOR SALE 100 feet,
Mexico.
fronting Silver
Typewriter
chine.
Albuquerqu.
YOU are are
wrong, It la translated
FOR PALSIndlau
except heat. Call at rear cottage. 820
trading sU re and
avenue, by 133 feet, fronting Hlglrh.nd
115 South Second St. 35i2 ft. front,
Store room
phone eoj.J. 1M Wth Fnnnh South Broad ay.
from Schiller: Thou fooll Thou has lost
ranch, ten acres under cultivation;
on grade
and fine view,
level,
-,
park;
NTEDA
W
her friendship, thou did not appreciate
three-roo'
fenced; one section land leased; stone
5R
terms.
RENT
on
A.
apartF
J.
Hammond,
Large
easy
RENT
Ranche
FOR
who la nobleness and purity com- cheap:
75 ft. deep. Tile floor, modern, desirable.
building. 80x20 feet; three living rooms,
24 East Silver.
ment; well furnla:ted thousekeep ivNTKl3rrnlahel houses to rent In her;
Row thine head In grief.
Wood. bined.
ranch, part In ing; gna range, steam Leat;; tu alck; no
storehouse, eorralls: fine well of water:
Foil hent Twentv-ucr- e
all parts of town. McMllllon
har-pemiles
horses,
three
two
heavy
610
main
West
would
ditch,
under
engine;
care
to
learn
gasoline
you
alfalfa,
Tljeraa.
EPILEPTICS,
WANTED Real Estate
children; also arage.
ANTD-- To
buy or rent,
and wagon; twenty turkcya, thirty north of town. Postofflce box 818, city. FOR RENT Furnished apartmenta, con
about new rational treatment for ImOESTKEICH
See W.
house, north or west side. Phone &34-Two adjoining lota on or near
chickens, one fine milk cnwi twenty-fiv- e
mediate relief of epilepsy, positively stop- WANTED
four
to
rooms,
venlent
aanatnrlums;
Third
In
WANTE'DFour-rooten
New
house,
Mexico;
Rooms
East Sliver; preferably one being a
use?
miles from Gallup,
Office
RENT
from
eelauree
all
FOR
first
day'a
n
on
ping
East
3S4-gas;
glaaaed-laleeplng porchea.
from railroad: a hargnln; dlssolv-loi- r
wardi must be good buy. rhone
price and location. AdInformation free.
"Specialist," Drawer comer lot:C. state car
ear line. Call 1821 East Central,
Adrtreas noatoftlct box FOR KKNT OKlc rooms. 831 Vi- VVeat Centrnl
Journal.
dress O.
M.,
partnership.
Lander. Wyoming.
"Journal Want Ads brlnif results
Wood, ebons 848.
or aee McMllllun
Central.
873, Albuquemue, New Mexico.
WANTED

"n.

American-speakin-

g

tipnnlsh
Apply In

pity
WANTKU- -A
r.hn rife for

and found

Apartmca

BP

l':l'

-

"

:ii

rent

Hque

at

C

iie.

t;?:h,viitrt
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ALBUQUERQUE

I

508 WEST CENTRAL AVE.

RESERVATIONS AT

C.0FC.

Is a good place to trade because the price
and quality are always good.

MORNING JOURNAL

LEADING

HOSTESS
IN AMERICAN SET
IN PARIS SOCIETY

BANQUET

1

EXPERIMENTS ARE COSTLY

Reservations for (he Chamber of
Commerce dinner March 3 4 should
ho made by 6 o'clock
Thursday
nipht. As the ladies are Invited
as well as the other relatives and
friends of members, the possible
number which will attend can not
he estimated and It is necessary
that the committee know by Thursday evening approximately how
many persons to provide for at the
banquet.
can be made- - by
Reservations
either returning the post cards
mailed each member by the chamber or by calling: the secretary by
telephone.
"The program Is practically
completed," M. L. Fox. manager of
stated
yesterday,
the chamber,
"and will cover subjects of such
to
Allmquerquean
interest
every
that no one should feel that he or
she can afford to miss the opporthe
tunity of hearing the plans for
which
city's future development
aro Incorporated in the ten projects which have been adopted for
centralization
during
chamber
1922."
Aside from the development
will be
speeches, all of which
short and to the point, entertainbe
ment will
plven by Maurice
Klein's entertainers. Uncle Maurie
claims that there i.9 a treat In store
for those who attend, but refused
to announce the features which he
has arranged.
As the banquet will take place
nt, it has been arranged
during
to have fish n the main course of
the dinner and as the supply will
come from the coast it Is necessary
to place the order not later than
Friday morning.

508 WEST CENTRAL.

LET'S GO

PHTIHE

TODAY

Harry Garson Presents

CLARA

KOFI!.

YOUNG

With Betty BIythe, Nigel Barrie and Herbert
Raw I in son in

"CHARGE IT"
A Picture That Every Husband Should Bring His
Wife to See.
Also "Fox News" and "Mutt and Jeff" Cartoons.
ADMISSION PRICES:

Adults 25c; Children 10c
Adults 35c; Children 15c

Matinee
Night

LOCAL ITEMS
Coal Supply Co, Ahnn 4 and B.
'
There will bo a regular meeting
cf G. K. Warren Relief Corps No. 1
this afternoon at 2:20 o'clock InI. O. O. K. hall. There will be lnltiationa and refreshments.
Mrs. Milton P. Iliggin, national
s'
president of the
association, will address a joint
meeting of Bernalillo county par- associations
Friday
afternoon at 2:30 In the Y. W, C.
A. recreation rooms.
i Mr. and Mrs. IT. P. Raabe have
rone to San Jose, Calif., where
they will reside In the future.
Walter II. Savory, personal representative of the vice president
and general manager of the Mer- irenthaler Linotype company of
Brooklyn, X. Y was in the city
yesterday on business.
John S. Beaven, formerly of this
city, now of Los Angeles, Calif., x
liere for a few days on business.
Miss Agnes Flynn, who has been
dangerously ill with pneumonia
lor the past week, was reported
While not
Improved last night.
Entirely out of danger, her uttend-hi- g
physician thinks she has passed
tlie crisis and will recover.
Mrs. l L. Puling and daughter.
Miss Emma Mary Puling, and niece
are the guests of Miss Kophie
Schussler ot the Washington apartments. They are on their way to
the pacific coast.
, Mrs. Ida Staples, a returned
fni.ssionary of Japan, will speak at
the Xazarenn church this evening
t 7:4 5 o'clock.
Mrs. Staple has
liad several years' experience in
the Orient.
I On Thursday morning at 10
O'clock there will be a corporate
communion for the Woman's Auxiliary and Parisli guild at St.
John's Cathedral church in the interest of the
offering for
missions. The Rev. W. Worthing-to- n
will give the address,
t Miss Josephine
Armljo, Miss
Sarah Ramos and Chano Ramos
jniotored up from Gallup yesterday
to spend several days here.
Col. L. A. Dorrington, U. P. inspector of Indian schools, returned
yesterday from a trip to Espanola.
John F. Harn, U. S. Immigration officer, went to El Paso yesterday on official business.
j There is an undelivered telegram
t the Western Union for Mrs. T.
1. Rowden.
W. C Brannan, who has been
Quite ill for the last two weeks, is
reported to be improved.
J Neal Gee left yesterday for his
tome at Savanna, Mo., for an extended visit. He is making the
trip by automobile.
L. A. Rice and family, who have
been upending tho past six months
In California, returned to the city
Mr. Rice was former
yesterday.
proprietor of the Highland pharHe will probably remain
macy.
here permanently.
i Oak Grove lodge of the Woodman circle, No. 4G, will meet in regular session at 7:30 o'clock this
evening at the K. of P. hall. After
the meeting, there will be a dance.

CAPTURE LARGE

Navajo

ZESH

IHDIAH
j

Bluets

Parent-Teacher-

j

AT REDUCED

PRICES

Roth man's
Music and Jewelry Store

m

S.

First

St.

rninn

i

Phone

917-.-

Prohibition

I

FIRST

twenty-fiv-

t

CLASS

BASE BALL GLU

aaents

slate

rpu
O

Tho Albuquerque American Legion baseball club sprang Into active existence last night when officers wero elected and committees
appointed to draft rules and to
confer with Dan Padilia, manager
of tho Grays, regarding plans for
in making Duke City
the baseball center of the state.
Among other plans discussed and
to be settled soon is tho formation
of a four or five club league in
New Mexico.
With two first class teams, Albuquerque can be sure of snappy
inter-cit- y
games and Santa Fe,
Belen and Clovis have been suggested to complete the league.
O. A. Matson was elected president of the club. Other officers
are B. E. Dieckmann, vice president; Leo Murphey, secretary and
mana-

E. Sganisini,

that

LEAVES FOR SANTA FE
TO PLEAD GUILTY TO
VIOLATING BOOZE LAW

Officers Elected and Com
mittees Appointed at En- - fCPIClAl
thusiastic Meeting at C. -ranch a few ; ;iles north
of C. Last Night.
left tonight fur Santa Fe,

treasurer, and

e

Cutenello had been selling the
whiskey at $IS per quart, making
the retail valuo of tho capture
about J4.000. It is believed that
Cutenello has been bringing in the
liquor from El Paso, and that he
had brought in the present shipment only a short time ago.
The liquor was bottled only In
quart bottlefi, each bottlo wrapped
separately in newspapers and hidden in the basement in burlap
sacks.
-

Tn iiaur

Ltbiumiuiif

hundred and

Two

minrts of "red" whiskey wero discovered by prohlbtiion officers yesterday afternoon when they raided
tho home of Pasqual Cutenello, a
short distanco from the Sawmill
saloon. Cutenello was placed under arrest on the charge of tho
illicit possession of liqtior.

j

'

SAWMILL

HEAR

ger.
The directorate, while not yet
complete, will include O. A. Mat-soLeo Murphey, 1!. E. Dieckmann, Grover Divine, Glenn
Addison
Moore, George
Ringling, Bob Gibson and K.
A committee has been appointed to solicit tho support of
the baseball fans of the city.

n,

8 PATCH

TO MOB NINO

JOURNAL)

of here,
where he
.".aid he expected to plead guilty in
federal court tomorrow to a charge
of violation of the prohibition act.
n
Federal agents today found two
kegs filled with whisky on
the ranch Potilto has leased. A
search failed to reveal a still. Poul
to said he had bought the liquor.
He gave $2,000 bond before United
States Commissioner W. G. Ogle.
Tlio
In
"SUVSH !?!;
nut
DAINTY GIFT PACKAGES. Machine shelled. Plnon nuts. I'nnnlc
S. hpltz, 323 North Ten(h street,
Telephone 802.

Let Us Send a Man
replace that broken window
I To
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phono 421. 423 North First.

-J E W E

-7

o

S16.75

wood, rt11 trucK

load,
Factory
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
I'hone 91.
Dr. Murray, osteopathic physl-tlaN. T. Armio Bldg., phone 741.
-

n.

i For a

durable, comfortable, guaranteed corset, call your NtKlione
rursetiere, Mrs. Williams, 2089-J.

2

1

5

S. 2nd

NATIONAL DRY
CLEANING CO.
Suits, Cleaned nnd Pressed.
Hals, Cleaned and Blocked.
"M

NOTICE.

WISEMAN'S

We will pay two cents each for
4)ir wire suit hangers returned to

Kolch- -r

Aveniif. I'liune

$1
$1

10M--

J

US.

IMPERIAL

' CITT
Phone nt,7-Fre

;

c. h.

.Slcrn

LAUNDRY CO.

WHOJ5 SHOP
St3 Sf.ulli Beronil.
Call and Delivery.

coxvrn, si. n. d.

Omeopniliio
IMS. Tel.

I01--

J,

O.

2033--

We

WANTED
for

firepay good prices
arms tiiich as Rifles, Shot
Guns. Pistols.
bo
Must
in'
Acondition.
'
21!t SoiiiIi First Street
-l

fahn Coal

1

iw

TODAY AND TOMORROW

and

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

91

t

AUCTION607 SALE

v

r

CompanyPhone

.

'

Today, March 7th, at

t

v;v,;'i;'i;i

South Walter.

A

SALE STARTS PROMPTLY AT 2:30 P..M.
Five rooms of AAmerican Walnut Furniture to go to
the highest bidder for cash. Note the following articles to be
sold: Bedroom Suite in American Walnut, consisting of
Bed, Dresser, Dressing Table, Springs and Mattresses.
It is l. Dining Room Suite In American Walnut, consisting
of Dining Table, Buffet and four Chairs, samo as now; Living
Room Suite upholstered in Tapestry, and Mahogany Library
Table, Phonograph, Ease Burner, Wilton Rugs, Axminster
Rug, Oak Dresser, Bed Springs and Mattress, Kitchen Cabinet, Dishes, pooking Utensils, Oil Cook Stove, Oil Heater and
many other articles not mentioned.
Now. if it is furniture you want, you cannot afford to
miss tills sale, for these goods are all like new and never used
by sick. The more you see this furniture the better you will
like it. This is furniture that will appeal to the most discriminating persons. Don't miss this sale, be on hand promptly. Now, folks, don't weaken.
-l

four-post-

er

A--

Mrs. Jules Bache.

J.

Mrs. Jules Bache, known In New
York, Newport and Washington
Circles as a brilliant hostess, is
now referred to as the foremost
hostess of the present season in
the American set at Paris. It is

estimated that the guests at a

Sygarife, Swastika, Gallo

re-

cent dinner given by Mrs. Bache
wore jewels valued at $5,000,000.

Auctioneer

L. GOBER,

tKN f

GOOD

COUNTY AGENT TELLS
LOCAL POULTRY MEN
ABOUT VACCINATION

CDt

COAL

ALL SIZES, BEST PRICES
Adolph ZuUqv

Vaccination of poultry was explained to the members of the
County Poultry association last nhrht by County Agent
f3te Reynolds, who lias recently
vaccinated several largo flocks of
poultry in this county. The treatment is fairly new, but has met
Willi almost universal success aa it
cu"e and preventative for such
poultry diseases aa chlckenpox and
roup.
While the treatment has some
drawbacks, which were explained,
it is the belief of the county agon:
that they are overcome by the
many b: nofits. Orders of the vac- clno can bo secured through the
county agent's office.

Coal
Gallup Lump
A
$11.00

WHY?

The

Tin' Situation

N.

First

rhonc

C.

MF.ltSl'ELB-ER- ,

urnamsntai

i

Cast Includes:
Theodore Kosloff
Mnhlon Hamilton
Frank Ctunpeau

career of a bean-tlfopera star and her private
life that the public did not know,
A romance of luxury, fame, hi
trlgue, and of sitcrlflce and love.
Tho exciting

ul

From the Great Story by Sir Gilbert

Parker

CSTY LIFE
1078-W-

ADDED ATTRACTIONS:

)

GLEES' TRAVEL PICTOHES

Name.
Address.

CURRENT EVERTS

I

REGULAR PRICES.

YOU
NEED MORE COAL

nedrre

If you want a pretty Hedge,
one like growing nt 918 West
Oliver avenue, win grow on
University

a

Cc QammounlQicliwe

New Mexico State Manager,

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.. (Phono
I am interested.
Please explain details.

THE KING ELECTRIC
SHOE SHOP
Free call and delivery. Auto
tops $15 and up; hand-mad- e
work shoes $5.00.
005 S. Second.
rhonc 98i--

"

Ikmo

cially suited for the flu situation, and upon request from you
If
will be glnd to explain the same by mail or in person.
interested, mall this at once.

M$h

3HH--

in flew

Is apparently becoming more serious each day.
We can't give you immunity from the disease or guarantee you not to die if you contract the same, but we can give
you our iron-cla- d
guaranteed income for your wife and babies
In case the worst happens to you.
Wo have a low rate, short time emergency policy espe-

Johnson Coal Co.
9110

ngnes

PHONE 35

L.

TON

prettntt

HEW STATE COAL CO.

i.

GIV- E-

Heights. Call

.uu..pw.jiiiiiii

ii

14 ill l iiij ii nmjMJu ii mi!

u-

-i

R. E. Peffley,

Phone

1590-or after 0
o'clock 1190-.T- , or drive out to
Bee
Farm.
Honey

I

ELMS HOTEL
Finest rooms In tho state
steam
hot and cola
heat,
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 week
Transient rate $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.50 single anu
double $3.00.

CONTINUOUS

TO 11 P. M.

TODAY AND TOMORROW
A TRIAL

t

Phone 291.

Fuel Supplies a Specialty
HAGAN FUEL & SUPPLY CO.,
E. Lead Ave.
W

-

"SOMETHING

"Don't Hit the Hero!"

Will Rogers makes the great mistake of soaking a
movie hero. It's a thing no experienced villain ever does.
The tale of Will's remarkable adventures as a double
in a Hollywood studio will keep you doubled up in your
seat with violent laughter.
y
And that isn't all. Shakespeare's part of the picture
is funnier still! You mustn't miss the biggest laugh the
screen has ever had.

DIFFERENT"
Formerly with the "Fred Harvey System" and some of the
large furniture houses In the
east. Furniture repairing polishing and refinlshing in all Its

GOLDWYNJ

phases. Call

rhone 127.

1

PRESENTS

218 S. Second.

LUMP
$11.00

EGG
NUT
$10.50
$9.50
GUY'S TRANSFER
Long Trips Solicited
Phone 371, U24 8. Second St.

National Fire Insurance
Company

of Hartford

Capital

,

B. T. Link, president of the Link
Copper company, died suddenly of
heart failure last Sunday at Santa
Rita, according to word received
hero yesterday.
Mr. Link was a former resident
of Las Cruces. but had removed
to Santa Rita for tho purrecently
i UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
pose of developing his copper
properties thero. lie was promiDOINGS
nent In mining circles In the state,
was also a member or tiie Bapand
This is the time of the year for
the spring winds, but the sand that tist state board.
blows in the Heights is clean dirt,
Malone Tax! & Transfer 153
even at that.
As soon as the cold weather is
over, a "clean-u- p
day" will be
7and hope that every resiLdent of the Heights will
.fcith the work.
Elgin watche: In twenty- . Several prospective
home build-r- s
were looking over the more re- year open face
stricted district Sunday with a view cases.
of selecting desirable sites.

(

Economical

inM.Mi

THEATRE

MR. ATWELL,

Bal-com- b.

CARD OF THANKS.
I wish to express to my friends
Appreciation of their kindness during my recent bereavement and to
thank them for the many beautiful
f;oral offerings.
MRS. SOFIA JOYCE.

ft

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Con
Phone 939.

Har-viso- n,

COPPER MINE OWNER
DIES AT SANTA RITA

J

kg

JUIH

stesaas

$10.50
11.00

Because, It Burns Longer
Produces Most Kent.
PHONE 91 FOR QUALITY FUEL.

Plans

STORE

WARD'S CASH

Coal

I'lirc

AH

for Development of
City During 1922 Will Be
Outlined in Series of Act
dresses By Officers.

'.

Over n Quarter of a Century CERRILLOS COAL Has Stood
Every Test and Been Found the Best.

CERRILLOS EGG
CERRILLOS LUMP

t

CLOSE THURSDAY

There will be a shipment of fresh cakes
and crackers in today.

March 8, 1922

CLEANED
9x12 Rugs, $1.25.

RUGS

For Next 30 Days.
PHONE 471.

Thomas'
ICE CREAM

paid

actually
up in cash.

Surplus over all
liabilities
Surplus as regards

$ 2,000,000.00

6,841,481.19

policy holders... 8.844,481.19
BERTHOLD
SPITZ. Agent,
126 South Third St.

THE IMPERIAL

Made With Pasteurized Cream.
PHONE 313.

LAUNDRY CO.
"THE LAUNDRY
OF QUALITY"

Money to Loan

."

On first mortgages on Albus
querque
business
and resldeneo property.
Nalionnl Life Insurance Company of the Southwest.

Dry Cleaning,
Dyclne, Hats
Cleaned
and Blocked, Rug
cleaned
latest
by
process.

first-clas-

Phones

148

and 449.

CANON CITY COAL
Unloading a Car Today
The very best on the market. You will actually save money
by burning this fuel. It is full of heat, clean anil has the last
quality so essential In good coal. It you desire satisfactory
coal use Canon City Labeled Cvil.
Look for the Label It Is Your Protection.
COAL SUPPLY AND LtMBER COMPANY.
r
4 Phones
Let Our
Trucks Give You Service.

A Charming Bedroom

Three Pieces in Ivory.

Suite $

To the woman who appreciates individuality in
design, harmony in proportions and irresistible
beauty in bedroom furniture we have a message of
vital importance. Recently received, we offer for
the first time some striking new designs and attractive patterns in ivory suites of three pieces,
consisting of a dresser with 22x28 inch French
plated mirror, chiffonier with 12x18 inch French
plated mirror, five drawers, and bed priced complete at $65.00.
We should be pleased to have you ask to see

them.

BY
ELMER L.RICE WILL ROGERS "WTLUM4 S!1aK2S?EAEE
(ONE. OF THESE BOYS WAS FAMOUS)
mniCTEO BY

CLARENCE BADGER
ADDED ATTRACTION:

"One Good Turn Deserves Another"
A

Comic
REGULAR PRICES.
Goldwyn-Bra- y

;

Albuquerque

U LIVINGSTON & CO.
ftlOME FURNISHERS
213-21- 5

West Gold Ave.

Albuquerque, N. M.

TELL IT THROUGH THE CLASSIFIED

Santa Fe

Taos

DAILY STAGE
To Taos (Rend Down)
Leave
7:30 a.m....,
10:30 a.m
Arrive
Leave
12:30 p. m
Arrive . 2:00 p.m
Arrive . 0:00 p.m

Fare

To Albunucrquo (Head
Albuquerque
...Arrive . 7:00
Leave . 4:00
Santa Fe
Santa Fe
Arrive .12:45
Arrive . 11:16
Espanola
Taos
Leave . 7:30

Cp)
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.

to Santa Fe, $4.50; to Taos, $11.50.

Headquarters, Ringling Brothers
Cijrar Store. Phone 600. 210 West Central Avenue.
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,
Phone 222.

Albuquerque

